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FOREWORD 

This is the Second Annual Progress Report (APR II) on implementation of the Third Medium 

Term Plan 2018-2022 (MTP III). The report presents accomplishments and an assessment of 

progress towards the realization of objectives of MTP III 

programmes and projects during the 2019/20 Financial Year 

(FY). The assessment further seeks to demonstrate a causal 

relationship between outputs and outcomes and the level of 

performance using Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). This 

is a continuum-based measure of progress that gives a sense 

of how much was achieved compared to the set targets for the 

reference period.  

This Report was prepared against a backdrop of the COVID-19 pandemic which adversely 

affected livelihoods and service delivery in the Country. The spread of the coronavirus led to 

an unparalleled health and socio-economic crisis resulting in unprecedented and serious 

impacts on various aspects of communication, work, production, trade, consumption and lives. 

Notably, implementation of most activities scheduled for the last quarter of 2019/20 FY either 

slowed down, had the modality changed, postponed or even cancelled. Significant amount of 

the budget was reallocated to fight the COVID-19 pandemic. This slowed down expenditure 

of project finances making it difficult to realize project timelines and hence affected service 

delivery.  

The COVID-19 containment measures resulted in supply-side constraints affecting labour 

supply, transport and logistics. On the demand-side, consumption dampened as consumers 

spent less due to prevailing financial uncertainties. The pandemic also dented investor 

confidence and access to credit during the review period. The pandemic continues to pose a 

significant risk to our Country’s development agenda. To reinvigorate economic growth and 

cushion Kenyans from the economic shocks arising from the pandemic, the Government rolled 

out the Economic Stimulus Program (ESP). Further, the government has prepared the Post 

COVID-19 Economic Recovery Strategy (PC-ERS) and instituted measures to enhance 

efficiency and effectiveness of public expenditure to support economic recovery. Let’s stand 

together in the fight against COVID-19 pandemic in order to recover and realize the envisaged 

Country’s development outcomes. 

Finally let me take this opportunity to thank the Principal Secretary, State Department for 

Planning for providing leadership and facilitating the preparation and completion of this report. 

 

HON. (AMB.) UKUR YATANI, EGH 

Cabinet Secretary  

The National Treasury and Planning  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Second Annual Progress Report (APRII) provides an assessment of the implementation of 

policies, programmes and strategies outlined in the Third Medium Term Plan (MTP III) 2018-

2022 covering the period 2019/20 FY. APR II focuses on outcome level indicators to assess 

performance as it relates to annual targets identified in the MTP III. Details of the progress 

made by sectors including implementation challenges and lessons learnt are provided in 

subsequent chapters of this Report.  

Macroeconomic Framework 

The economy registered mixed performance in the review period with the spread of COVID-

19 pandemic greatly affecting the third and fourth quarter of the financial year. The growth 

during the first half (July-December) was more than offset by the negative effects of the 

pandemic which curtailed implementation of MTP III and the “Big Four” Agenda programmes 

and projects. During the review period, the real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is estimated to 

have expanded by 5.4 per cent in 2019 compared to a growth of 6.3 per cent in 2018. Despite 

most sectors recording decelerated growths, the economy was supported by service-oriented 

sectors. Financial and Insurance Service and Real Estate Sectors grew by 6.6 per cent and 5.3 

per cent in 2019 compared to 5.6 per cent and 4.1 per cent in 2018 respectively. The 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing Sector accounted for a sizable proportion of the slowdown, 

from 6.4 per cent growth in 2018 to 3.6 per cent in 2019. The manufacturing sector grew by 

3.2 per cent in 2019 compared to 4.2 per cent growth in 2018.   

Annual inflation increased from 5.2 per cent in 2018/19 to 5.5 per cent in 2019/20 and was 

within the Central Bank of Kenya target range of 5 (plus or minus 2.5) per cent. The Central 

Bank of Kenya Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) revised the Central Bank Rate (CBR) on a 

regular basis over the period to keep inflation stable and within the range. The MPC revised 

the CBR from 9.0 per cent in July, 2019 to 7.0 per cent in April, 2020 with various revisions 

within the two periods. On the other hand, Gross National Savings as a percentage of the GDP 

grew by 7.6 per cent in 2019/20 and fell short of MTP III target 17.1 per cent. Investment as a 

share of GDP stood at 13.1 per cent which was far below the MTP III target of 22.6 per cent. 

In addition, the total revenue collection as a percentage of GDP declined from 18.3 per cent in 

2018/19 to 17.0 per cent in 2019/20 and was below the MTP target of 19.0 per cent while total 

debt as a percentage of GDP increased from 57 per cent in 2018/19 to 60.7 per cent in 2019/20. 

Total gross domestic debt stock increased by 14.1 per cent from KSh. 2,785.5 billion as at end 

of June 2019 to KSh. 3,177.5 billion by the end of June 2020. The overall balance of payments 

position improved to a surplus of US$ 179.3 million (0.2 per cent of GDP) in the year to June 

2020 from a deficit of US$ 492.7 million (0.5 per cent of GDP) in the year to June 2019. 

Foundations for National Transformation 

Under the Foundations Pillar, in the Roads subsector, a total of 1,489 kilometres of new roads 

were constructed while 28,847 kilometres of roads were maintained/rehabilitated. On Rail 

transport, 2,830,000 passengers and 4,678,000 tonnes of cargo were handled. A total of 33.64 

million tonnes of cargo throughput in Dead Weight (DWT) per year and 1.384 million 

containers in Twenty Foot Equivalent Units (TEUs) were handled through marine transport.  
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In Energy, there was an increase in power generation capacity by 161.6 megawatts to 2,791.2 

MW and over 500,397 households were connected to electricity bringing to a total of 

7,576,146.  

Under Land Reforms sector, a total of 454,990 title deeds were issued. In regard to 

employment, the economy generated 846,900 new jobs during the review period. The informal 

sector jobs grew by 3.2 per cent; the formal sector jobs grew by 2.4 per cent while the jobs in 

the self-employed and unpaid family worker in the modern sector grew by 6.9 per cent. 

During the reporting period, 100,538 households received regular cash transfers in the four 

original counties of Turkana, Wajir, Marsabit and Mandera compared to 98,039 households 

recorded in 2018/19 FY. In correctional services to offenders, Vocational Training Programme 

was offered to 12,812 inmates, formal education to 8,676 long serving inmates, spiritual 

counselling services provided to 5,598 staff and 20,916 inmates and psychological counselling 

services provided to 20,916 staff and 41,384 inmates.   

Economic Pillar  

The Agriculture Sector grew by 3.6 per cent in 2019 compared to 6.0 per cent in 2018 and the 

overall contribution of Agriculture to GDP was at 34.1 per cent. There were variations in 

production with a decrease in maize production by 10.8 per cent from 44.6 million bags in 2018 

to 39.8 million bags in 2019 and an increase in paddy rice production by 42.6 per cent 

from112.6 MT in 2018 to 160.6 MT in 2019.  The area under irrigation increased by 46,616 

acres against the targeted 40,000 acres.  In the Blue Economy Sector, fish production decreased 

from 146.7 MT in 2018 to 146.5 MT in 2019.   

The volume of output for the Manufacturing Sector rose by 2.0 per cent in 2019 against a target 

of 6.5 per cent. The Manufacturing Sector real value added increased by 3.2 per cent, which 

was a slower growth compared to 4.3 per cent recorded in 2018. Tourism earnings grew by 3.9 

per cent from KSh. 157.4 billion in 2018 to KSh. 163.6 billion in 2019. The international visitor 

arrivals increased by 0.4 per cent to 2.035 million in 2019 and on the domestic front, bed-nights 

by Kenyans grew by 5.7 per cent to a high of 4.818 million in 2019 as a result of domestic 

tourism promotion campaigns.  Under the Oil, Gas and Minerals Sector, 215, 032 barrels of 

crude oil were produced of which 240,150 barrels was exported.  

In the Trade Sector, the value for retail and wholesale exceeded the target by 30 per cent and 

the contribution of trade to GDP was at 7.6 per cent. The value of total exports declined by 2.9 

per cent to KSh. 596.7 billion in 2019 from KSh. 614.3 billion in 2018. Access to formal 

financial services increased to 82.9 per cent against the targeted 77.5 per cent during the review 

period due to improved mobile financial services and increased partnerships and innovations 

such as mobile banking, agency banking, digital finance and mobile apps.  

Social Pillar 

There was a general improvement of Gross Enrolment Rates (GER) particularly at primary 

level of education. The GER for pre-primary, primary and secondary levels of education was 

109 per cent, 99.6 per cent and 71.6 per cent respectively. The transition rate from primary to 

secondary education levels was 95 per cent against a target of 98 per cent. A total of 430,589 
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trainees against a target of 274,243 were enrolled in Technical and Vocational Education 

Training (TVET) institutions. 98 per cent of the students who qualified for various programmes 

were placed in both public and private universities to pursue bachelor’s degree programmes 

under Government sponsorship with the remaining 2 per cent opting for diploma courses in 

various TVET institutions.  

Interventions to improve child and maternal health yielded positive results as indicated by the 

increased skilled deliveries at 73 per cent against the target of 72 per cent. However, the 

proportion of pregnant women attending four ante-natal clinics (ANC) was 50 per cent against 

the 2019/20 financial year target of 55 per cent while child immunization achievement was at 

80 per cent against a target of 86 per cent arising from less attendance due to the COVID-19 

containment measures.  

The inter-censual population growth per annum stood at 2.2 per cent against a target of 2.6 per 

cent during 2019/20 FY. Life expectancy which is an indication of the well-being of the Kenyan 

population improved to 67 years against a target of 62 years. Other key achievements in the 

social pillar include: reclaiming of additional 17,101 Hectares (Ha) of forest land during phase 

II of Mau ecosystem restoration; over one million beneficiaries on cash transfer; hosted 12 

international sports competitions and 17 cultural events across the Country. 

Political Pillar 

During the review period, 17 intergovernmental consultative sectoral forums were 

operationalized and pending conflicts were resolved. In regard to capacity, all the 47 County 

governments fully embarked on implementing National Capacity Building Framework 

(NCBF) to build their relevant institutional and technical capacities. Further, Regional 

Economic Blocs Policy was developed to guide Counties in the formation and 

operationalization of county economic blocks. 

The Judiciary increased investment in building its capacity to deliver justice. Fourteen Courts 

had a mediation annex operationalized to assist to clear the backlog in minor cases. The case 

clearance rate was 86 per cent against a target of 110 per cent. Automation of Courts continued 

resulting in 47 per cent of Courts with automated case management systems. The Judges to 

population ratio was 1:321,380 against a target of 1: 295,792 while Magistrates to population 

ratio was 1: 86,954 against a target of 1: 68,840. The variance was due to delayed appointment 

of Judges and recruitment of Magistrates and Kadhis respectively.  

Thematic Areas  

During the year under review: four counties were supported to establish Geographic 

Information system(GIS) based spatial plans that integrate climate change and disaster risk 

management; Green House Gases (GHG) emissions were kept at a low of 97 MtCO2e; and the 

resilience of communities to disasters was enhanced by ensuring that the number of deaths, 

injured, missing per 100,000 remained at a low of 27 persons per 100,000 through increased 

use of multi-hazard early warning systems.  

HIV prevalence stabilized at 4.5 per cent against a target of 4.6 per cent. While a total of 

1,192,172 people living with HIV/AIDS were kept on ART, the number of HIV/AIDS related 
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deaths remained high at 21,000 against a target of 7,094. The number of adult new infections 

decreased from 52,767 in 2018/2019 to 34,597 in 2019/20. Mother to Child Transmission Rate 

stood at 10.8 per cent against a target of 5 per cent, this being an improvement from 11.5 per 

cent in 2018/2019 despite falling way below the target.  

National Monitoring and Evaluation Systems 

The Monitoring and Evaluation ecosystem mainly focuses on Kenya Vision 2030, Sustainable 

Development Goals and other National, Regional and International Development 

commitments. The tracking of development indicators has enabled the implementing agencies 

to steer the implementation of government policies, programme, and projects contained in the 

Medium-Term Plans and County Integrated Development Plans. Monitoring and Evaluation 

activities are underpinned in promoting the National Integrated Monitoring and Evaluation in 

the Public Sector. During the review period the focus was on strengthening of M&E capacities 

both at the National and County levels. 

 

During the 2019/20 FY, the implementation of the MTP III projects and programmes was not 

without challenges which need to be addressed to enhance achievement of results in the third 

year (2020/21FY). The key implementation challenges that were encountered during the 

review period include the COVID-19 pandemic containment measures that nearly shut down 

sectors such as Tourism and Education; inadequate budget allocations and austerity measures; 

weak M&E system; long and slow processes of land acquisition for large infrastructure 

projects; freezing of employment by the Government leading to inadequate human resource in 

different sectors. To address the key challenges, capacity of MDAs needs to be enhanced; 

provision of adequate budget for implementation of projects and programmes; and review of 

the policy and legal framework for land acquisition for public projects among others.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

OVERVIEW OF KENYA VISION 2030 AND MEDIUM-TERM PLAN III 

 

1.1 Overview of Kenya Vision 2030 

The Kenya Vision 2030 is the Country’s long-term development blueprint whose overall 

objective is to transform Kenya into a newly industrializing, middle-income Country providing 

a high quality of life to all its citizens in a clean and secure environment by 2030. The Vision 

is anchored on Economic, Social and Political pillars.  

The Economic Pillar aims to achieve and sustain an average economic growth rate of 10 per 

cent per annum until the year 2030. Eight (8) priority sectors were identified based on their 

potential to drive this growth through various economic development programmes. These 

sectors are: Tourism; Agriculture and Livestock; Trade; Manufacturing; Financial Services; 

Business Process Outsourcing (BPO); Blue Economy; and Oil, Gas and Mineral Resources. 

The Social Pillar seeks to achieve a just, cohesive and equitable society living in a clean and 

secure environment. This is to be realized through transformation in six (6) key sectors namely: 

Education and Training; Health; Environment, Water, Sanitation and Regional Development; 

Population, Urbanization and Housing; Gender, Youth and Vulnerable Groups; and Sports, 

Culture and the Arts.  

The Political Pillar aims to realize an issue-based, people-centred, result-oriented and 

accountable democratic system. It also aims to move all Kenyans to the future as one nation. 

This will be achieved through: Adherence to the Rule of Law; Electoral and Political Reforms; 

Democracy and Public Service Delivery; Transparency and Accountability; and Security, 

Peace Building and Conflict Management. 

The three (3) pillars are anchored on the foundations of Macroeconomic Stability; Governance 

Reforms; Enhanced Equity and Wealth Creation Opportunities for the Poor; Infrastructural 

Development; Science, Technology and Innovation (STI); Information and Communication 

Technology; Land reforms; Labour and Employment; Security, Peace Building and Conflict 

Resolution; Public Sector Reforms; National Values and Ethics and Ending Drought 

Emergencies. 

The Kenya Vision 2030 is implemented in five - year successive Medium-Term Plans (MTPs). 

The first MTP covered the period 2008- 2012, while the second covered the period 2013- 2017. 

The third MTP that covers the period 2018-2022 is currently being implemented. Reporting on 

implementation of the MTPs is through Annual Progress Reports (APRs), Mid-Term Reviews 

(MTR) and End-Term Reviews (ETR).  

1.2 Overview of the Third Medium Term Plan (2018-2022) 

The Third Medium Term Plan (MTP III) of Kenya Vision 2030 whose theme is “Transforming 

Lives: Advancing socio-economic development through the “Big Four” outlines the main 

policies, legal and institutional reforms, flagship projects as well as programmes and projects 

that the Government plans to implement during the period 2018-2022.  Overall, MTP III seeks 
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to build on the previous MTPs foundations and successes to continue the country’s 

transformation and modernization in order to create more quality jobs, raise the living standards 

of every Kenyan, end inequality and lift more Kenyans out of poverty.  

MTP III endeavours to move the economy towards a high growth trajectory to achieve 7 per 

cent economic growth by the end of the Plan period. The Plan targets not only increasing the 

level of savings and investment but also enhancing the productivity of investment in all sectors 

of the economy as well as consolidating fiscal stance in a stable macroeconomic environment. 

In addition, it aims at effecting structural changes in the economy towards increasing the shares 

of Manufacturing, Industrial and Exporting sectors. The Plan also prioritizes development of 

the Oil, Gas and Mineral Resources Sector and the Blue Economy which are expected to play 

a key role in contributing to higher economic growth in the next five years and beyond. 

The Plan prioritizes policies, programmes and projects which will support the implementation 

of the “Big Four'' initiatives namely: Raise the share of manufacturing sector to 15 per cent of 

GDP; Ensure that all citizens enjoy food security and improved nutrition by 2022; Achieve 

Universal Health Coverage; and deliver at least five hundred thousand (500,000) affordable 

housing units. The implementation of the “Big Four'' initiatives will also contribute to broad 

based inclusive sustainable economic growth, faster job creation and reduction of poverty and 

inequality. This will be done with close cooperation between the national and county 

governments as well as other stakeholders. The MTP III has also mainstreamed and seeks to 

implement the 17 global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and is aligned to Africa's 

Agenda 2063. 

1.3 The Annual Progress Report and its Preparation 

This is the Second Annual Progress Report (APR II) on implementation of the Kenya Vision 

2030 MTP III (2018-2022) covering the 2019/20 FY. The Annual Progress Reports (APRs) 

present a performance review and seeks to inform the government and other stakeholders on 

the progress made towards achieving national development objectives and targets in the 

medium-term plan. The Reports contain information on the progress in the implementation of 

policies, programmes and projects; implementation challenges encountered and innovative 

ways to address them; lessons learnt during implementation and recommendations for future 

implementation. Review of performance is based on targets as spelt out in the National 

Reporting Indicator Handbook for the MTPs and other key government publications. 

The MDAs prepare respective Annual Monitoring and Evaluation Reports, which form the 

basis for the preparation of the APR. The State Department for Planning through the 

Monitoring and Evaluation Directorate coordinates the compilation and analysis of 

submissions from all Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs). The process also 

involves consultations with various state and non-state actors and is further subjected to a 

stakeholder validation process to enhance ownership. All these are undertaken within the 

National Integrated Monitoring and Evaluation System (NIMES) framework.  

1.4 Organization of the Report 

This report is organized into nine (9) chapters. Chapter one presents an overview of the Kenya 

Vision 2030 and its third MTP (2018-2022) and the methodology used to prepare the Report. 
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The subsequent chapters highlight the status of implementation of the MTP III, milestones 

realized, key policy, legal and institutional reforms, key implementation challenges 

encountered, lessons learnt and recommendations to inform future project/programme planning 

and execution.  Chapter two (2) focuses on the Macroeconomic Framework while chapter three 

(3) covers discussion on the progress of implementation of the Foundations for National 

Transformation. Chapters four (4), five (5) and six (6) provide implementation status of the 

Economic, Social, and Political Pillars respectively. Chapter seven (7) presents achievements 

on thematic areas. Chapter eight (8) presents the Monitoring and Evaluation Ecosystem in the 

Public Sector while chapter nine (9) outlines key implementation challenges, lessons learnt, 

recommendations and conclusions. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

MACROECONOMIC FRAMEWORK 

2.1 Overview  

The economy registered mixed performance in the 2019/20 FY with the spread of COVID-19 

pandemic greatly affecting the third and fourth quarter of the financial year. The growth during 

the first half (July-December) was more than offset by the negative effects of the pandemic 

which curtailed implementation of MTP III and the “Big Four” Agenda programmes and 

projects. The pandemic and the containment measures slowed down economic activities in key 

sectors of the economy in the last two quarters of 2019/20 FY and hampered performance of 

all the macroeconomic variables. This was mainly due to the reallocation of resources meant 

for other programmes and projects to fight against the spread of COVID-19 pandemic and 

scaling up of safety net programmes to cushion the vulnerable groups. In addition, the revenue 

shortfalls in the fourth quarter of 2019/20 FY due to the COVID-19 pandemic was further 

worsened by the tax incentives aimed at cushioning Kenyans from the adverse effects of the 

pandemic. 

2.2 Overall Economic Performance 

The real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is estimated to have expanded by 5.4 per cent in 2019 

compared to a growth of 6.3 per cent in 2018. Despite most sectors recording decelerated 

growths, the economy was supported by service-oriented sectors. Financial and Insurance 

Service and Real Estate Sectors grew by 6.6 per cent and 5.3 per cent in 2019 compared to 5.6 

per cent and 4.1 per cent in 2018 respectively. The Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing Sector 

accounted for a sizable proportion of the slowdown, from 6.4 per cent growth in 2018 to 3.6 

per cent in 2019. The Manufacturing Sector grew by 3.2 per cent in 2019 compared to 4.2 per 

cent growth in 2018.  A comparative analysis of the targeted and actual GDP growth rates over 

the period 2015-2019 is presented in Figure 2.1.  

FIGURE 2.1: ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 2015-2019 

 

Source: Economic Survey, 2020 
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2.3 Macroeconomic Performance 

The MTP III growth targets for overall GDP, Agriculture, Industry and Services Sectors for 

the year 2019 were 6.3, 5.5, 6.4 and 6.4 per cent respectively, as shown in Table 2.1. The 

overall economic performance and sectoral targets in 2019 were not achieved except for the 

service sectors which grew by 7.2 per cent against a target of 6.4 per cent.  Table 2.1 presents 

the overall GDP and the performance of three sectors during the MTP II period and first two 

years of MTP III. 

TABLE 2.1: GROWTH RATES PERFORMANCE (2015-2019) 

 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual 

Overall GDP 8.7 5.7 9.6 5.9 10.6 4.9 5.8 6.3 6.3 5.4 

Agriculture 6.0 5.3 7.1 4.7 7.2 1.6 5.7 6.4 5.5 3.6 

Industry 8.6 7.0 10.1 5.5 10.2 3.4 5.8 5.3 6.4 5.5 

Service 9.4 6.4 10 6.5 10.1 6.2 6.0 6.6 6.4 7.2 

Source: Economic survey 2020 

2.3.1 Agricultural Sector 

Agriculture sector is one of the “Big Four '' drivers aimed at improving food and nutrition 

security, promoting agro-processing and creating employment opportunities for the majority 

of people. Its contribution to GDP remained constant at 34.1 per cent in 2019. During the 

review period, the Agriculture Sector grew by 3.6 per cent in 2019 compared to 6.4 per cent in 

2018. In 2019, the Sector’s growth of 3.6 per cent was lower than targeted growth of 5.5 per 

cent. The lower than targeted growth was due to constrained agricultural production caused by 

a mixed weather phenomenon that was characterized by drought during the first half of the year 

followed by heavy rainfall which led to flooding in some agricultural areas in the second half 

of the year. The Sector growth was supported by increase in coffee, potatoes, rice, wheat, millet 

and sorghum; and in output of exported fruits and cut flowers which grew by 8.3 per cent and 

7.8 per cent respectively in 2019. Tea and sugarcane production declined by 6.9 per cent and 

12.5 per cent respectively while maize production declined by 10.8 per cent from 44.6 million 

bags in 2018 to 39.8 million bags in 2019. Figure 2.2 presents the performance of the 

Agriculture sector against targets for the period 2015-2019.  
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FIGURE 2.2: AGRICULTURAL SECTOR PERFORMANCE (2015-2019) 

 

Source: Economic Survey, 2020 

2.3.2 Industrial Sector 

The MTP III envisages growth of the Industrial Sector to expand steadily from 5.8 per cent in 

2018 to over 7.0 per cent in 2022. In 2019, the Industrial Sector grew by 5.5 per cent compared 

to 5.3 per cent in 2018 which was lower than the target of 6.4 per cent. The “Big Four” 

initiatives target the contribution of the Manufacturing Sector to GDP to increase from 9.2 per 

cent in 2016 to 15 per cent by 2022. Manufacturing which is a key Sector has depicted a 

downward contribution to GDP for three consecutive years from 9.2 per cent in 2016 to 8.1, 

7.8 and 7.5 per cent in 2017, 2018 and 2019 respectively. In view of this, there is a need for 

fast-tracking implementation of “Big Four” Manufacturing Sector priorities such as attracting 

investors into development of Special Economic Zones and Industrial Parks across the Country. 

FIGURE 2.3: INDUSTRIAL SECTOR PERFORMANCE (2015-2019) 

 

Source: Economic Survey, 2019 
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growth was supported by Accommodation and Restaurant (10.3 per cent), Information and 

Communication (8.8 per cent), Human Health (5.8 per cent), Education (5.4 per cent), Public 

Administration (8.1 per cent), Transport and Storage (7.8 per cent), Wholesale and Retail Trade 

(6.6 per cent) and Financial and Insurance (6.6 per cent) and Real Estate (5.3 per cent). Figure 

2.4 presents the Service Sector performance for the period 2015-2019. 

FIGURE 2.4: SERVICE SECTOR PERFORMANCE (2015-2019) 

 

Source: Economic Survey, 2020 
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Macroeconomic 

Indicators 

2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/20 

Overall Balance 

(including grants) 

-6.3 -7.7 -5.1 -9.1 -7.2 -7.0 -6.0 -7.8 -4.3 -8.0 

Total Debt 44.4 47.9 44.3 51.9 53.0 52.6 52.8 57.0 51 60.7 

External Sector 

Current Accounts 

Incl. Official 

Transfers (% of 

GDP) 

-8.1 -8.1 

 

 

-7.6 -5.0 -6.1 -5.1 -5.4 -4.1 -5.5 -5.5 

Reserves (months 

of this year’s 

import cover) 

5.3 4.8 5.8 6.5 6.7 6.9 6.8 6.4 6.9 6.3 

Source: Budget Policy Statement 2020, Budget Review Outlook Paper 2020 

I. National Accounts and Prices 

In 2019/20 FY, the economy was projected to grow by 6.3 per cent while overall inflation was 

expected to remain within the policy range of 5 (plus or-minus 2.5) per cent. However, the 

economy grew by 2.5 per cent in 2019/20 and was lower than the target of 6.3 per cent as 

shown in Figure 2.5. The low growth in 2019/20 was as a result of contraction of economy in 

the fourth quarter (April-June of 2020) due to adverse effects of COVID-19 pandemic. The 

containment measures that were put in place to curb the spread of the pandemic led to 

contraction of the global and domestic economy disrupting businesses including international 

trade and leading to loss of lives and livelihoods. 
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FIGURE 2.5: GDP GROWTH 2015/16-2019/20 

 

Source: Budget Policy Statement 2020, Budget Review Outlook Paper 2020 

Annual inflation increased from 5.2 per cent in 2018/19 to 5.5 per cent in 2019/20 and was 

within Central Bank of Kenya target range of 5 (plus or minus 2.5) per cent (see Figure 2.6). 

The rise in inflation was mainly attributable to rise in transportation, food and beverage prices 

arising from constrained domestic supply due to less favourable weather conditions in the first 

half of 2020. Inflation during the first half of 2020 averaged 5.8 per cent compared to 5.2 per 

cent in first half of 2019.  

Central Bank of Kenya Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) revised the Central Bank Rate 

(CBR) on regular basis over the period to keep inflation stable and within the range. The MPC 

revised CBR from 9.0 per cent in July, 2019 to 7.0 per cent in April, 2020 with various revisions 

within the two periods. 

 Figure 2.6: TREND ON GDP AND INFLATION 2015/16-2019/20 

 

Source: Budget Policy Statement 2020, Budget Review Outlook Paper 2020 
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Savings and investments are key drivers for achievement of GDP growth of 7 per cent by 2022. 

Gross National Savings as a percentage of the GDP grew by 7.6 per cent in 2019/20 and fell 

short of MTP III target of 17.1 per cent. Investment as a share of GDP stood at 13.1 per cent 

which was far below the MTP III target of 22.6 per cent as shown in Figure 2.7. The lower than 

target savings and investment as share of GDP in 2019/20 was as a result of negative effects of 

COVID-19 pandemic both at global and local economy during the first half of 2020. The 

pandemic negatively affected the propensity to save by individuals as well as propensity to 

undertake domestic and foreign investment as household and corporate income declined. 

FIGURE 2.7: GROSS NATIONAL SAVINGS AND INVESTMENT (2015/16-2019/20) 

 

Source: Budget Review Outlook Paper 2020 

II. Central Government Budget 

The total revenue collection as a percentage of GDP declined from 18.3 per cent in 2018/19 

FY to 17.0 per cent in 2019/20 FY and was below the MTP target of 19.0 per cent. The low 

revenue collection in 2019/20 FY was largely due to low collections during the first half of 

2020 caused by disruptions of economic activities, containment and fiscal measures undertaken 

to contain the spread of COVID-19 pandemic and cushion Kenyans and firms against the 

negative impact of the pandemic. The fiscal measures implemented by the Government in order 

to cushion Kenyans against the adverse impact of the pandemic and to further increase liquidity 

in the economy are estimated to cost the exchequer KSh.172.0 billion in revenue foregone by 

the Government in one financial year. 

The total expenditure and net lending was 25.2 per cent in the 2019/20FY and above the target 

of 23.8 per cent for that period. The higher than targeted expenditure during the period was as 

a result of increased budgetary requirement to finance mitigation measure of COVID-19 

pandemic. The low revenue collection coupled with high expenditure during the review period 
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7.8 per cent in the 2018/19 FY to -8.0 per cent in the 2019/20 FY against a target of -4.3 per 

cent (Figure 2.8).  

FIGURE 2.8: TOTAL REVENUE, TOTAL EXPENDITURE, OVERALL BALANCE 

(INCLUDING GRANTS) (2015/16-2019/20) 

 

Source: Budget Review Outlook Paper, 2020 

Actual disbursements to the County Governments during the 2019/20 FY totalled KSh.338 

billion compared to a disbursement of KSh. 361 billion in 2018/19. In 2019/20, the 

disbursement comprised of: KSh. 286.78 billion as equitable share of revenue raised nationally; 

Conditional allocations amounting to KSh.20.7 billion derived from the National 

Government’s equitable revenue share; KSh.7.65 billion from the Roads Maintenance Levy 

Fund (RMLF); and proceeds from external loans and grants totalling KSh.22.88 billion 

earmarked to supplement financing of devolved functions. 

Total debt as a percentage of GDP increased from 57 per cent in 2018/19 FY to 60.7 per cent 

in 2019/20 FY. Total gross domestic debt stock increased by 14.1 per cent from KSh. 2,785.5 

billion as at end of June 2019 to KSh. 3,177.5 billion by the end of June 2020. The total external 

debt stock, including the International Sovereign Bond, stood at KSh. 3,515.8 billion by the 

end of June 2020 (see Figure 2.9). The debt stock comprised of multilateral debt (37.6 per 

cent), commercial debt including International Sovereign Bond (31.4 per cent), bilateral debt 

(30.6 per cent), and suppliers’ credit (0.5 per cent). 
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FIGURE 2.9: TOTAL DEBT (2015/16-2019/20) 

 

Source: Budget Policy Statement 2020, Budget Review Outlook Paper 2020 

The debt sustainability indicators show that Kenya faces a high risk of external debt distress 

due to breach of at least one of the three external debt indicators (PPG debt service-to-exports 

ratio). The Public and Publicly Guaranteed debt service to export ratio was 31.4 and 27.5 in 

2019 and 2020 respectively which was higher than the threshold of 21 (See Table 2.3). 

TABLE 2.3: KENYA’S EXTERNAL DEBT SUSTAINABILITY 

Indicators Threshold for Kenya 2019 2020 

PV of debt - to – GDP 55 27.6 26.8 

PV of debt - to – Export 240 225.2 288 

PPG Debt service - to-  Export 21 31.4 27.5 

PPG Debt service - to-  Revenue 23 21.3 14.5 

Source: IMF Country Report No. 20/156, May 2020 

III. Money and Credit  

Broad money supply, M3, grew by 11.3 per cent in the year to July 2020 compared to a growth 
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12 months to June 2020 compared to a growth of 5.2 per cent in the year to June 2019. This 

growth was observed mainly in the Manufacturing (12.3 per cent); Trade (8.4 per cent); 

Transport and Communication (14.9 per cent); Mining and Quarrying (10.0 per cent) and 

Consumer Durables (15.2 per cent). The operationalization of the prospective Credit Guarantee 

Scheme for the Micro, Small and Medium sized Enterprises (MSMEs), which will de-risk 

lending by commercial banks, is critical to increasing credit to this sector.  

IV. External Sector 

The overall balance of payments position improved to a surplus of US$ 179.3 million (0.2 per 

cent of GDP) in the year to June 2020 from a deficit of US$ 492.7 million (0.5 per cent of 

GDP) in the year to June 2019. This was mainly due to narrowing of the financial account 

deficit. Current account balance worsened from a deficit of 4.1 per cent in 2018/2019 FY to a 

deficit of 5.5 per cent in 2019/20 FY and was within the MTP III deficit target (See Figure 

2.10). 

FIGURE 2.10: CURRENT EXTERNAL BALANCE AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP 

(2015/16-2019/20) 

 

Source: Budget Policy Statement 2020, Budget Review Outlook Paper 2020 

The Government has since 2015/16 accumulated adequate foreign exchange reserves to 

cushion the country against short-term shocks in the foreign exchange market. International 

reserves declined marginally from 6.4 months of import cover in 2018/19 FY to 6.3 months in 

2019/20 FY and fell short of MTP III target of 6.9 months of import cover (Figure 2.11).  
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FIGURE 2.11: INTERNATIONAL RESERVES (MONTHS OF IMPORT COVER) 

(2015/16-2019/20) 

 

Source: Budget Policy Statement 2020, Budget Review Outlook Paper 2020 

V. Employment 

In 2019, total employment excluding those engaged in small-scale farming and pastoralist 

activities, is estimated to have increased from 17.3 million in 2018 to 18.1 million. Total new 

jobs generated in the economy were 846.3 thousand in 2019 compared to 824.9 thousand in 

2018. The informal sector jobs grew by 3.2 per cent in 2019 to 767.9 thousand new jobs 

compared to 744.1 thousand new jobs created in 2018. Jobs created in the formal sector 

stagnated at 78.4 thousand in 2019 and was far below the MTP III target of 476,000 jobs.  

The ratio of the formal sector to total employment remained at 0.09 per cent in 2019. This was 

below the target of the Government job creation strategy aimed at increasing the ratio of formal 

sector employment from 0.28 in 2018 to 0.39 in 2019 (Table 2.4).  

TABLE 2.4: EMPLOYMENT TARGETS AND ACTUAL 2015-2019 (000) 

 2015 2016 2017 2018  2019 

Target Target Actual Actual Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual 

Formal 250 132.1 418 94 530 116.3 304 80.8 476 78.4 

Informal 750 715.2 776 713.1 902 789.3 763 744.1 766 767.9 

Total 1000 847.3 1194 807.1 1432 905.6 1067 824.9 1,242 846.3 

Ratio of 

formal 

0.25 0.16 0.35 0.11 0.37 0.13 0.28 0.09 0.39 0.09 

Ratio of 

informal 

0.75 0.84 0.65 0.89 0.63 0.87 0.72 0.91 0.61 0.91 

Source: Economic Survey 2020 
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2.5 Statistical Reforms 

The MTP III envisages that a number of surveys and censuses will be conducted to support 

policy, planning, budgeting, and monitoring and evaluation. The following were undertaken to 

improve statistics: 

i. National Population and Housing Census in August 2019 and four volumes reports 

released on distribution of population by: Socio-economic characteristics; Age, sex and 

administrative units; Administrative units; and County by sub-county. 

ii. Quarterly Labour Force Survey (QLFS) designed to provide a constant stream of data 

on a wide range of socio-economic indicators. The QLFS collects information about 

the Kenyan labour market activities for the population aged 5 years and above. Data is 

collected for two weeks every month. 

iii. A series of surveys on Socio-Economic impact of COVID-19 pandemic on households 

that informed policies necessary for reducing the spread as well as addressing the 

negative effects of the pandemic. 

iv. Continued strengthening of County statistical offices and capacity building on 

production of regular statistics by the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics.  

v. Carried out Census of Industrial Production in December, 2019 with an aim of updating 

the industrial structure last developed from the Census of Industrial Production (CIP) 

2010. The census collected data on other characteristics of the industrial and 

construction sectors of the economy. These include sectors engaged in activities related 

to mining and quarrying, manufacturing, electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning 

supply, water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities and 

construction.  

2.6 Structural Reforms 

The Business Laws (Amendment) Act, 2020 was enacted in March, 2020 with an aim of 

facilitating the ease of doing business in Kenya. The Act provides for among others recognition 

of electronic signatures, documents and registries; and reducing formalities, increasing 

transparency and protecting businesses. 

According to World Bank Ease of Doing Business Report, Kenya ranked position 56 in 2019 

compared to position 61 in 2018. The Country was among 42 economies that improved the 

most across three or more Doing Business sub-indices. It set the best regulatory performance 

in reducing number of procedures for getting electricity and undertaking reforms to protect 

minority investors. 

In order to support Micro Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) access credit, the Public 

Finance Management (Credit Guarantee Scheme) Regulations, 2020 were prepared and 

enacted. The Regulations provide for establishment and management of Credit Guarantee 

Scheme.  

2.7 Tax Reforms 

Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA) continued to implement revenue enhancement strategies. 

These included:  
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Post Clearance Audit (PCA): Strengthened the capacity for post clearance audits, established 

a Customs Taxpayer Account Management Unit and increased scrutiny on Authorised 

Economic Operators.  

Implementation of iCMS, Integrated Scanner Solution and Regional Electronic Cargo 

Tracking (RECTS): The implementation of the integrated Customs Management System 

(iCMS) under the new developer commenced in March 2020. The KRA procured four (4) 

Scanners (1 Rail scanner at Mombasa, 2 at Inland Container Depot Nairobi and 1 at Namanga) 

and integrated it to the iScan System. A total of 8,600 seals were delivered in February, 2020. 

Procurement of e-seals was initiated with the aim of raising the electronic coverage of transit 

trucks to over 60 per cent and facilitate the tracking of fuel to minimize dumping.  

Tax Base Expansion (TBE): The KRA adopted a project approach with a dedicated team 

focusing on data driven intervention in the following areas; (i) implementing a Turnover Tax 

(ToT) and Presumptive tax regime, (ii.) targeting professionals, real estate, construction sector, 

advance tax who were identified in 2018/19 but had yet to be brought to full compliance, (iii) 

operationalizing the High Net Worth Individuals (HNWI) programme including through use 

of third party data; (iv) enhancing tax compliance in the e-commerce sector through 

implementation of digital taxation programme; and (iv) developing frameworks for the 

implementation of new fiscal policies (budget proposals) and for the recruitment of taxpayers. 

Information Sharing and Data Driven Compliance: The KRA commenced utilizing a data 

driven approach with the following areas of focus: (i) managing data including use of the value 

added tax auto assessment (VAA), third party data and intelligence reports to identify non-

compliant taxpayers and strengthening excise enforcement, (ii) stepping up transfer pricing 

audits, (iii) conducting audits related to credit adjustments, investment deductions and high risk 

business segments, and  (iv) addressing the VAT gap through reconciliation and the follow up 

of inconsistencies. 

System Integrations and Enhancements: In 2019/20FY system integrations completed 

included: (i) iTax/IFMIS on Pay As You Earn (PAYE), Payment Registration Numbers (PRNs) 

and Integrated Personnel and Payroll Database (IPPD); (ii) Tax Compliance Certificate (TCC); 

(iii) Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD); and (iv) Mobile Apps.  

Revenue collection was affected negatively by the COVID-19 pandemic during the fourth 

quarter of 2019/20 FY as a result of containment measures to reduce the spread of the 

pandemic. The containment measures resulted in subdued economic activities which 

necessitated short term tax reforms to cushion the citizens as well as businesses. The short term 

measures included: 

i. Increase in personal relief from KSh. 1,408 to KSh. 2,400 per month; 

ii. 100 per cent tax relief for persons earning gross monthly income of up to KSh. 24,000; 

iii. Reduction of the top PAYE band rate from 30 per cent to 25 per cent; 

iv. Reduction of the standard VAT rate from 16 per cent to 14 per cent; 

v. Reduction of the turnover tax rate from 3 per cent to 1 per cent of the annual turnover 

or business with a turnover of KSh. 1 million to 50 million per year; and 
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vi. A reduction of the resident corporate income tax from 30 per cent to 25 per cent. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 FOUNDATIONS FOR NATIONAL TRANSFORMATION 

3.0. Overview 

This chapter presents progress made by the Foundations for National Transformation in 

2019/20 FY towards the achievement of the Third MTP’s objectives and targets. In addition, 

the chapter provides challenges faced during implementation as well as lessons learnt. It’s 

envisaged that successful implementation of the Foundations will play a major role in the 

realization of the Kenya Vision 2030 and the ‘‘Big Four’’ Agenda. The Foundations include: 

Infrastructure (roads, rail network, sea ports, airports, pipeline and energy); Information 

Communication and Technology (ICT); Science Technology and Innovation (ST&I); Land 

Reforms; Labour and Employment; Public Sector Reforms; National Values and Ethics; 

Ending Drought Emergencies (EDE) and Security, Peace Building and Conflict Resolution. 

3.1. Infrastructure Sector 

The Sector is expected to provide cost effective world-class infrastructure facilities and 

services in support of Kenya’s Vision 2030. The Sector is not only key in facilitating 

achievement of the Kenya Vision 2030, the Third Medium Term Plan (2018-2022), the ‘‘Big 

Four’’ Agenda, African Union (AU) Agenda 2063 but also immensely contributing to 

achieving the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 9 which aims at building resilient 

infrastructure, promoting inclusive and sustainable industrialization and fostering innovation. 

The Sector further prioritizes SDG 11 that is aimed at making cities and human settlements 

inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable. During the review period, various programmes and 

projects were implemented by the Subsectors. 

Roads Subsector 

The Roads Subsector contributes to improving the country’s global competitiveness through 

road infrastructure development, efficiency and quality of services provided by the road 

transport. The Subsector is responsible for construction, maintenance and management of the 

National Trunk roads as stipulated in the 4th Schedule in the Constitution of Kenya.  

3.1.1 Roads Subsector performance 

In the 2019/20 FY, Investment on Roads 10,000 Programme facilitated remarkable 

achievements in the development and maintenance of roads. Table 3.1 shows that 1,489 

Kilometres (Km) of new roads were constructed against the MTP III target of 2,000 Km 

translating to 74 per cent achievement while 28,847 Km of roads were maintained/rehabilitated 

against a target of 50,000 Km, an equivalent of 57 per cent achievement.  
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TABLE 3.1: ROADS SUBSECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

 Outcome Indicator  Targets 

2019/20 FY 

 Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Improved 

access to all 

weather Roads 

Kilometres of 

Classified Roads 

Maintained and 

Rehabilitated 

50,000 28,847 Under achievement due to inadequate 

funding and slowed works as a result of 

restrictions on movements due to COVID-19 

pandemic. 

Kilometres of 

Additional Classified 

Roads Constructed 

(By class: A,B,C,D, 

E , F,G e .t . c 

2,000 1,489 

Source: State Department for Infrastructure Annual Progress Report, 2019/20 FY 

Flagship Projects  

The implementation of flagship projects has largely enhanced domestic and regional 

connectivity, boosted rural productivity and reduced urban congestion. The following was 

achieved under the flagship projects: 

Expansion of Roads Programme: The Subsector had planned to construct/rehabilitate 10,000 

Km of roads comprising of 2,500 Km of Conventional Roads and 7,500 Km Low Volume 

Sealed Roads. To achieve the above targets, the following programmes/projects were 

implemented during the review period as follows: 

i. East Africa Road Network Project (EARNP): A total of 49.34 Km of roads were 

constructed which is an achievement of 60 per cent. This comprises of construction of; 

22.64 Km of Isebania-Kisii; 19.7 Km of Kisii-Ahero; and 7 Km of Kitale–Endebess – 

Suam road sections. 

ii. Kenya Transport Sector Support Project: The project constructed 11.5 Km of road 

against a target of 53 Km. The project achievement included; construction of 0.6 

Kilometres of Kisumu - Kakamega road and 10.87 Km of Kakamaga –Webuye road. 

Athi River -Machakos Turn-off is at 61 per cent. The delayed works were attributed to 

slowed work by contractors due to delayed payments. 

iii. East Africa Regional Transport, Trade and Development Facilitation Project: 

During the review period, 110.55 Km of road section between Eldoret to Nadapal were 

constructed/upgraded. The project achievement included; upgrading of 23.13 Km of 

Kalobeiyei river- Nadapal road, 28.24 Km of Lokitaung junction – Kalobeyei River 

road, 38.36 Km of Lokitaung junction – Lodwar road and 20.82 Km of Lodwar – 

Loichangamatak road. In addition, works contract was awarded for Loichangamatak- 

Lokichar road section. 

iv. National Urban Transport Improvement Project (NUTRIP): During the review 

period, 26.6 Km of road were completed under capacity enhancement of A104 from 

James Gichuru Road junction to Rironi while commercial agreement was signed for 

JKIA – James Gichuru road section. 
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v. Northern Kenya Transport Improvement Project (NETIP): A total of 6 Km of 

Nuno - Modogashe road was constructed while a review of the design was completed 

for other road sections of the project. 

vi. Road 10,000 Programme (Low Volume Seal Roads (LVSR)): A total of 957.58 Km 

of roads were constructed during the review period to bitumen standards across the 

country. 

 

 

 Sections of James Gichuru- Rironi Road Section 

vii. Road 2,000 Programme (Low Volume Seal Roads (LVSR): During the review 

period, the implementation of the Roads 2000 Strategy improved 50.25 Km of roads. 

 

Decongestion of Cities, Urban Areas and Municipalities:  During the review period, the 

following was achieved: Construction of Eastern missing link road- 3 Km; Rehabilitation and 

upgrading of Upper Hill Roads Phase II -5.74 Km; Dualing  of Ngong Road Phase II (Prestige 

– Dagoretti Corner)- 6.44 Km; Dualing of Ngong Road (Dagoretti Corner – Karen Roundabout 

– 6.66 Km); Construction of Upper hill - Mbagathi way link Road – 5.25 Km; Construction of 

Mlolongo-Kware-Katani-Kamulu Link Road – 0.5 Km; Eastland’s Roads Phase II – 2.5 Km; 

Construction of Kiogoro – Gesure – Itibo – Masongo roads – 4.5 Km; Upgrading to bitumen 

standards of Mandera town roads-4.2 Km; Construction of Hunters-Githurai Link road-1.7 

Km; Construction of Kahawa Sukari Estate Access Roads- 2.4 Km; Upgrading to Bitumen 

Standard of Lucky-Summer-Gitwamba-Kasarani Mwiki Link Road-0.7 Km; Construction of 

Kangundo Road – Greater Eastern Link road – 3.8 Km; Construction to Bitumen Standard of 

Rhino Park and other access roads in Nairobi County – 2.2 Km; Construction of Kisii Bypass- 
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2 Km; Construction of Kericho Bypass – 3.11 Km; Construction of Thika Bypass – 2.7 Km; 

and Construction of the Meru Bypass -3.24 Km 

 

Ongoing Construction of Eldoret Bypass 

Maintenance of Roads: During the review period, 35 Km of roads were rehabilitated, 875 Km 

of roads were put under periodic maintenance, 27,833 Km of roads under routine maintenance 

and 104 Km of rural roads improved to gravel surface dressing. 

Other Programmes/Projects 

The Subsector also implemented other programmes all geared towards achieving improved 

accessibility.  

Public Private Partnership / Annuity Programme: The Programme aims at building roads 

through long term engagements with private sector in financing, construction, and management 

of roads. During the review period, 70 Km of Ngong – Kiserian – Isinya and Kajiado – Imaroro 

road was constructed. Other achievements include: Commercial Agreement signed on 15th 

October, 2019 for construction of 27 Km of Nairobi Expressway; Commercial agreement 

prepared for construction of 175 Km of Nairobi – Nakuru – Mau Summit Road; Financial 

agreement prepared for construction of 32 Km of Dagoretti Market – Karen – Bomas – Kiserian 

– Kona Baridi Road and Financial agreement prepared for construction of 67 Km Illasit – 

Njukini – Taveta Road.  

 

Capacity Development:   During the review period: 406 local road contractors were capacity 

built in road construction in support of the sector development; 1,412 plant operators were 

trained; trained 2,928 technicians and artisans; and 2,016 were trained on elementary driving, 

refresher, defensive and First Aid. 
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Materials Testing and Research Development: The following were achieved during the 

period: 

a) Verification trials on Hydraulic Road Binders (HRB)- Bamburi HRB, Savannah HRB, 

Fly-ash, RBI (ANSS) and other HRBs from ongoing projects; 

b) Construction and monitoring of Kianjai - Mikinduri Road (D484) trial section; 

c) Guidelines for improvement of rural roads using Do-Nou Technology were developed; 

d) Performance monitoring of Low Volume Seal Roads Under African Development Bank 

(AfDB) Roads 2000 and Africa Community Access Partnership Programmes; 

e) Signs and road marking condition surveys on Namanga - Athi River Nairobi - Nakuru 

- Eldoret - Malaba Road (A104); 

f) Performance monitoring of Kangema - Gacharage (C70) Road and Nairobi Southern 

Bypass;  

g) Conducted 6 Researches on road and pavement construction materials; and 

h) Geo technical investigations along Mai Mahiu – Narok Road conducted. 

  

Hire of Plant and Machinery: During the review period, the Subsector continued with the 

hire of plant and machinery that promoted construction and maintenance of roads using the 

emerging technologies. In return, this generated revenue amounting to KSh. 653 million.  

 

Public Works Subsector 

Public Works Subsector is responsible for construction and maintenance of public building 

infrastructure, coastline infrastructure, pedestrian access, research on local cost effective 

building materials and technologies and regulation of the construction industry. It also the acts 

as the government consultant in design, documentation and supervision of all government 

building infrastructural facilities that are geared towards social economic development.  

 

3.1.2 Public Works Subsector Performance  

 

Government Buildings: During the review period, the construction of the Kibish Police 

Station and the General Service Unit Base Camp that had stalled were completed. Other 

projects were ongoing and at various stages of completion namely: Kenya Industrial Training 

Institute (KITI) at 60 per cent complete was handed over to the client Ministry of Trade and 

Industry for funding to completion, Migori District Headquarters Phase I at 86 per cent 

complete, Mathare Nyayo Hospital at 73 per cent complete and Voi Pool Housing at 70 per 

cent complete.  

 

The Subsector also designed, documented and supervised to completion 116 new government 

building projects and rehabilitated/maintained 151 buildings at Ministries, Departments, 

Agencies as well as Counties. Five (5) County Government Headquarters were constructed to 

different levels of completion as follows; Isiolo County Headquarters at 36 per cent, Tharaka 

Nithi County Headquarters at 70 per cent, Tana River County Headquarters at 15 per cent, 

Lamu County Headquarters at 5 per cent and Nyandarua County Headquarters at 26 per cent 

complete. 
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Coastline Infrastructure and Pedestrian Access: To achieve accessibility into and out of 

waters and protect land and property from sea wave erosion, three (3) Jetties were constructed 

and were at advanced levels of completion namely: Lamu Terminal Jetty Access at 98 per cent; 

Manda Jetty at 65 per cent; Mokowe Jetty at 45 per cent; and Mtangawanda Jetty at 58 per 

cent. Further, 4 out of 29 footbridges were completed for safe crossing of rivers, streams and 

for easy accessibility to areas with difficult terrain. The remaining 25 were at advanced levels 

of completion. This target lagged behind because the contracts were awarded just before the 

COVID-19 pandemic containment measures were issued.  

 

Regulation and Development of Construction Industry: During the review period, 7,309 

contractors were registered, 18,523 skilled construction workers and 2,372 construction site 

supervisors were accredited. To promote quality assurance in the construction industry, 18,077 

sites were inspected and 2,869 construction projects registered, 590 buildings were audited and 

inspected, out of which 5 were demolished since they were substandard.  

Collaborative research was done to identify all locally produced building materials and 

technologies in the Coast region in the counties of Kilifi, Mombasa, Kwale, Taita Taveta, Tana 

River and Lamu. Base resource mapping was also carried out. In addition, Stabilized Coral 

Stone Quarry waste blocks was developed, disseminated and standardization by Kenya Bureau 

of Standards (KEBS) undertaken. 

Rail Transport Subsector 

Rail transport is one of the safest and convenient means of transport. It is the most preferred 

means for transporting bulk goods over long distances. The Subsector’s main objective is to 

develop and manage efficient and reliable railway transport systems. The Subsector 

coordinated planning, investment and implementation of programmes such as LAPSSET that 

would lead to reduced cost of transport and traffic congestion. 

 

3.1.3 Rail Transport Subsector Performance 

 

To improve access to rail services, the Subsector in 2019/20 FY handled 2,830,000 passengers 

against a target of 3,350,000 passengers as shown in Table 3.2 translating to 84.5 per cent. 

Further, during the review period, rail cargo handled was 4,678,000 against a target of 

4,801,000, an achievement of 97.4 per cent. The under achievement is attributed to the COVID-

19 pandemic containment measures which led to a drop in imports and fewer rail passengers 

being transported.  
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TABLE 3.2: RAIL TRANSPORT SUBSECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 
Outcome Indicator 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Improved 

access to Rail 

Services 

Rail passengers handled 

per year (‘000) 
3350 2,830 

The underachievement due to COVID-

19 containment measures that led to 

fewer passengers being transported. 

Rail cargo handle per year 

(‘000 tonnes) 
4801 4,678 

The underachievement due to COVID-

19 effects that  led to drop in imports 

arising from lockdowns in most 

countries 

Source: State Department for Transport Annual Progress Report, 2019/20 FY 

Flagship Projects 

Standard Gauge Railway (SGR) Phase II ((Nairobi-Naivasha)): The project was completed 

during the review period. The Inland Container Deport (ICD) and Marshalling Yard were also 

completed. 

 

Suswa Passenger SGR Station 

Nairobi Commuter Railway Service Stations: The project achieved four service stations as 

per the target translating to 100 per cent achievement. 

 

Air Transport Subsector 

The Subsector aims at developing world class aviation infrastructure for improved access to 

aviation services. The expansion, modernization and management of the aviation sector has 

enhanced air transport safety, security and connectivity across the country. Civil aviation is a 

critical catalyst for global and national development. Air transport in Kenya has continued to 
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grow and has contributed to job creation and increased interaction and trade with other 

countries.   

 

3.1.4 Air Transport Subsector Performance 

 

During the review period, 9 million air passengers were handled against a target of 12.9 million 

translating to an achievement of 70 per cent. Out of this, 6.2 million went through JKIA which 

represents 69 per cent proportion of passengers. In addition, 364.6 million kilograms of air 

cargo were handled against a target of 386.4 million kilograms representing a 94 per cent 

achievement (See Table 3.3). The underachievement was attributed to the effects of COVID-

19 pandemic. 

 

TABLE 3.3: AIR TRANSPORT SUBSECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicator  Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Increased access 

to Aviation 

Services  

Number of Air Passenger 

handled (International 

&Domestic) per year(millions)  

12.9 9   

 

Air travel restrictions due to 

COVID-19 affected 

performance 

Volume of Air cargo handled per 

year(Total freight) (millions 

Kgs) 

386.4 364.6 Air travel restrictions due to 

COVID-19 affected 

performance 

 Source: State Department for Transport Annual Progress Report, 2019/20 FY 

Flagship projects 

The Subsector implemented the following flagship projects in ensuring expanded 

modernization of aviation facilities. 

 

Expansion of JKIA: The project targeted to construct 2 Km of a second runway and associated 

facilities but this was put on hold due to funding constraints and the impact of COVID-19 

pandemic on the Aviation sector. 

 

Expansion of the Malindi Airport: Only 50 per cent of the 0.15 Km of additional runway 

was constructed. However, a resettlement plan and project social impact was at 80 per cent 

being pre-contract engagements. 

 

Marine Transport Subsector 

This Subsector aims at developing and managing an efficient and safe marine transport system 

in the Country.  

 

 3.1.5 Marine Transport Subsector Performance 

 

During the review period, a total of 33.64 million tonnes of cargo throughput in Dead Weight 

(DWT) per year was hauled against a target of 33.58 million representing 100.2 per cent 

achievement as shown in Table 3.4. On the other hand, 1.384 million containers in Twenty 
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Foot Equivalent Units (TEUs) were handled against a target of 1.355 million translating to an 

overachievement of 102 per cent. These targets were slightly overachieved due to a surge in 

transhipment in August and September of 2019. 

 

TABLE 3.4: MARINE TRANSPORT MTP III ACHIEVEMENT FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicator Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Improved access 

to Shipping and 

Maritime 

services. 

Cargo throughput in 

Dead Weight Tonnes 

(DWT) per year 

(million tonnes) 

33.58 33.64 Target slightly exceeded due to a 

surge in transhipment in Aug and 

Sept 2019. 

Containers handled in 

Twenty foot Equivalent 

Units (TEUs) 

1.355 1.384 Target slightly exceeded due to a 

surge in transhipment in Aug and 

Sept 2019. 

Source: State Department for Shipping and Maritime Annual Progress Report, 2019/20 FY 

Flagship Projects 

During the review period, an achievement of 55 per cent was realized under expansion of the 

second container terminal phase II and III. This is intended to improve shipping and maritime 

facilities. 

Other Programmes 

During the review period, the following projects were implemented: 

Cooperation and Implementation of Regional/International Frameworks and Standards: 

Three (3) Memorandum of Understanding with Jamaica, Mauritius and Bahrain were at an 

advanced stage and towards conclusion. 

Supply of Skilled Labour for the International Market: A paltry 262 Kenyan seafarers were 

employed in international shipping companies out of a target of 1,000 translating to an 

achievement of 26.2 per cent.  The underachievement is attributed to the COVID-19 pandemic 

restriction measures. 

Development of Human Resource to Manage the Blue Economy: The Board of 

Management and the transition team was put in place under transformation of Bandari College 

to Bandari Maritime Academy and 150 youths were trained on coxswain course IMO level 3. 
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Lamu Port 1st Berth 

 

Energy Subsector  

The Energy Subsector is identified as a key economic driver in the MTP III. It’s envisaged that 

the Subsector plays a key role in ensuring rapid and sustainable development in the Country. 

From this perspective, developing renewable energy sources, coal exploration and 

development, constructing energy infrastructure and building administrative capacity of the 

Energy Subsector are key strategic directions of the current five-year plan.  

 

3.1.6 Energy Subsector Performance 

The Subsector recorded an increase in power generation capacity by 161.6 megawatts (MW) 

to 2,791.2 MW. However, this fell short of the target of 3,561 MW by 769.8 MW representing 

an achievement of 78.4 per cent (see Table 3.5). From an annual target of 1,000,000 

households, only 500,397 were connected to electricity translating to an achievement of 50 per 

cent. This brings to 7,576,146 as the total number of households connected to electricity as at 

the end of the 2019/20 FY. 

TABLE 3.5: ENERGY SUBSECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENT FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicator Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Increased 

Power 

Generation 

National Power 

Generation Capacity 

(MW) 

3,561 2,791.2 Stringent conditions by the financiers 

delayed financial close of some projects 

thus affecting the achievement. 

Proportion of 

National power 

generation capacity 

2,416 1,960 A number of power generation projects 

from renewable sources are at various 
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MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicator Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

from clean sources 

(MW) 

stages of development. The target will be 

achieved upon completion of the projects. 

Improved 

Energy 

Efficiency 

Number of new 

Companies adopting 

energy efficiency 

and conservation 

practices 

50 - There is no data to this indicator. The 

Ministry has completed the Energy 

Efficiency And Conservation Strategy 

which will provide better outcome 

indicators in future. 

Universal 

Connectivity 

Number of 

Households 

Connected to 

Electricity 

7,763,921 7,576,146 Reduced budgets for the Last Mile 

Connectivity Programme affected 

achievement of the planned target. 

Source: Ministry of Energy Annual Progress Report, 2019/20 FY 

Flagship Projects 

Increasing Electricity availability through Power Generation: A total of 161.6 MW new 

installed generation capacity was added to the grid. The generation target of 161.6 MW was 

therefore met. The following power plants were completed in the review period.  

i. 158 MW from Olkaria V and  

ii. 3.6 MW from Kenya Tea Development Agency (KTDA) power projects. 

 

 

Olkaria V Power Plant and sub-station 

National and Regional Transmission Lines: During the review period, a total of 127.6 Km 

of transmission lines and associated sub-stations were completed against a target of 1,256.6 

Km. These comprise of: 58 Km of the 138 Km 220 Kilovolt (kV) Turkwel – Ortum-Kitale 

transmission line; 39.6 Km of the 290 Km 400/220 kV Olkaria-Lessos-Kisumu transmission 
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line; and 30 Km of 612Km 500 high-voltage, direct current (High Voltage Direct Current) 

Eastern Electricity Highway (Ethiopia-Kenya) transmission line.  

Progress of other transmission lines was increased as follows; 96 Km 132 KV Isinya-Namanga 

line and associated sub-stations from 41.4 per cent to 52.9 per cent (39 tower foundations 

constructed and 20 towers erected); 96 Km 400 kV Kenya-Tanzania line and associated 

substation from 35.4 per cent to 62.4 per cent (36 tower foundations constructed and 10 towers 

erected); 400 kV Mariakani sub-station from 5 per cent to 14.2 per; 96 Km 132 kV Nanyuki-

Isiolo-Meru line from 68 per cent to 71 per cent; 431 Km 132 kV Power Transmission System 

Improvement projects from 70 per cent to 81.3 per cent (7 tower foundations constructed and 

62 tower erected).  

Other transmission projects where works commenced in the 2019/20 FY included: 247 Km 

220 kV Garsen-Hola-Garissa line (0.12 per cent); 148 Km 220 kV Kamburu-Embu-Kibirigwi-

Thika line (1.21 per cent) and 210 Km 132 kV Kenya Power Transmission Expansion project 

(0.26 per cent). 

Increasing Access to Electricity through Construction of Distribution Lines and 

Associated Infrastructure: During the review period, the following achievements were made: 

a) 500,397 new customers were connected to electricity against a target of 1,000,000 

customers. The COVID-19 pandemic containment measures, delays in tax exemptions 

and delays in delivery of meters were some of the reasons for the variance.  

b) 477.5 Km of Medium Voltage (MV) of distribution lines were added to the existing 

network against a target of 487 Km. The 477 Km being 55.3 Km from L&T contractors, 

113.96 Km from Turnkey contractors, and 277.7 Km from Kenya Electricity 

Modernization Project (KEMP), Last Mile Project and 30.5 Km from CC contractors. 

c) Nine (9) new and upgraded sub-stations were completed against a target of 20 sub-

stations. Among those energized included, Kagumo, Kiamutugu, Aldai and Kapsowar. 

   

 Special tower along 103Km 400kV Suswa - Isinya project 
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Electrification of Public Institutions and Installation of Transformers in all 

Constituencies: 

a) 77(9 on grid and 68 solar) new public primary schools were connected to electricity. 

This was against a target of 267(179 on grid and 88 on solar).  

b) 204 other public facilities such as trading centres, secondary schools, health centres and 

watering points were connected to electricity. The annual target was 320 public 

facilities.  

c) 163 transformers against a target of 273 transformers were installed in constituencies 

under the Installation of Transformers in Constituencies Programme. The aim of the 

project is to increase electricity access in the Country. 

d) 615 primary schools that previously installed solar photovoltaics (PVs) were 

maintained against a target of 370.   

 

Off Grid Electrification of Underserved Counties: In an effort to supply electricity to towns 

and regions off the interconnected grid, seven (7) mini grids solar hybrid projects were 

completed and commissioned in off-grid areas and two (2) Isolated Diesel Stations (Maikona 

and Sololo) were also completed and commissioned.  

 

National Public Street Lighting Project: To enhance security in designated public places, 

promote a 24-hour economy and market the Country as the preferred investment and tourism 

destination, 13,679 street lighting points were installed across the Country against a target of 

30,000. A delay in delivery of the lanterns was the reason for the variance. In addition, 

Mwangaza Mitaani project which initially covered Nairobi City targeted streets and high masts 

was later extended to cover 52 towns and 30 County Headquarters. 

 

Alternative Energy Sources and Technologies: 

i. Construction of Domestic (household) Biogas Demonstration Units: In order to 

promote clean cooking solutions, 66 domestic digesters were constructed while the 

tenders for the award of another 177 domestic digesters were issued. 

ii. Hydropower Dams Water Catchment Area Re-afforested and Maintained: 200 Ha 

of new catchment areas were planted with trees seedlings in Nchura and Mweru Hills 

in Meru and Enoosupukia in Narok. 150 Ha of the existing catchment areas was 

maintained; and 

iii. Investment Grade and General Audits to reduce Energy Consumption by 10-30 

per cent: Twenty-two (22) investment grade audits were conducted which are aimed 

at reducing energy consumption wastage by 10-30 per cent. 
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Other Programmes/Projects 

The following projects were also implemented during the review period. 

Nuclear Power Development Project: The following activities under nuclear development 

were implemented during the review period:   

i. Nuclear Site and Supporting Facilities - Land acquisition strategy, Site 

Characterization Strategy and Quality Assurance Programme for siting for the best 

site were developed; 

ii. Nuclear Research Reactor-Feasibility study for the Research Reactor Programme 

commenced during the review period; 

iii. Environmental Protection- The Draft National Environmental Impact Assessment 

Framework for nuclear power plants was reviewed; and  

iv. Human Resource Development Nuclear Power Programme - Four (4) members 

of the Site Selection Team (SST) and Research Reactors (RR) team were trained. 

Three (3) members of staff were also trained on Industrial Involvement. 

Negotiations for scholarships for three (3) students for Masters Studies abroad on 

nuclear related courses were also finalized. 

 

Geothermal exploration and development: To support the coal and geothermal activities, 

the following specific activities were undertaken:  

i. Drilling of Geothermal Wells: Three (3) wells namely; Paka Well -02 and Paka Well -03 

in the North Rift and MW 35A in Menengai were drilled to completion. This increased the 

number of wells drilled to fifty-three (53) in both Menengai and Bogoria – Silali field. 

ii. Increase Steam Available for Geothermal Power Production. The steam available 

increased by 4.3 MW. This was realized from PW 01 in the Baringo-Silali geothermal field.  

 

 

Drilling of Wells at Korosi in Baringo-Silali Geothermal Fields 
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3.1.7 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. The Kenya Roads Board (Amendment) Bill, 2019 was enacted.  

ii. Kenya Building Research Bill and the Design bill were submitted to the Attorney 

General (AG).  

iii. The Built Environment Bill and the Nairobi Metropolitan Area Transport Authority 

(NaMATA) Bill were drafted.  

iv. The Traffic Act and the National Aviation Management Bills were amended.   

v. Energy Act, 2019 was enacted. 

vi. Nuclear Regulatory Act No. 29 of 2019 were enacted.  

vii. Further, the following policies and regulations were developed and are either complete 

or in draft:  

a) National Bio-energy Strategy was finalised;  

b) National Energy Efficiency and Conservation Strategy was finalised;  

c) Air Accidents Investigation Regulations were developed;  

d) Bus Rapid Transport Regulations were developed; 

e) Draft Public Works Policy was developed;  

f) The Draft National Nuclear Policy was submitted to the International Atomic 

Energy Agency (IAEA) for review; and  

g) The draft Matatu Transition Plan and Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan for the 

Nairobi Metropolitan Area were prepared. 

3.1.8 Implementation Challenges  

i. COVID-19 containment measures affected contracted works for the Sector; 

ii. Acquisition of sites, way leaves and land posed a major challenge. This was because of 

escalating cost of land acquisition due to speculations, compensation variations 

between the market value and the local owner’s expectations and encroachment of land 

earmarked for development purpose causing project delays and increased costs of 

projects; 

iii. Vandalism of infrastructure facilities creating additional cost for maintenance and   

restoration; 

iv. Delay in issuance of specific tax exemptions resulting to lengthening the process of 

clearance of materials at the ports; 

v. Government policy on logging affected the supply of wooden poles resulting to delays 

in project implementation;  

vi. Inadequate funding and budget austerity measures which negatively affected project 

implementation; and 

vii. Delayed operationalization of NaMATA. 

3.1.9 Lessons Learnt  

i. Proper coordination in project planning, appraisals, financing, implementation, 

research, monitoring and evaluation is crucial in project implementation; 

ii. Public participation in project management is critical in ensuring the sustainability of 

projects/programmes; 
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iii. Disaster Preparedness Planning is vital in averting and mitigating the effects on 

projects’ implementation; 

iv. Political good will is critical for effective implementation of programmes and projects;  

v. Leveraging on ICT in conducting business minimizes on operational and administrative 

costs; and 

vi. Feasibility studies and adequate planning for infrastructure expansion will help meet 

future demand in order to avoid the case where facilities are constrained immediately 

after project completion.  

3.1.10 Recommendations 

i. Venture into Public Private Partnerships and collaborative approaches in funding 

projects and programmes in the sector; 

ii. Regular monitoring and evaluation on project implementation processes to ensure 

effectiveness, efficiency, quality and timely delivery; 

iii. Involvement of all stakeholders in both planning and implementation of projects in the 

Sector; 

iv. Strict adherence to the contractual obligations and reprimand of non- performing 

contractors; 

v. Safeguarding of government infrastructure facilities such as power infrastructure 

projects including substations and strategic points along the major transmission lines 

and networks to minimize security threats; and 

vi. Build the capacity of players in infrastructure to fast track project management. 

3.2 Information Communications and Technology (ICT)  

MTP III identifies ICT and Innovation as enablers which contribute to the growth of other 

sectors as well as enhance public service delivery. It also recognizes the development and 

application of ICT infrastructure and related human capital as key enablers towards the 

achievement of Kenya’s economic growth of over 10 per cent per annum. The Sector is driven 

by ICT and Innovation, and Broadcasting and Telecommunications Subsectors. 

3.2.1 ICT Subsector Performance 

Table 3.6 shows that the targets were generally achieved across the indicators being tracked. 

This is attributed to increased infrastructure for basic voice services, licensing and roll out of 

4G broadband and the continued roll out of digital TV broadcast infrastructure by both public 

and private operators. There was remarkable performance on the bits per second per capita 

where the target of 21,500 was exceeded with an achievement of 59,969.34 translating to 279 

per cent. This is attributed to the increased investments by operators which rose from KSh. 

44.1 billion in 2018 to KSh. 60.6 billion in 2019.  
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TABLE 3.6: ICT AND INNOVATION MTP III ACHIEVEMENT FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome 

Indicator 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Universal Access 

to Information 

Mobile 

Network 

Coverage 

94 96 The increase is attributed to the roll out of 

infrastructure for basic voice services in 67 out 

of 78 planned for phase 1 under the universal 

service obligation 

Proportion of 

the population 

with Internet 

Connectivity 

80 83.38 The licensing and roll out of 4G broadband 

networks to homes by private operators 

contributed to the growth of internet 

connectivity. 

Proportion of 

the country 

covered by 

digital TV 

Signal 

85 89.3 The over achievement is due to the continued 

roll out digital TV broadcast infrastructure by 

both public and private operators. 

Proportion of 

Households 

with Access to 

Radio 

97 76.56 The underachievement is due to digital 

migration 

Bits per second  

per capita 

21,500 59,969.34 This is attributed to the increased investments 

by operators which rose from KSh. 44.1 billion 

in 2018 to KSh. 60.6 in 2019. 

Source: State Department for Broadcasting and Telecommunications Annual Progress Report, 

2019/20 FY 
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Flagship Projects  

National ICT Infrastructure Programme: 

i. National Optic Fibre Backbone Infrastructure (NOFBI): A total of 500 Km was 

constructed as per target. This brings the cumulative achievement to a total of 2500 Km 

which connects to sub counties and hospitals. 

ii. County Connectivity Project: All the 47 County Government Headquarters were 

connected through the County Connectivity Programme.   

iii. Government Common Core Network (GCCN) Programme: Through the programme, 

21 MDAs were connected and the upgrading of the system was ongoing. 

iv. Integrated Government Unified Communication System Project: Twenty-one MDAs 

were connected during the review period. 

v. E-waste Management Centres in Economic Zones across the Country:      The project 

was not implemented due to financial constraints. 

vi. East Africa Trade Facilitation Project (EATFP): 600 Km of fibre network was 

rehabilitated from Eldoret to Lodwar as per the project target.   

vii. National Addressing System: The contract for consultancy was awarded. 

 

E-Government Services 

i. Digitization of Government Records: The Land Registries at the Ministry of Lands 

and Physical Planning and Attorney General Registries were digitized. 

ii. Kenya Open Data Initiative (KODI) strengthened: 200 data sets were accessed. 

 

Broadcasting and Telecommunications Subsector  

The main goal for the Subsector under the MTP III is to enhance universal access to information 

through development and review of policy, legal and institutional frameworks, modernization 

and expansion of broadcasting and telecommunications infrastructure, promotion of ICT 

industries and development of ICT and mass media skills in the country. 

 

3.2.2 Broadcasting and Telecommunication Subsector Performance  

During the review period, the Subsector registered lower growth rate compared to 2018/19 FY. 

The ICT contribution to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was at 8.8 per cent in the 2019 

compared to 11.4 per cent in 2018. The ICT led industries contributed approximately 1.2 per 

cent to the GDP which is far much below the target of 10 per cent as envisioned in the Kenya 

Vision 2030.  

 

Flagship Projects  

 

National ICT Infrastructure Programme: This involved digital infrastructure roll out where 

the national coverage target was 92 per cent. The achievement of 89.3 per cent involved 

installation of DVB-T2 Headed System. In addition, the National Addressing System, 

measured by the number of counties covered targeted 10 counties. There was no achievement 

on this front since no funds were allocated to the project. 
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Universal Access to ICT Programme: 

Broadband Connectivity to Schools under Universal Service Obligations:  The Programme 

encompassed the provision of Broadband Connectivity to Schools under Universal Service 

Obligations. It targeted to reach 600 schools and tertiary institutions. It achieved 881 

institutions translating to 146 per cent.  

 

Number of underserved/ unserved areas and sub-locations provided with 2G basic Voice 

Infrastructure:  The Project targeted to reach 15 underserved/ unserved areas and sub-

locations by providing 2G basic Voice Infrastructure. The project achieved 67 areas translating 

to 446 per cent. 

 

National Information Security Programme (Cyber Security Infrastructure Developed): 

The Program entails the development of cyber security infrastructure measured by level of 

implementation. An achievement of 20 per cent was realised as per the target.  

3.2.3 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. The Computer Misuse and Cyber Crimes Bill was enacted into law;  

ii. The ICT Policy 2019 was approved;  

iii. Development and implementation of National Broadband Strategy 2019-2023; 

iv. Data Protection Policy Bill was prepared;  

v. The National ICT Master Plan 2018-2028 was prepared;  

vi. Mobile Money Interoperability guidelines for Kenya were prepared; and  

vii. The Digital Economy Blueprint for Kenya was prepared.  

3.2.4 Implementation Challenges  

i. COVID-19 pandemic: The restriction of movement in some counties affected the 

implementation of key projects such as the County Connectivity Project; 

ii. ICT Skills Gap: ICT talent pool for enhanced service delivery on the increasing online 

platforms is inadequate at both national and county level; 

iii. Limited interoperability of government systems: Many government systems work in 

isolation of each other, which creates duplication, delay and inefficient resource 

management;  

iv. Rapid technological change: Technological advancements and the search by suppliers 

for new markets have resulted in a bewildering array of technical solutions in search of 

problems to fix; and   

v. Inadequate attention on e-waste management: There is a lot of e-waste generated and 

the initiatives to safely dispose of the e-waste are lacking or inadequate. 

3.2.5 Lessons Learnt  

i. The Telecommunication Sector in Kenya has proved that competition is good for 

development of market forces in the Mobile Cellular Market. It has also pushed the cost 

of communication to affordable levels resulting to over 100 per cent penetration in 

mobile communication services; 
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ii. For Kenya to fully utilize ICT as an economic driver there is a need to address other 

support sectors such as Energy. The cost and availability of energy in the country has 

hindered the development of ICT;  

iii. Having ICT systems and content alone is not good enough to enable ICT induced 

economic growth, education and training curricula reviews are therefore vital.  

iv. Appropriate policy, legal, regulatory framework is vital for the success of projects and 

programmes; 

v. Development of infrastructure projects such as National Addressing system will 

facilitate faster uptake of e-commerce in the Country in addition to provision of 

emergency services across the country; 

vi. Research and development in the sector will promote ICT innovations in the Country 

thereby creating wealth and employment among youths; and 

vii. Providing additional incentives for the private sector to upscale their services will go a 

long way in bridging the digital divide between the rural and urban areas.  

3.2.6 Recommendations 

i. The sector should be adequately funded to enable the achievement of the planned MTP 

III programmes;  

ii. Need for development/harmonization/review of Policy, Legal, Regulatory and 

Institutional Frameworks;  

iii. Need for development of the National Integrated ICT Infrastructure and e-government 

services; and capacity building of human capital; and 

iv. Need for enhancement of National Information Security; and promotion of County and 

Regional Integration through ICT.  

3.3 Science, Technology and Innovation (ST&I) 

The Sector is mandated to oversee the implementation of activities in University Education 

Institutions and in Science, Technology and Innovation. The Sector is therefore expected to 

produce a “Globally Competitive Quality Education and Training, Research and Innovation for 

social integration and sustainable development” as envisaged in the Kenya Vision 2030. 

3.3.1 Sector Performance  

In the 2019 Global Innovation Index (GII) report, Kenya slightly improved its rank among the 

world’s most innovative economies from 80 in 2017, 78 in 2018 to 77 in 2019 against a target 

of 39 (see Table 3.7).   

TABLE 3.7: SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 

2019/20 FY 

MTP III Outcome Outcome 

Indicator 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Enhanced 

production 

of Niche products 

and 

Number of 

Patents and 

Certification 

Issued 

16 10 This number represent patents issued to Kenyan 

residents in quarters 1 and 2.  

Most of the patents relate to machines for bailing silage 
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MTP III Outcome Outcome 

Indicator 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Pharmaceutical 

using 

Indigenous 

Knowledge 

Niche 

Pharmaceuticals 

produced and 

marketed 

- - The program will be implemented in 2020/2021FY. 

Improved 

Technological 

Innovation 

Share of 

Research and 

Development 

as a per cent of 

GDP 

1.1 0.8 This include 0.01% for public funding while the rest is 

from the private sector. It covers expenditure in both 

research institutions, Universities and industry. Low 

achievement due to lengthy procedures in clearance for 

external resource mobilization. There is also funding 

unpredictability due to inconsistency exchequer leases 

which affect  research programmes  

Global 

Competitiveness 

Index (Rank) 

89 95 Target was missed due to weak linkages on funding, 

policy and investments and incentives for productivity 

improvement 

Global 

Innovation 

Index(Rank) 

39 77  

Source: State Department for University Education and Research Annual Progress Report, 

2019/20 FY 

Flagship Projects  

NANO-Sciences, Material Science and New Production Technologies: 

i. National Physical Science Research Laboratory (NPSRL) - The Programme 

targeted to complete 30 per cent of the NPSRL. The designs for three laboratories were 

done during the period under review thereby meeting the target. 

ii. Nanotechnology Research (NRC) - the Nanotechnology Research Centre was 

established and equipped.  

Space Science Technology Development Programme: 

i. Centre for Microsatellite Technology Development- The Programme targeted 20 per 

cent level of establishment and operationalization of the Centre for Microsatellite 

Technology Development at the Department of Astronomy and Space Science in the 

Technical University of Kenya. The target was fully achieved. 

ii. The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) - The project entailed the acquisition and 

operationalization of the SKA. Only 5 per cent of the targeted 50 per cent was achieved. 

The establishment of the Kenya Optical Astronomical Observatory is on course and is 

being spearheaded by Technical University of Kenya, Kenyatta University and 

University of Nairobi. In addition, little progress was made regarding the acquisition of 

the Longonot facility for the African Very Long Baseline Interferometry, which is the 

precursor to the SKA. 
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Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Programme: 

i. Kenya Advanced Institute of Science and Technology   

The Construction of Education Buildings and Supply and Installation of Educational and/or 

Research Equipment and Furniture was at 30 per cent completion as targeted. The Institute of 

Applied Sciences was also established.  

ii. Centres of Excellence in Universities and Research Institutions  

The Programme targeted to improve six (6) Centres of Excellence of which only three (3) were 

improved during the review period. 342 out of a target of 300 students were admitted to the 

three (3) African Centres of Excellence due to attractiveness of the post graduate programmes. 

Coordination of Technology and Innovation Commercialization Programme: 

National, Science Technology and Innovation parks were established in Konza Technopolis 

and Dedan Kimathi University of Technology (DeKUT). The construction of DeKUT Design, 

Material and Manufacturing (DMM) Block commenced and was at 5 per cent complete as 

targeted. 

County Technology and Innovation Delivery Services Programme: 

A total of 20 County Technology and Innovations Advisory Centres were constructed as per 

the target translating to 100 per cent achievement. 

 Other programmes  

Establishment of the African/National Science, Technology and Innovation Indicators 

Observatory: The Sector undertook a National Innovation Survey. However, the project did 

not commence due to budget rationalization.  

Funding for University Education and Training: The Sector disbursed KSh. 15,386 billion 

in loans and bursaries to students against a target of KSh. 23,922 billion signifying an 

achievement of 64.3 per cent. The expected growth in the average loan granted per student was 

expected to increase by 10 per cent annually in response to the rising cost of living. This was 

not implemented due to funding shortages. The funding of TVET students was allocated KSh. 

4 billion instead of the projected KSh.6 billion as per the number of students admitted to the 

various TVET institutions.   

3.3.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. The Sessional Paper No.1 of 2019 on Policy Framework for Reforming Education, 

Training and Research for Sustainable Development was developed; and  

ii. Guidelines on Commercialization of Genetically Modified Crops in Kenya were 

developed. 

3.3.3 Implementation Challenges  

i. Inadequate budget to fund students in foreign universities; 

ii. Delayed development of a formal, comprehensive and integrated national policy 

(Sessional Paper) on ST&I for the Country; 

iii. Inadequate capacity for universities to cater for the growing demand for university 

education in emerging sectors such as Oil, Gas, Earth Minerals and The Blue Economy; 
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iv. Mismatch between skills acquired by university graduates and the demands of the 

industry; 

v. Inadequate infrastructure and equipment for research and higher education and training 

institutions, especially for physical sciences; 

vi. Weak enforcement of Triple Helix “4” leading to limited networking amongst 

Government, Academic, Research and Training Institutions, Industry, Financial Sector 

and Professional groups; and 

vii. Credit Risk - Loan repayment default due to increasing unemployment and under-

employment due to COVID-19 pandemic. 

3.3.4 Lessons Learnt  

i. Expansion / upgrading of physical infrastructure in university education and research 

Subsector will go a long way in improving quality of education, training and research; 

ii. Multi-sectoral approach through strengthened PPPs to funding is critical for 

implementation of programmes and projects;  

iii. A highly skilled human capital is necessary to facilitate carrying out of the planned 

policies, strategies and programmes within the sector; and  

iv. There is innovation potential of the Kenyan youth that ought to be exploited. 

3.3.5 Recommendations 

i. There is need for continuous monitoring and evaluation to update data and information;  

ii. Increase the enrolment in STEM from 3.5 per cent; and  

iii. There is need for harmonization in the development of institutional and legal 

framework in order to create a conducive environment for operations and avoid 

duplication and overlaps. 

3.4 Land Reforms 

Land is the mainstay of Kenya’s economy, where over 80 per cent of its population derives its 

livelihood from agriculture. This resource has continued to play a significant role in the socio-

economic and political development of the country. Therefore, its ownership, allocation, 

distribution and utilization is of great concern to most Kenyans. The Sector therefore is geared 

towards improving management of land resources in the Country.  

3.4.1 Sector Performance 

During the review period, the target for title deed registration and issuance was surpassed by 

104,990 translating to an achievement of 130 per cent (see Table 3.8).  The target was surpassed 

due to land clinics conducted in Naivasha and Ruiru and enhanced processing of Embakasi 

Ranching Company titles. 
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TABLE 3.8: LAND REFORMS SECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENT FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome 

Indicator 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Improved 

access, Tenure 

and Land 

management 

Title Deeds 

Registered and 

Issued 

 

350,000 

 

 

454,990 The target was surpassed due to Land clinics 

conducted in Naivasha and Ruiru and enhanced 

processing of Embakasi Ranching Company titles 

Land Parcels 

Geo-

referenced 

200,000 0 Geo-referencing of land parcels for public 

institutions in Nairobi, Mombasa, Kisumu, Nyeri, 

Murang’a and Isiolo Counties was hampered by 

COVID-19 pandemic in the 4th quarter. 

Source: Ministry of Lands and Physical Planning Annual Progress Report, 2019/20 FY 

 

Flagship Projects 

Processing and Registration of Land Title Deeds: Under Processing and Registration of Title 

deeds, 454,990 titles were registered against a target of 450,000. Land clinics were conducted 

in Naivasha and Ruiru and processing of Embakasi Ranching Company titles was enhanced.  

 

Farida Karoney, Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Lands and Physical Planning at a land clinic in Naivasha  

 

National Land Management Information System: Through the Wizara Mashinani 

Programme, land offices that require renovation were identified. This led to funding of 75 

instead of 61 stations as funds were allocated as per the needs of the offices. Four Land 

Registries namely: Ruiru, Kiritiri, Rumuruti and Marimanti were opened and four land offices 

were constructed and completed in Kitui, Mbeere, Bomet and Olkalau. Further, Land records 

for Nairobi County blocks were captured, verified and scanned awaiting roll-out of Land 

Information Management System (LIMS). 
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National Land Value Index: Land Value Index was completed in six (6) Counties namely 

Mombasa, Naivasha (sub county of Nakuru), Kisumu, Narok, Kericho and Bomet.  

 

National Spatial Plan and National Land Use Policy: Guidelines to direct Counties on 

implementation of National Spatial Plan & National Land Use Policy were developed and 

disseminated.  

 

Development of Geo-Spatial Data: The sector achieved 80 per cent of its expected target. 

Guidelines on conversion of land parcels were also prepared. In addition, Registry Index Maps 

were decentralized to Narok, Murang’a, West Pokot and Bungoma Counties. 

 

Other Programmes/Projects 

Resettlement for the Landless: The sector resettled 8,807 landless persons against a target of 

8,500 translating to an achievement of 103.6 per cent. 

 

Capacity Building Programme: The sector achieved 85 per cent of the planned target in the 

review period. Physical Development Plans for Bomet County, Makueni County (Makindu and 

Malili) and 8 colonial villages in Nyandarua County were completed. In addition, 

reconnaissance surveys and base maps for Othaya and Chaka Urban Centres in Nyeri County 

were completed. However, finalization of Physical Development Plans for Othaya and Chaka 

was hampered by COVID-19 pandemic in the 4th quarter. 

 

Development of Hydrographic Database: Twelve (12) benchmarks against a target of 10 

were established along Lake Victoria and Lake Naivasha. 

 

3.4.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. The National Land Use Policy of 2017 and the Sectional Properties Bill of 2019 were 

forwarded to the Senate; 

ii. Regulations on Physical & Land Use Planning Act, 2019 were prepared and forwarded 

to the Attorney General; and 

iii. Regulations on implementation of the LIMS were approved by Parliament. 

3.4.3 Implementation Challenges  

i. The high number of land-related court cases created a backlog in the environment and 

land court;  

ii. Lack of a National Land Value Index;  

iii. Insufficient human and institutional capacity in land administration and management 

due to the embargo on employment in Civil Service; and  

iv. Failure by neighbouring countries to comply with the agreed treaties led to delay in 

inspection, maintenance and affirmation of international boundaries leading to 

insecurity along the international borders.  
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3.4.4 Lessons Learnt  

i. Strong political goodwill is essential to achieve land reforms;  

ii. State organs need sufficient financial support in order to deliver on their mandates; and 

iii. Facilitation of public access to information and participation in land management and 

utilization is critical. 

3.4.5 Recommendations 

i. The courts should fast track the processing of the huge land court cases that are in 

existence; 

ii. There is need to prepare land value index to provide credible valuation data; and 

iii. More personnel should be employed and be deployed in land administration.  

3.5 Public Sector Reforms  

The Public Sector plays a critical role in providing overall policy direction and leadership to 

the Country, initiating national legislation, as well as provision of public services ranging from 

security, health, education, water and sanitation among others. An efficient, effective, equitable 

and ethical public sector is vital to the successful implementation of policies, programmes and 

projects outlined in Kenya Vision 2030 and its Medium-Term Plans (MTPs).  

3.5.1 Sector Performance 

The Sector is progressively targeting to have equal proportion of males and females in the Civil 

Service. To this end, there is progress in the proportion of women at 36.43 per cent of the total 

number of civil servants (see Table 3.9). The number of women officers in CSG 7 (Job Group 

P) and above inched closer to the constitutional requirement of one third gender rule and stood 

at 28.96 per cent as at the end of the reporting period.  

TABLE 3.9: PUBLIC SECTOR REFORMS MTP III ACHIEVEMENT FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicator Targets 

2019/20 FY  

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Improved 

Service 

Delivery 

Proportion of officers 

who are women in the 

civil service 

50 36.43 This is based on the total population of 

civil servants from the National 

Government, County Executive and 

County Assembly. 

Proportion of civil 

servants in Job Group P 

(CSG7) and above who 

are women 

- 28.96 This is based on the total population of 

civil servants in CSG 7 and above from 

the National Government, County 

Executive and County Assembly  

Source: State Department for Public Service Annual Progress Report, 2019/20 FY 

Other Programmes/Projects 

Huduma Kenya Programme: The Programme targeted 6,000,000 customers to access 

Huduma service delivery during the review period. A total of 5,600,000 citizens were served 

through the Service Delivery Channels. There was compliance with set operational and service 

standards in the existing 52 centres; expansion by 18 MDAs services at the M-Huduma online 

platform; 53 mashinani outreaches were undertaken in 32 counties; and one (1) out of the 

targeted three (3) Huduma Kiosks was established due to financial constraints. 
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Capacity Assessment and Rationalization of the Public Service (CARPS): The Sector 

continued to implement CARPS through the development of draft Career Guidelines for 

County Governments; revision of the grading structure in the civil service to 17 tiers; 

development of   a draft   Succession Management Strategy; and   development of Guidelines 

for Redistribution of Common Cadre Staff in the Civil Service.  

Public Service Performance Management: To enhance performance in the public service, 

performance evaluation for 337 MDAs was undertaken and 362 MDAs placed on performance 

contracts. 

Capacity Building to MDACs: The Sector continued to provide technical support to counties 

on areas of Human Resource and Performance Management. Further, the Sector trained 41 

Public Service Mental Health Champions in Ministries/Departments to provide psycho-social 

support to civil servants.  

 

COVID-19 Response: The Sector developed guidelines to be used by public servants to ensure 

business continuity during the COVID-19 pandemic.  

The Sector continued to support the implementation of the Universal Health Care (UHC) by 

implementing the Medical Scheme for civil servants.  During the review period a total of 

128,604 civil servants were covered under the Comprehensive Medical Insurance Scheme. In 

addition, development of a Post-Retirement Medical Scheme for civil servants was initiated to 

ensure the achievement of UHC. 

 

3.5.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

The Sector prepared and presented the Draft Civil Service Emeritus Policy to the National 

Development Implementation Technical Committee (NDITC). In addition, the Kenya School 

of Government continued to offer training aimed at transforming the public service to be an 

effective and efficient provider of services. 

3.5.3 Implementation Challenges  

i. Inadequate human resource capacity constraint due to understaffing and lack of some 

requisite skills required;  

ii. Inadequate funding hampered successful implementation of the planned programmes 

and projects; and  

iii. COVID-19 pandemic led to disruption in working operations and implementation of 

programmes/projects.  

3.5.4 Lessons Learnt  

Leveraging on ICT is critical in re-engineering of public services for efficient service delivery. 

3.5.5 Recommendations 

i. Redistribution of the existing staff within the civil service to enhance service delivery; 

ii. Provision of adequate funds for recruitment of additional public servants to fill existing 

vacancies and fill the skills gap; and 
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iii. Provision of adequate infrastructure in line with new working arrangement brought 

about by COVID-19 pandemic. 

3.6 Labour and Employment 

The Sector is responsible for ensuring the establishment of a pool of efficient, motivated and 

healthy human resource, which is pivotal for enhanced national competitiveness, economic 

growth and development. The Sector advocates for provision of decent work, where freely 

chosen productive employment is promoted simultaneously with fundamental rights at work, 

adequate income, representation and social security.  

3.6.1 Sector Performance 

During the review period, the Labour and Employment Sector implemented various 

programmes and projects whose outputs/outcomes and achievements for the 2019/20 FY are 

presented in Table 3.10. 

TABLE 3.10: LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT SECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENT FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicator Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Enhanced 

Labour 

Productivity 

Jobs created 

(Disaggregated by 

Gender) 

1,150,000 840,500  

(Figures for 

2019 calendar 

year) 

The economy created 6,400 more new jobs 

compared to 840,500 created in 2018 

Country Labour 

Productivity Index 

3.1 2.0 The country’s labour productivity growth 

declined from 3.1 per cent in 2018 to 2.0 per 

cent in 2019 representing a 2.2 per cent 

decline. 

Country 

Competitiveness 

Index 

4.1 out of 7 54.1 out of 100 The methodology for scoring changed in 

2018. In 2019, Kenya’s score improved by 

0.4 from 53.7 out of 100 in 2018. 

Increased 

Employability 

of the Youth 

Hard to serve youth 

provided with core 

life and business 

skills 

25,000 11,493 Training of 16,291 youth under cycle 4 

enrolled on 17th February 2020 was 

disrupted by closure of training institutions 

due to COVID-19 pandemic 

Unemployment Rates 

( per cent) 

5 13 Computed as a proportion of No. of 

unemployed persons actively looking for 

work and the total No. of persons in the 

labour force 

Proportion of hard to 

serve youth employed 

after core life and 

business skills 

training  

- 59.7 KYEOP project started in 2018/19 and 90 

per cent of the first cohort of trainees 

expected to have been absorbed in the labour 

market within two years of training i.e. in 

2020/21. Transition to employment 

increased by 8.7 per cent compared to 

2018/19 FY 

Source: State Department for Labour Annual Progress Report, 2019/20 FY 

Table 3.10 shows that the economy generated 846,900 new jobs in the calendar year 2019 

against a target of 1,150,000 jobs, where 767,900 jobs were in the informal sector, 67,800 jobs 

were in the formal sector while 10,500 jobs were from the self-employed and unpaid family 

workers in the modern sector. The informal sector jobs grew by 3.2 per cent; the formal sector 

jobs grew by 2.4 per cent while the jobs in the self-employed and unpaid family worker in the 

modern sector grew by 6.9 per cent. The country’s labour productivity growth declined from 
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3.1 per cent in 2018 to 2.0 per cent in 2019 representing a 2.2 per cent decline. The Country 

competitiveness stood at a paltry 54.1 out of 100 down from the 4.1 out of 7.    

According to the 2019 Kenya Population and Housing Census (KPHC) Report on Distribution 

of Population by Socio-Economic Characteristics, Kenya has a Working Population of 

26,868,611 aged 15-64 years, which includes: 17,187,670 employed persons and 2,566,404 

unemployed persons who were actively looking for work at the time of the Census. The 

unemployment rate in Kenya for the period under review was therefore 13 per cent, computed 

as a proportion of the number of unemployed persons in the working age population and the 

total number of persons in the labour force aged 15-64 years, where the labour force is the sum 

of employed and the unemployed persons. 

 

Flagship Projects 

National Internship Programme: The Internship Programme aims to increase the graduates’ 

knowledge of workplace skills by providing them with on-the-job training that integrates 

education, career development and work experience, thus allowing them the opportunity to 

apply their knowledge and skills in a professional setting. The Sector through the National 

Employment Authority had started putting in place modalities to facilitate placement of all 

students on internship in both public and private organizations in the country. 

Research and Training in Occupational Safety and Health (OSH): The project entails 

construction of the Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Institute for research in OSH. 

Graduates of the Institute will be expected to develop and maintain safety and health systems 

in the Manufacturing Sector and other sectors of the economy. The Construction Sector was at 

90 per cent by the end of the 2019/20 FY against the set target of 100 per cent. 

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Mechanism: The Sector finalized partitioning of 10 

ADR session rooms and furnished them to provide conciliators with working spaces (Court 

rooms). It held an inaugural meeting for the appointed 13 Conciliators to induct them on the 

operations of ADR. It also appointed a Secretariat to provide full-time support to ADR 

operations.    

In addition, the sector held six (6) meetings with Social Partners to resolve emerging issues to 

ensure protection of jobs while cushioning employers from adverse effects on their businesses. 

Further, the sector received 2,760 labour and employment related disputes in the 2019/20 FY 

and resolved 2,358 translating to 85.4 per cent; and carried out 4,236 labour inspections on 

wages, terms & conditions of employment against a target of 6,000. 

Other Programmes/Projects 

Labour Market Information System: In the 2019/20 FY, 233,751 people visited the System 

compared to 190,945 people in the 2018/19 FY representing an increase of 22.4 per cent. Four 

(4) Application Programme Interfaces (APIs) were developed to allow for seamless flow of 

Labour Market Information (LMI) among generators of the information and the Kenya Labour 

Market Information System (KLMIS). In addition, labour market information Job Opportunity 
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Analysis (JOA) was carried out and Job Opportunity Indices (JOI) computed to provide 

insights on the number of vacancies, skill requirements and location of jobs in different sectors. 

Social Security: The NSSF registered 311,478 new members in 2019/20 FY compared to 

372,027 members registered in 2018/19 FY. It registered 43,993 new employees compared to 

41,479 in 2018/19; thus increasing membership contribution to KSh. 14.94 billion. The Fund 

automated the provision of its services, which include member registration, filing of returns 

online, payment of contributions via M-Pesa services and Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT), 

which was integrated for reconciliation and checking statements through the phone. The Fund 

also launched a “haba haba” product for the informal sector by seeking and jointly partnering 

and working with different public and private actors to promote the uptake of the product 

through the complementarity between the partners.  

3.6.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. National Wages and Remuneration Policy was drafted;  

ii.  Occupational Safety and Health Act, 2007 was reviewed; 

iii. Work Injury Benefits Act, 2007 was reviewed;  

iv. 4 Bilateral Labour Agreements between Kenya and State of Jordan, Bahrain, Oman and 

Kuwait were drafted;  

v. Established the Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanism (ADR); 

vi. Reviewed, established and operationalized Wages Councils in various sectors; and 

vii. Operationalized the National Employment Authority (NEA). 

3.6.3 Implementation Challenges  

i. High unemployment level among the youth makes it impossible to engage all the youth 

who are seeking employment under the existing programmes; 

ii. Obsolete training equipment and dilapidated Industrial Training Centres with the 

exception of the NITA Athi River Centre;  

iii. Inadequate employable skills by graduates from various training institutions;  

iv. Weak collaboration between institutions in sharing of the requisite information on the 

Labour Market Information;  

v. Unregulated Labour Migration where many Kenyans have left the country to seek 

employment opportunities abroad where many are engaged in low-skilled occupations; 

vi. Upsurges in industrial actions in the public sector; and  

vii. Inadequate funding for the sector activities which has hindered effective 

implementation of the Sector mandate.  

3.6.4 Lessons Learnt  

i. Engagement of multiple contractors for different phases in the implementation of single 

projects exceeding one year precipitates delays in completion of the projects and 

increases cost;   

ii. Multi-Agency approach in regulation and monitoring the operations of Private 

Employment Agency (PEA) is key in routing out unscrupulous recruitment agencies; 
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iii. Technology has simplified business process operations in creating awareness on labour 

laws and social protection services and in the collection, analysis and dissemination of 

information on the labour market and social protection interventions; and 

iv. The recent upsurge in employment and labour related disputes, especially in the Public 

Sector, has called for more accessible, cost effective and expeditious Alternative 

Dispute Resolution (ADR) mechanisms which also preserve harmonious industrial 

relations. 

3.6.5 Recommendations 

i. The National Treasury to consider allocating sufficient funds to complete 

implementation of the programmes and projects in the 2020/21 FY as the sector also 

engages development partners to provide additional support; 

ii. Approval of Labour Migration Policy and Enactment of Labour Migration Management 

Bill that will provide a framework for labour migration in the Country. In addition, 

there should be labour agreements with key labour migration countries to enhance the 

protection of the Kenyan Migrant Workers;  

iii. Establishment of an Apex Inter-Governmental Committee to coordinate negotiations of 

Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) in the Public Sector and provide clear 

guidance to the implementing institution and advise the Government on the same; 

iv. Increased awareness on productivity improvement initiatives in all sectors of the 

economy and to develop a productivity culture among Kenyans from an early age 

through introduction of a curriculum on productivity in schools and fully implement 

the National Productivity Policy; and 

v. Recruitment of more technical officers in the 2020/21 FY to address the understaffing 

challenge in the most affected areas. 

3.7 National Values and Ethics  

The Sector aims at inculcating positive values and ethics as spelt out in the Constitution. This 

will ultimately facilitate adoption of a positive national culture, enhance political and social 

stability and promote equitable distribution of resources and opportunities leading to timely 

attainment of Vision 2030. 

3.7.1 Sector Performance 

The Sector targeted to achieve 68 per cent of public awareness on National Values and Ethics. 

However, a national survey which is conducted once every 5 years is yet to be undertaken to 

determine the level of awareness. During the reviewed period, the Sector designed and 

implemented a comprehensive and targeted civic education programme across all counties 

through institutions such as Community Based Organizations, Faith Based Organizations, Non-

Governmental Organizations and youth organizations among others. In addition, national 

values were mainstreamed in the competence-based curriculum being implemented in basic 

education institutions.  

The Sector achieved 42.3 per cent on the Compliance with Public Service Values and Principles 

of Governance as shown in Table 3.13. The moderate performance was attributed to the 

COVID-19 challenges experienced in the last four months of the review period that undermined 
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implementation of programmes and activities to facilitate realization of public service values 

and principles in the MDAs. 

The Sector achieved 169.5 per cent on the number of public institutions mainstreaming, 

monitoring and reporting on national values and principles of governance with an achievement 

of 373 against a target of 220. This was attributed to loading of the national values indicator in 

the performance contract of MDAs and the constitutional requirement for the President to 

report annually on measures taken and progress achieved in the realization of national values 

and principles of governance.  

TABLE 3.11: NATIONAL VALUES AND ETHICS SECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENT FOR 

2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicator Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Enhanced 

Compliance to 

National Values 

and Ethics 

Proportion of public awareness 

on National Values and Ethics 

68 - A survey is yet to be conducted 

to establish the status for 2019/20 

FY. 

Proportion of Compliance with 

Public Service Values and 

Principles of Governance 

75 42.3 The moderate performance is 

partly due to the COVID-19 

challenges experienced in the 

second part of the year. 

Number of public institutions 

mainstreaming National 

Values and Principles of 

Governance 

220 373 The increase is due to the loading 

of the national values indicator in 

the performance contract 

platform. 

Number of Human Rights 

Violations Cases reported and 

concluded (disaggregated by 

sex) 

2000 1699 The sector achieved 75.2 per cent 

of 2259 cases reported 

Source: Annual President’s Report, 2019, Kenya Commission for Human Rights Report 

2019/20 and the Status Report of the Public Service Compliance with the Values and Principles 

in Articles 10 and 232 of the Constitution for the Year 2019/20. 

Programmes/Projects 

The Sector traced suspected corruptly acquired public property valued at KSh.12 billion by 

investigating 8,231 cases where 241 files were completed and forwarded to the Office of the 

Director of Public Prosecution (ODPP). A total of 13 high profile persons were charged in 

court and intelligence probes were conducted that disrupted potential corruption where loss of 

public funds approximated at KSh.14.7 billion was averted. Further, the Sector secured 42 

convictions and realized a total of KSh.112 million in fines. The Sector also recovered assets 

worth KSh.18.1 billion through institutions of suits in court.  

To enhance public awareness on national values and ethics, the Sector designed and 

implemented a civic education programme across the Country where a total of 18 million 

people were reached with anti-corruption messages through public barazas and local radio 

stations. In addition, 4,000 booklets and Information, Education and Communication (IEC) 
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materials on national values and principles of governance were disseminated. The Sector also 

developed a children’s booklet on national values and a Braille version of the same booklet to 

create awareness among Persons with Disability (PWDs) and trained 603 heads of human 

resource functions drawn from 298 public institutions on ethics and integrity. Further, 199 

Focal Point Persons and 987 public officers drawn from 42 public institutions were trained on 

national values. 

3.7.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. The National Ethics and Anti-Corruption Policy 2019 was adopted;     

ii. Bills that were considered by Parliament include: The Lifestyle Audit Bill, 2019; the 

National Flag, Emblems and Names (Amendment) Bill, 2017; the Election Laws 

(Amendment) Bill, 2019; and the Data Protection Act, No. 24 of 2019; and  

iii. The care and protection of Older Members of Society Bill, 2019 was passed by the 

Senate.   

3.7.3 Implementation Challenges  

i. Budgetary cuts affected implementation of planned activities and the achievement of 

set goals.  

ii. Lack of consensus among stakeholders delayed drafting of the Kenya National Values 

Standard. 

3.7.4 Lessons Learnt  

i. Consensus building among stakeholders is a necessary component in the 

implementation of planned activities. 

ii. Loading of the national values indicator in the Performance Contract Guideline 

enhances mainstreaming of values in public institutions. 

iii. Involvement of formal and informal sectors of the economy is important in civic 

education programmes. 

3.7.5 Recommendations 

i. Enhance additional funding to facilitate mainstreaming of national values and ethics in 

the wider public service and the Kenyan citizenry; and  

ii. Embrace the Public Private Partnership Strategy in the mobilization of additional 

resources for the implementation of programmes to realize national values and ethics. 

3.8 Ending Drought Emergencies 

Ending Drought Emergencies (EDE) initiative is a Government commitment to the regional 

efforts towards drought resilience. Through this initiative, the Government has committed to 

ending drought emergencies by 2022.  Implementation of the EDE Initiative started in 2013 

and progressed well during the reporting period both at the National and County level.   

3.8.1 Sector Performance 

In 2019/20 FY, a total of 2.6 million people required food assistance as a result of drought 

emergencies against an anticipated 2.4 million.  This was recorded in July 2019 at the peak of 

the 2019 drought.  However, as at March 2020, this figure had dropped to 1.3 million due to 
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improved rainfall (See Table 3.12). There was no reported case of human or animal death 

attributed to drought during the period.  

TABLE 3.12: MTP III ACHIEVEMENT FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome 

Indicator 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Reduced 

Hunger 

Number of people 

requiring food 

assistance as a 

result of drought 

emergencies 

(disaggregated by 

sex) 

2.4 million 2.6 million According to the Long Rains Assessment (LRA) 

conducted in July 2019, 2.6 million people were food 

insecure.  This was when the drought situation hit the 

peak. 

However, during the Short Rains Assessment (SRA) 

of March 2020, the population requiring humanitarian 

assistance had dropped to 1.3 million people. 

Proportion of 

livestock 

population lost 

(dying) during 

drought 

20 0 No livestock deaths arising from drought were 

reported in both the Long Rains and Short Rains Food 

Security Assessments done in 2019/20 FY. 

Number of 

ASALs counties 

(23) that integrate 

and implement 

the EDE Strategy 

in their CIDP 

II./ADP 

15 23 The EDE strategy is integrated into the County 

Integrated Development Plans (CIDPs) of 23 ASALs 

counties. This was a collaborative process between 

the National Drought Management Authority 

(NDMA) and partners. 

Source: National Drought Management Authority (NDMA) Annual Progress Report, 2019/20 

FY  

Flagship Projects 

Hunger Safety Net Programme (HSNP): During the review period, 100,538 households 

received regular cash transfers in the four original counties of Turkana, Wajir, Marsabit and 

Mandera compared to 98,039 households recorded during the previous reporting period. The 

target for the period was 100,000. In addition, registration of households in the 4 additional 

counties of Samburu, Isiolo, Garissa and Tana River commenced in readiness for expansion to 

those counties.   

 

National Integrated Drought Early Warning System: The sector produced 23 monthly 

County Drought Early Warning Bulletins, produced 12 monthly National Drought Early 

Warning Bulletins, provided monthly Ward remote sensing information and produced 24 

Remote Sensed Vegetation Condition Index Reports.   

 

Integrated Knowledge Management System for Drought: During the review period, 

NDMA finalized a Knowledge Management Strategy. As part of generating new knowledge, 

KSh. 8 million was allocated for research and competitively awarded research bursaries to 

seven PhD students from Kenyan private and public universities based on their research 

requirements.  
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Other Programmes/Projects 

Drought Resilience and Climate Change Adaptation: During the review period, 368 

community-based micro-projects were implemented benefiting 40,773 households who 

worked on their own farms in groups to build their prioritized assets. The households were 

compensated for the work done in either cash or food.   

The Sector implemented the following projects at a total cost of KSh. 137 million; Construction 

and rehabilitation of water dams/pans with 50,000M3 capacity each and associated auxiliaries 

namely at: Oloochumari in Kajiado County; Nagelle in Lamu County; Shaletey in Wajir 

County; Kariwo earth dam in Laikipia County; Qachacha water pan in Marsabit County; 

Mbasya water pan in Makueni County; Kwa Ndaki earth dam in Kitui County; construction of 

15Km Mokori pipeline and auxiliary works in Isiolo County; and support to small-scale 

irrigation and bee-keeping in West Pokot County.  

Under the livelihood and value chain, the components which were completed during the review 

period include: Construction of Lolmolog livestock market sale yard and capacity building of 

the Local Management Associations at KSh. 11.1 million; Construction of 25,000 bales 

capacity hay store in Loosuk, at KSh. 5.7 million; and Construction and equipping of 3,000 

litres capacity milk cooling plant at KSh. 13.3 million. 

Drought Contingency Planning and Response: During the review period, 23 ASALs County 

Drought Contingency Plans were reviewed and updated.  23 ASALs counties were supported 

to develop their Drought Response Plans. 12 out of the 23 Drought Response Plans for counties 

facing drought stress (Mandera, Kitui, Makueni, Marsabit, Wajir, Isiolo, Garissa, Samburu, 

Tharaka Nithi, Meru, West Pokot, Tana River, Laikipia) were implemented, with the Authority 

disbursing a total of KSh. 347.8 million to support these County Response Plans.  

 

3.8.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. National Policy for the Sustainable Development of Arid and Semi-Arid Lands was 

reviewed.  

ii. The NDMA Act, 2016 was amended to give way for operationalization of the National 

Drought Emergency Fund (NDEF).  

3.8.3 Implementation Challenges  

i. Insufficient budgetary allocations affected implementation of planned activities and the 

achievement of set goals.  

ii. Knowledge Management Platform was not completed as planned due to wide 

consultations needed. This delayed roll out of interventions that relied on adoption of 

the Platform. 

3.8.4 Lessons Learnt  

i. Cash transfer scale-up is a good practice that is already adopted by various partners as 

a cost effective and efficient way of responding to emergencies as compared to 

provision of relief food.  

ii. Support from Parliament is crucial in the amendment of Bills and legal reforms. 
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3.8.5 Recommendations 

i. Additional funding for implementation of drought early warning to ensure continuous 

reliable and timely drought and food security information is communicated to 

communities, government and non-governmental actors for appropriate and timely 

response; 

ii. Finalization of the NDEF regulations to pave way for its operationalization; and  

iii. Fast-tracking the completion and operationalization of the Knowledge Management 

and Information System. 

3.9 Security, Peace Building and Conflict Resolution  

Security, Peace Building and Conflict Resolution Sector is crucial for sustainable development 

and achievement of Kenya Vision 2030 goals. The sector intended to support the ‘‘Big Four’’ 

Agenda initiatives by facilitating a secure 24-hour economy, issuance of visas, passports and 

work permits. Further the sector aims at providing incentives for attracting investment by 

providing an enabling environment for individuals and business to thrive.  The sector comprises 

two sub-sectors which include: interior & citizen services and correctional services. 

Interior and Citizen Services 

The Subsector aims at creating an enabling environment by ensuring peace, security and safety 

to the people and property, maintaining a credible National Integrated Information 

Management System (NIIMS) and promoting national cohesion for Kenya’s economic 

development. Security provides an enabling environment for businesses to thrive as well as 

encouraging both domestic and foreign investments and tourism. Further, the sub-sector 

enhances national security through ensuring that entry/exit of persons in/out of Kenya is 

subjected to thorough vetting, registration of persons and management of refugees.  

3.9.1 Interior and Citizen Services Subsector performance 

During the review period, crime rate increased 5.42 per cent to 5.8 per cent. The ratio of police 

to population stood at 1:536 which still falls below the United Nation’s recommended ratio of 

1: 450.Women participation in peace and security committees target was over achieved at 33 

per cent against a target of 31 per cent (see Table 3.13).  

TABLE 3.13: INTERIOR AND CITIZEN SERVICES MTP III ACHIEVEMENT FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III Outcome Outcome Indicator Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Enhanced Security 

in the Country 

Police: Population 

ratio 

1:420 1:536 Planned recruitment  for April,2020 was  

put on hold due to COVID-19 pandemic 

Crime rate 5.42 5.8 Emerging forms of crime (Money 

laundering, terrorism, GBV, Human 

Trafficking cyber-crime) 

Timeliness in the 

Crime Scene Response 

(Hours) 

1.5 0.5 Programme on vehicle lease as well as 

crime surveillance through the 

Integrated Command and Control 

Center (IC3) have aided response. 

Enhanced Citizen 

Participation in 

Security Matters 

per cent of Nyumba 

Kumi Coverage 

100 80 County and Sub County committees 

have been operationalized and are 

coordinating security at the respective 

levels. 
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MTP III Outcome Outcome Indicator Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

 

Participation of 

Women in the 

County Peace 

and Security 

Committees 

31 33 Implemented the 2nd generation Kenya 

National Action Plan (KNAP) on 

United Nations Security Council 

(UNSCR) 1325 on Women, Peace and 

Security in order to engender peace 

processes 

Improved 

Immigration 

Services 

No of e-Pass 

ports issued 

500,000 382,150 Target not achieved because the 

Country was under  lockdown and 

cessation of movement due COVID-19 

pandemic 

No of Work 

Permits issued 

26,000 12,699 Target not achieved due to lockdown 

and cessation of movement 

No of E Visa 

issued 

469,200 350,934 Target not achieved due to lockdown 

and cessation of movement. 

Improved Refugee 

Management 

No of Refugees 

Registered 

26,000 19,764 Due to lockdown and cessation of 

movement (COVID-19 pandemic) 

No of Refugees 

Relocated 

13,000 18,689 Target surpassed  

No of Refugees 

Voluntarily 

Repatriated 

12,000 10,645 Due to lockdown and cessation of 

movement (COVID-19 pandemic) 

Source: State Department for Interior and Citizen Services Annual Progress Report, 2019/20 

FY 

Flagship projects 

Police Modernization Programme:  During the review period, assorted security equipment 

as well as 30 vehicles were procured. Twenty-eight (28) of the seventy (70) targeted police 

stations were refurbished and 10 pilots were trained. Construction of new police stations and 

overhaul of 3 aircrafts was not done due to budgetary cuts.  

Installation of Surveillance Camera: Operationalization of the Integrated Command and 

Control Centre (IC3) in both Nairobi and Mombasa Cities in the review period had a major 

boost in the fight against crime. 252 surveillance cameras were installed in priority areas 

against a target of 1200 in during the period.   

Construction and Equipping of NPS Hospital: Land was secured and the design completed 

for the construction of the National Police Service Hospital. The project is at the tendering 

stage.  

Police Information Management System: Preparatory work of designing and mapping was 

done in terms of rolling out of Police Information Management System. However, other 

services were automated such as access to police clearance forms, and digitization of 

Occurrence book at the Police Stations 

National Forensic Laboratory: In terms of equipping the National Forensic Laboratory, the 

Subsector acquired licenses for APFIS and IBIS. Assorted tools and software were renewed 

enabling the use of the Systems. Priority systems, biology lab machines, tools and equipment 

were also acquired.  Offices were identified while laboratory work benches at the newly 
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constructed laboratory were redesigned. In addition, a data centre was constructed to host all 

servers for the systems to be deployed in the lab. 

Other Programmes/Projects 

Transport Integrated Management System (TIMS): An estimated 136,456 smart Driving 

licenses, 224,974 3rd generation license plate identifiers were issued, and 359,173 vehicles 

registered.  

 

i. Immigration Services Subsector Performance  

The Subsector introduced an appointment system for passport applicants and delivery of 

passports through post office; full automation of temporary permits and extension of visitors 

pass. It also acquired a new e-passport printer, established Directorate’s call centre to address 

customer enquiries, complaints and emergency cases through voice telephony, SMS and Social 

Media. There was 1573 disclosure of dual citizenship processed against a target of 1000. 

Likewise, 4,523,092 passengers were cleared at border points against a target of 5,560,650. In 

addition, 21 Agencies were connected to the Integrated Population Registration System (IPRS). 

Also, during the review period, over 37 million Kenyans were registered in the NIIMS.  

E-  Visa Issuance:  The e-Passport issuance was cascaded to 4 local stations including Embu, 

Nakuru, Eldoret and Kisii as well as in six foreign stations in Washington DC, London, Paris, 

Berlin, UAE, and Pretoria. 

Correctional Services 

Correctional Services contributes towards realization of Vision 2030 and the security sector 

MTP III target through: Containment and provision of safe custody of inmates; Supervision, 

rehabilitation, reformation and reintegration of offenders; Facilitation of expeditious 

administration of justice; Treatment of young offenders in correctional institutions and Youth 

Corrective Training Centres; Provision of facilities for children aged four years and below 

accompanying their mothers in prison; and Generation and provision of information to courts 

and penal institutions. 

3.9.3 Correctional Services Sector performance 

To enhance skills and empower reformed and rehabilitated offenders, the Sector offered 

vocational training programme to 12,812 inmates, formal education to 8,676 long serving 

inmates, facilitated provision of spiritual counselling services to 5,598 staff and 20,916 inmates 

and provided psychological counselling services to 20,916 staff and 41,384 inmates. To create 

a secure society and suitable environment for investment, correctional services offered safe 

custody to 54,000 inmates in the correctional facilities and recruited and trained 2,975 security 

officers to strengthen the security of inmates. A summary of the achievements is presented in 

Table 3.14. 
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TABLE 3.14: CORRECTIONAL SERVICES MTP III ACHIEVEMENT FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicator Target 

2019/20 

Achievement 

2019/20 

Remarks 

 

Improved 

management of 

correctional 

services 

Percentage of Offenders 

Contained, Supervised 

100 100 Target achieved 

Percentage of Offenders 

Rehabilitated and Re-

integrated to the community 

100 100 Target achieved 

Source: State Department for Correctional Services Annual Progress Report, 2019/20 FY  

Flagship Projects 

The sub- sector constructed and completed ten (10) staff houses against a target of 144, and the 

4 targeted prisons were not constructed due to lack of funds. Further, two (2) sanitary systems 

were installed against a target of three (3) while two (2) perimeter fences and walls were 

constructed against a target of 27.  

 Defense 

The Subsector made significant achievements during the review period notably: secured 

territorial integrity; effective intelligence and response to security threats; humanitarian 

assistance; disaster response; participation in peace support operations; implementation and 

operationalization of Kenya Space Policy among others. Further, the sub-sector undertook 

measures to enhance national security through posture adjustment to align with the evolving 

threats. Further, the Subsector is committed to defending and protecting the people of the 

Republic of Kenya and their property against external aggression and also in providing support 

to the Civil Authority as per the Law.     

3.9.4 Defense Subsector Performance 

Flagship Projects 

Military Modernization Project: Food processing by the Kenya Ordnance Factories 

Corporation (KOFC) was done in three phases: Phase one involved Vegetable processing while 

Phase two and three entailed establishment of food processing and Meal-Ready to Eat (MREs) 

sections respectively. During the review period, phase one (vegetable processing) was at 95 

per cent complete against a target of 100 per cent, while phase two and three were at 20 per 

cent and 10 per cent respectively as targeted.  

 Other Programmes/Projects 

Construction, Upgrading and Rehabilitation Works: S600 Marconi Radars were upgraded 

to 95 per cent completion level, and slipway to 75 per cent level of completion as targeted; 

Defence wellness at Langata Barracks was constructed and commissioned and a Barracks was 

constructed in Modika in Garissa. The Subsector also undertook rehabilitation of Thika-

Nanyuki meter guard railway line through a Multi-Agency approach. 

3.9.5 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. Government Chemist Authority Bill, 2020 was drafted;  
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ii. Published the National Government Coordination (Amendment) Bill, 2019;  

iii. Draft Refugees Bill,2018;  

iv. Draft Policy framework and strategy for reorganization of the National Police Service;  

v. Draft Policy on provision of decent and affordable housing for police officers and 

integration with communities;  

vi. Draft National Internally Displaced Persons Policy was submitted to the Cabinet;  

vii. Amended the Official Secrets Act, 2019;  

viii. Amended the Public Holidays Bill, 2019; 

ix. Draft Defence and Security Industrialization and the Peace Support operations policies; 

and  

x. Established and operationalised the Kenya Space Agency. 

3.9.6 Implementation Challenges  

i. Inadequate resources especially for the Security Modernization Programme;  

ii. Weak collaboration framework between the security agents and members of the public; 

iii. Emerging and changing trends in crime and radicalization;  

iv. Congestion in penal facilities;  

v. Fluid international political landscapes and dynamic security environment that limit the 

predictability of the level of success of planned programmes; and  

vi. The ever-growing demand for internal operations and humanitarian civic actions with 

gaps in lift capacity for both land and maritime, disaster response (Equipment and 

Training) and engineering capabilities. 

3.9.7 Lessons Learnt  

i. Use of technology is effective in combating crime; 

ii. Adoption of PPP as a strategy and mechanism for completing capital projects in the 

sector increase the success rate; 

iii. International politics evolve constantly therefore continuous update on new 

developments is critical to maintain good working relations with the countries in the 

region; and 

iv. Community, citizen and stakeholder involvement in security and conflict management 

leads to sustainable peace and stability. 

3.9.8 Recommendations 

i. Install appropriate ICT infrastructure covering all security agencies and ensure 

integration among the systems and digitize records; 

ii. Provide adequate financial resources for implementation of projects/programmes 

especially for the construction of police houses and timely release of exchequer;  

iii. Enhance capacity building for effective and efficient provision of security and 

policing;  

iv. Adopt Public Private Partnership Model to help fast track implementation of projects; 

v. Recruit more counsellors, teachers and train more artisans to support delivery of formal 

education and vocational training programmes;  
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vi. Diversify training programmes and adopt technologically driven offender   

rehabilitation process and recruit more probation officers to strengthen supervision of 

offenders within the community; and 

vii. Sensitize the general public to help reduce stigmatization of offenders serving their 

sentences within the community. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

ECONOMIC PILLAR 

4.1 Overview 

The Economic Pillar of Kenya Vision 2030 targets to attain and sustain an annual GDP growth 

rate of 10 per cent. To achieve this, MTP III identified eight (8) priority sectors to drive 

economic growth. These are: Agriculture and Livestock; Manufacturing; Tourism; Trade; 

Business Process Outsourcing; Financial Services; Oil, Gas and Mineral Resources; and the 

Blue Economy. Three of the sectors namely; Agriculture and livestock, Manufacturing and 

Blue Economy are key in the delivery of the ‘Big Four’ Agenda specifically the Food and 

Nutrition Security and Manufacturing agenda. 

4.2 Agriculture and Livestock 

Kenya Vision 2030 identifies agriculture as one of the key sectors under the Economic Pillar 

expected to drive the economy to the projected 10 per cent economic growth annually. It has 

also been identified as one of the sectors to facilitate achieving 100 per cent food and nutrition 

security in the “Big Four” Agenda. In the MTP III, the Sector targets to irrigate 1.2 million 

acres, expand the area under crop production, subsidize 200,000 MT of assorted fertilizer 

annually under the Fertilizer Cost Reduction Programme, and expand the Strategic Food 

Reserve Trust Fund to include additional food stuffs.  

4.2.1 Sector Performance 

During the review period, the overall contribution of agriculture to GDP was at 34.1 per cent. 

The contribution of the Crop Subsector to the GDP was at 27.8 per cent, slightly lower than 

the projected figure of 29 per cent. Table 4.1 presents the achievements within the Sector.  

TABLE 4.1: AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK SECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 

2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicators Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Crop contribution 

to GDP 

Share of Crops Subsector 

contribution to GDP (per 

cent) 

29 27.8 Target was affected by extreme weather 

conditions and locust invasion 

Reduced post-

harvest losses of 

maize 

Percentage exchange in 

post-harvest losses of 

maize (per cent) 

18 16 Achievement due to provision of 

pesticides, trainings, and field days 

conducted 

Increased 

livestock 

production 

Share of Livestock Sub- 

sector contribution to 

GDP (per cent) 

6.5 4.0 The target was affected by COVID-19 

pandemic. 
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MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicators Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Amount of milk produced 

(million litres) 

5,800 4,124 Milk production was affected by 

prohibitive cost of production and 

unfavourable market price 

Amount of meat produced 

(‘000MT) 

750 748.9 Meat production was affected by lack of 

offtakes coupled with Kenya Meat 

Commission (KMC) financial constraints 

hindering acquisition of livestock 

Amount of honey 

produced (‘000 MT) 

30 27.5 The target was affected by delay in 

establishment of bee colony multiplication 

sites resulting in low distribution of bee 

colonies. 

Value of poultry 

production (KSh in 

billions) 

7 42.5 Overachievement attributed to the 

affordable cost of production and market 

access of the poultry value chain 

Source:  Economic Survey Report, 2020, Annual Progress Report, Ministry of Agriculture, 

Livestock, Fisheries and Cooperatives 2019/20 FY 

Crops contribution to the GDP increased from 27.7 per cent to 27.8 per cent in 2019, against 

the targeted figure of 29. The poor performance was attributed to poor storage structures and 

handling leading to production losses; low farm gate price offering thus reducing the value of 

agriculture products; locust invasion at the beginning of the year 2020; and the outbreak of 

COVID-19 pandemic which affected agricultural value chains. Over 650 kg of cotton was 

planted in Vipingo and 1750 kg planted in Baringo for processing at Rivatex EA Ltd. There 

was a premium price of KSh. 52 for seed cotton supported by “Buy Kenya, Build Kenya 

Policy” and manufacture of face masks.  

The sector achieved the targeted reduction rate of post-harvest losses through procurement and 

distribution of pesticides and protective equipment where 10,000 litres of fall armyworm 

pesticides, 161,000 litres of locust pesticides, and 2,700 protective equipment were procured. 

In addition, 4500 public-private extension service providers were trained in counties, over 

7,000 farmers were reached during field days, and sensitization and awareness campaigns on 

post-harvest management were held. Gender friendly dehytrays and grain thrashers to reduce 

post-harvest losses were also developed by Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research 

Organization (KALRO). Further, 400,000 (90 Kgs) bags of maize were maintained in strategic 

food reserves out of the targeted 4 million bags.  

Flagship Projects  

Fertilizer Cost Reduction Programme: The Sector targeted to provide 200,000 MT of 

subsidized fertilizer of which 107,000 MT was distributed in the review period across the 
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Country. About 85,000 farmers were digitally registered for the e-voucher system to benefit 

from the programme.  

Disease Free Zones (DFZ): The Disease Free Zones were 70 per cent complete with the 

construction of support facilities at Bachuma Livestock Export Zone (LEZ) as follows: Phase 

I was at 98 per cent completion level. In phase II, an administration block was completed 

awaiting fixing of doors, windows and ceiling, an emergency slaughter house was completed 

except for minor modifications, an incinerator house was completed awaiting painting, a 

workshop was completed, a fodder barn was done up to subsurface structure and septic pits 

were excavated. The completion rate is the cumulative achievement since the inception of DFZ.  

Other Projects 

Enhancing Large Scale Crop Production: During the review period, the Sector increased the 

area under irrigation by 46,616 acres against the target of 40,000 acres. This achievement is an 

aggregate of 17,618 acres under public irrigation projects namely Mwea, Galana, Bura, Lower 

Nzoia, Turkana, Lower Kuja and Lower Sabor Irrigation Schemes and 28,998 acres under 

smallholder irrigation interventions which include National Expanded Irrigation Program, 

community based irrigation projects and household irrigation water harvesting projects. The 

overachievement was due to the growing demands for irrigation water under the household 

irrigation water harvesting project and National Expanded Irrigation Programme. 

  

 

 

Farmers using siphons in Katilu Crop Irrigation Scheme at Turkana County 

Nutrition Security Project: Maize production decreased by 10.8 per cent from 44.6 million 

bags in 2018 to 39.8 million bags in 2019; total paddy rice production rose by 42.6 per cent 

from 112.6 MT in 2018 to 160.6 MT in 2019 while the targeted 1.75 million MT of irish 

potatoes was surpassed to 2.5 million MT.  

Improved Agricultural Mechanization: The Sector constructed and equipped Ruiru, 

Mabanga and Siakago Agricultural Technology Development Centre’s (ATDC) Agro 

Processing Units for incubation of SME’s up to 30 per cent completion level; piloted 
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operationalization of machinery hubs for maize, rice and potatoes with procurement of rice 

transplanter and harvester for use by rice farmers in Bunyala Irrigation Scheme.  

Drive Small Scale Holder Productivity and Agro - Processing: The Sector continued 

promoting agricultural technology development in ATDCs. These technologies included 

conservation agriculture; biogas technologies; groundnut processing; soya bean processing; 

palm oil extraction; grain storage silos; solar drying of farm produce; forage shredding 

machine; cassava processing; and sunflower oil extraction. The Sector also improved 

agriculture engineering technology development and testing at Bungoma and Mtwapa ATDCs. 

Bukura ATDC was at 50 per cent completion level.  

As a way of promoting appropriate postharvest technologies to reduce post-harvest losses, the 

following technologies were procured for demonstration and distributed to vulnerable farmers 

during the review period: 70,000kgs of Aflasafe KE-01; 1,000 Hermetic bags; 144 hand 

shellers; and 24 moisture meters. 

Climate Smart Agriculture Project: A Climate Smart Database was developed for mapping 

of interventions for sustainable agriculture. 

Agriculture Insurance and Risk Management (Crops Insurance): the Sector provided 

insurance coverage to 488,793 farmers across 33 counties in 2019/20 FY against a target of 

500,000 households in 37 counties.  

Enhanced Meat production:  

During the review period, the Sector implemented the following initiatives to increase meat 

production in the Country:  

i. Identified Chemongoch holding ground in Baringo County to house model feedlot; 

conducted feedlot stakeholder sensitization in 11 counties namely Garissa; Isiolo, 

Marsabit, Taita Taveta, Kwale, Tana River, Lamu, West Pokot, Turkana, Mandera and 

Wajir; identified 22 sites in Arid and Semi-Arid Land (ASALs) counties to host feedlots 

and fodder development plots; mapped feedlots and fodder development sites.  

ii. Five Tsetse fly belts were suppressed:  These are Lake Victoria Basin; Lake Bogoria 

Mara Belt; Meru/Mwea Regions Tsetse Belt; Coastal belt– Galana Kulalu Food 

Security Project; and Narok/Kajiado regions. 

iii. 90,060 of the 110,000 targeted Tropical Livestock Units were covered under the 

insurance subsidy. The Sector did not receive funds for partial subsidy as expected, 

which affected the achievement of the target. This subsidy covered 18,012 Households 

(HH) in Garissa, Samburu, Isiolo, Wajir, Marsabit, Turkana, Mandera and Tana-River 

counties. 

iv. Supplied 59,490 Day Old Chicks (DOC) out of a target of 720,000. The 

underachievement was attributed to delays in completion of poultry structures and 

hatcheries in Marimanti and Kimose in Tharaka Nithi and Baringo Counties 

respectively, which affected the production of day old chicks. 

Enhanced Milk Production: The following initiatives were undertaken to increase milk 

production:   
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i. Vaccination coverage was at 25 per cent compared to a target of 60 per cent;   

ii. Bio- Safety Laboratory Level 3 (BSL 3) was at 75 per cent complete with civil works 

at 100 per cent complete. The pending works is on equipping the laboratory;  

iii. Livestock identification and traceability was done in two counties namely, Isiolo and 

Baringo; and 

iv. On milk post-harvest management, the Sector recorded a success in the amount of milk 

processed. 775 million litres of milk was processed against a target of 700 million litres. 

The achievement was attributed to favourable weather conditions for milk production 

and distribution and installation of 92 milk bulking and processor facilities in various 

counties.  

Enhancing Honey Production: 1,045 bee colonies were produced and distributed against a 

target of 2,500. In addition, 6 beekeeping groups were identified in 3 counties of Baringo, 

Tharaka-Nithi and Nakuru. The beekeepers were trained on colony multiplication and equipped 

with the necessary tools.  

4.2.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

Policies and legislations were developed during the review period and were at different levels. 

These are:  

i. Draft National Livestock Policy was reviewed and submitted to Parliament;  

ii. Livestock Insurance Policy was drafted;  

iii. Draft Veterinary Policy was forwarded to Parliament for approval;  

iv. The Livestock Bill was forwarded to Parliament;  

v. Agriculture Sector Transformation and Growth Strategy (ASTGS) 2019-2029 was 

finalized and was awaiting launch and dissemination;  

vi. Sugar Industry Strategy was drafted;  

vii. Root and Tuber Crops Strategy subjected was to stakeholders;  

viii. Cereals Strategy was drafted; 

ix. Irrigation Act, 2019 was enacted;  

x. Draft National Irrigation Regulations 2020 was validated and forwarded to the Office 

of the Attorney General; and  

xi. Land Reclamation Policy was drafted. 

4.2.3 Implementation Challenges 

i. Inadequate budgetary allocation, delays/non-disbursement of exchequer, austerity 

measures and procurement requirements affected projects implementation; 

ii. Weak collaboration between the National and County Governments specifically on 

data/information for decision making; 

iii. The unforeseen COVID-19 pandemic affected implementation of planned activities 

including reallocation of resources to fight the pandemic; 

iv. Climate change with extreme and unpredictable weather patterns such as frequent and 

prolonged droughts, frost, floods and consequent effects of pests and diseases such as 

the desert locust affected productivity in the sector;  

v. Delay in approval of tax exemptions for donor-funded projects; and 
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vi. Difficulties in obtaining way leaves to enable timely access to project sites. 

4.2.4 Lessons Learnt 

i. Disruption by COVID-19 brought to recognition the facilitative role of ICT platforms 

in fostering efficiency in service delivery; 

ii. A collaborative framework between the National and County Governments is essential 

for sustainable irrigation management; and 

iii. Contribution of project funding by the communities, enhances implementation of 

development projects and sustainability through ownership. 

4.2.5 Recommendations  

i. Embrace climate smart technologies in mitigating impacts of climate change and other 

emerging issues; 

ii. Parliament to fast-track enactment of relevant pending legislations to strengthen legal 

and institutional framework in the Sector; 

iii. Adoption of tax measures such as zero rating of key farm inputs to ensure affordability 

of farm inputs; 

iv. Continued enhancement of linkages and build stronger collaboration with all the 

stakeholders to ensure efficient service delivery and sustainable food security; and 

v. Enhance response to emerging issues such as climate change, pests and disease and 

competing land uses.  

4.3 Manufacturing Sector 

Manufacturing is one of the key sectors in Kenya’s economic development, in both its 

contribution to national output and exports, and for job creation. It is one of the four pillars in 

the ‘Big Four’ Agenda that is expected to spur economic growth due to its strong forward and 

backward linkages with other sectors of the economy. The MTP III envisages growth of the 

Industrial Sector to increase from 5.8 per cent in 2018 to over 7.0 per cent in 2022. The 

Manufacturing Sector contribution to GDP decreased to 7.5 per cent in 2019 from a high of 7.8 

per cent in 2018.  

4.3.1 Sector Performance 

Key targets and specific goals have been set to steer industrial growth. These include the 

development of Special Economic Zones, industrial parks and clusters, metals and engineering 

products, agro-processing and niche products. The growth in the Manufacturing Sector was at 

2 per cent against the targeted 6.5 per cent. Table 4.2 presents the achievements of the Sector 

MTP III outcomes for the review period.  

TABLE 4.2: MANUFACTURING SECTOR MTP OUTCOME ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome 

Indicators 

Targets 2019/20 FY Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Increased 

contribution of 

manufacturing 

sector to GDP 

Share of 

manufacturing 

sector to GDP 

(per cent) 

10.5 7.5 Partly owed to constrained supply of raw 

materials from agricultural activities. 
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MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome 

Indicators 

Targets 2019/20 FY Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Increased 

Growth in 

Manufacturing 

Sector 

Percentage 

growth in 

Manufacturing 

Sector (per 

cent) 

6.5 2.0 There was decline in production of wood 

and products of wood, sugar, electrical 

equipment and other non-metallic mineral 

products 

Increased job 

creation in the 

manufacturing 

sector 

Number of 

jobs created in 

manufacturing 

sector 

(Disaggregated 

by 

sex) (000`s) 

510 353.3 

Male-292.2 

Female-61.1 

The manufacturing sector expansion was 

slower than the service sector leading to 

fewer jobs created. 

Source: Economic Survey 2020 and Annual Progress Report, State for Industrialization, 

2019/20 FY 

The number of persons employed in the formal Manufacturing Sector accounted for 12.1 per 

cent of the total number of persons engaged in the formal sector in the Country in the review 

period. The formal manufacturing employment increased by 1.6 per cent from 347.9 thousand 

in 2018 to 353.3 thousand in 2019. The volume of output for the Sector rose by 2.0 per cent in 

2019 against a target of 6.5 per cent. This was attributed to a decline in production of wood 

and wood products, sugar, electrical equipment and other non-metallic mineral products. 

However, there was increased production of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers, animal 

and vegetables fats and oils and pharmaceuticals.   

The Manufacturing Sector real value added increased by 3.2 per cent, which was a slower 

growth compared to 4.3 per cent recorded in 2018. The overall growth was curtailed by decline 

in production in some key Subsectors namely tea (6.9 per cent), sugar (10.2 per cent), processed 

and preserved fish (5.8 per cent) and processed and preserved fruits and vegetables (3.7 per 

cent). Nonetheless, there was enhanced production of food products which include cooking fat 

(10.6 per cent); processing of dairy products (5.4 per cent); manufacture of bread (3.9 per cent); 

processing of meat and meat products (5.3 per cent); manufacture of beverages (8.2 per cent) 

and manufacture of grain mill products (3.6 per cent). 

Flagship Projects  

 

Special Economic Zones (SEZ): Under this project, the Naivasha Industrial Park was fenced 

off and physical and master planning undertaken. Towards establishment of the Dongo Kundu 

SEZ, the resettlement action was finalized for compensation of persons affected by the project. 

In addition, seven (7) private SEZs were gazetted which include; Tatu City; Sukari/Northland; 

Africa Economic Zone; Compact FTZ; First Logistics FTZ; SBM SEZ in Kwale; and Lamu 

Leisure and Resorts City. 

Industrial Clusters Development Programme: During the review period the following 

achievements were realized:  
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i. Textile Industrial Hub: The construction works for the Textile Industrial Hub in Athi 

River was completed. It attracted an investment worth KSh. 109 billion and exports 

from Export Processing Zones (EPZs) worth KSh. 70.6 billion.  

ii. Modernization of RIVATEX Machinery and Factory: RIVATEX undertook to 

complete the modernization of machinery which reached 83 per cent level (installation 

of spinning, dyeing and weaving machines); construction of effluent treatment plant; 

and construction of perimeter wall. Through the Cotton Revitalization Programme, the 

Cabinet approved the adoption of BT cotton; provided inputs to 36,000 farmers 

(consisting of 432 tonnes of seeds and 8,460 litres of pesticides); and 72,000 acres of 

land was put under cotton production. These initiatives will ensure RIVATEX is able 

to source cotton from the local framers. 

Kenanie Leather Park: through the Kenya Leather Development Council, the construction of 

the Effluent Treatment Plant (ETP) was done up to 35 per cent completion level. 

Agro-Food Processing Programme: Pieces of land for construction of three (3) agro-

processing hubs were allocated in Nyandarua, Kisii and Meru Counties.  

Establishment of Iron and Steel Milling Plant: The construction of iron and steel plant did 

not commence due to lack of funds.  

Manufacturing of Machinery, Equipment and Industrial Parts: During the review period, 

72 tonnes of castings were produced; 42,000 transmission parts /industrial fittings were 

manufactured and production of Auto parts for local vehicle assembling started. 

Promotion of Investment (Domestic & Foreign): During the 2019/20 FY, 43 projects 

proposals worth KSh. 156.94 billion were facilitated. 

Other Programmes/Projects  

Upgrade of Kenya Industrial Training Institute (KITI): The infrastructural improvement 

was not undertaken due to lack of funds. However, student enrolment surpassed the target of 

1,565 to total of 2,849 during the review period. 

Accreditation of Conformity Assessment Bodies – Kenya National Accreditation Service 

(KENAS): During the review period, 47 conformity bodies were accredited against a target of 

40. 

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) Development Programme:  

During the review period, Stawi product was developed for MSMEs by commercial banks; 37 

Constituency Industrial Development Centres (CIDCs) were upgraded, refurbished and 

equipped; and Kariobangi Biashara Centre with one stop services from Kenya Industrial 

Estates(KIE), Kenya Bureau of Standards(KEBS), Kenya Intellectual Property Institute (KIPI), 

Kenya Revenue Authority(KRA) and Kenya Accreditation Service (KENAS) was established. 

In addition, industrial credit to medium and large enterprises was advanced by several financial 

institutions. These are: KSh. 416 million by Industrial Development Bank (IDB) Capital and 

1,880 jobs created; KSh.429 million by Industrial and Commercial Development Corporation 
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(ICDC) creating 1,835 jobs; and KSh. 1,206.1 by the Kenya Industrial Estates (KIE) hence 

creating 26,183 jobs. KIE also trained 57,150 SMEs/Business operators on business skills and 

entrepreneurship 

Development and Enforcement of Standards by the Kenya Bureau of Standards (KEBs): 

During the period under review; 574 standards including 59 for the ‘Big Four’ initiatives were 

developed; 3,293 permits issued for products under SMEs; and 11,030 permits issued for 

products certified under large firms to support the Manufacturing Sector and employment 

creation. 

4.3.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. Kenya Investment Policy 2019 was approved by Cabinet;  

ii. Kenya Accreditation Services Act, 2019 was enacted;  

iii. Draft National Automotive Policy was submitted to Cabinet for Approval; and 

iv. Restructuring of East African Portland Cement Company was done.  

4.3.3 Implementation Challenges 

i. The COVID-19 pandemic caused disruptions in the major value chains in the 

Manufacturing Sector, leading to massive losses in revenue and jobs across all the 

Subsectors, abrupt decline in the Manufacturing Sector output, and constriction of the 

economy; 

ii. Inadequate basic infrastructure facilities such as roads, power, and water to support 

establishment of Special Economic Zones and industrial clusters;  

iii. Unavailability of industrial land which hampered the prompt implementation of projects 

and programmes such as SME parks, public SEZs, industrial clusters, among others; 

iv. High operational cost and unreliable and costly energy lowering productivity of MSMEs 

productivity; and  

v. Limited access to financial services for industrial development.   

4.3.4 Lessons Learnt 

i. The implementation of the projects and programmes require close collaboration among 

Ministries, Department and Agencies, the County Governments and private sector. 

ii. Strengthening and promotion of Micro, Small and Medium enterprises through investment 

in physical facilities and access to affordable long-term financing and credit facilities are 

key for their development. 

4.3.5 Recommendations  

i. Provision of affordable land for establishment of industrial parks and CIDCs; 

ii. Provision of adequate resources to put up the basic infrastructural facilities which include 

roads, power, and water among others to attract investments that support manufacturing; 

and  

iii. Strengthen the cross-sector linkages and collaboration with key partners to enhance 

efficiency in the manufacturing value chain.  
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4.4 Tourism 

The Tourism sector is among the eight top priority sectors identified in the Kenya Vision 2030 

with high potential of spurring double-digit economic growth and development. The Sector is 

estimated to account for about 10 per cent of the Country’s GDP and 9 per cent of the total 

employment. It also contributes to the foreign exchange earnings and is a strategic enabler to 

the Government’s Big Four Agenda and contributes to realization of the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs). To realize the MTP III targets, the Tourism Sector focused on 

product diversification and experience; tourism marketing and promotion; building synergy 

and improving the alignment between supply and demand; and enhancing competitiveness.  

4.4.1 Sector Performance 

During the review period, increasing international tourist arrivals and improved domestic 

tourism subsequently increased tourism earnings to KSh. 163.6 billion against the targeted 

KSh. 132 billion. The performance of the Tourism Sector is presented in Table 4.3. 

TABLE 4.3: TOURISM SECTOR MTP III OUTCOME ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicators Targets 2019/20 

FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Increased tourism 

earnings 

Tourism Earnings (KSh 

billions) 

132 163.6 Robust and sustained 

marketing efforts 

Increased 

domestic tourism 

Tourist Arrivals 

(millions) 

1.97 2.035 Robust and sustained 

marketing efforts 

Increased tourist 

arrivals 

Bed-Nights by Kenyans 

(millions) 

5 4.818 Promotion campaign themed 

“Tembea Kenya’’ aimed at the 

domestic market 

Source: Economic Survey Report 2020, Annual progress Reports, State Department for 

Tourism, 2019/20 FY 

As shown in Table 4.3, tourism earnings grew by 3.9 per cent from KSh. 157.4 billion in 2018 

to KSh. 163.6 billion in 2019. Similarly, the number of international visitor arrivals increased 

by 0.4 per cent to 2.035 million in 2019, albeit a slower growth compared to a 14.0 per cent 

rise in 2018.  

This growth and improvement in performance was attributable to the growth in aviation, 

investor confidence, withdrawal of travel advisories, visit by foreign dignitaries, open border 

policies, improved quality of services and revitalized marketing efforts. The Country’s 

improved Ease-of- Doing business and investor confidence ranking (Kenya Ranked 56 position 

in 2019) and a stable and sustained security situation were also critical for the growth of the 

sector. 

On the domestic front, bed-nights by Kenyans grew by 5.7 per cent to a high of 4.818 million 

in 2019 as a result of domestic tourism promotion campaign themed “Tembea Kenya Na Mimi” 

through TV, digital platforms and radio which encouraged Kenyans to tour their country and 

share experiences through various platforms. Another key factor which led to increased bed 

nights was improved infrastructure to and around tourism hotspots. 
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Flagship Projects  

Tourism Product Development: Under this Project, the Mama Ngina waterfront was at 97 

per cent completion and the Management Board was gazetted (Gazette notice 8552 of 2019) 

and operationalized. Other achievements under the Project include: The Incentive Program 

which increased international commercial and chartered flights to Mombasa and elevation of 

Amboseli’s status to “Must See” in which visitation to Amboseli increased by 9.04 per cent 

from 175,800 visitors in 2018 to 191,700 in 2019. The Sector is transforming Kenya Wildlife 

Services (KWS) parks into signature Africa Safari product. The Master Plan on Nairobi 

National Park was approved and road works commenced. 

Niche Products Development and Diversification: The Meetings, Incentives, Conferences 

and Events (MICE) benefited with the number of International Conferences held at 218 with 

72,011 delegates and local conferences at 4,743 with 696,864 delegates. The construction of 

Kenyatta International Convention Centre (KICC) prefab continued in the review period with 

funding secured from the Tourism Promotion Fund.  

Tourism Training and Capacity Building: Construction of Ronald Ngala Utalii College 

(RNUC) in Kilifi continued and was at 55.14 per cent completion level by the end of the 

reporting period. Skilled manpower for the hospitality industry increased with the number of 

graduates from Kenya Utalii College (KUC) increasing by 9.8 per cent from 2,465 in 2018 to 

2,706 in 2019/20 FY.  

Other Programmes/ Projects 

Tourism research and enabling services: Tourism Research Institute (TRI) was 

operationalized and is mandated to provide timely and relevant tourism information. Two 

research studies on Comparative Study of Kenya’s Tourism Performance Vis-a-Vis Global 

Tourism Trends and Tourist Satisfaction Survey were undertaken. In addition, ten (10) Tourism 

Satellite Account (TSA) tables were prepared and a TSA report drafted. 

4.4.2 Implementation Challenges 

i. The outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic shocked and destabilized the Tourism Sector and 

obliterated the gains made;  

ii. The declining government funding and internally generated funds has made it difficult 

for MDAs to implement development projects and sustain their operations and 

mandates/functions;  

iii. Over-dependence on nature-based products, specifically beach and safari products; and  

iv. Environmental challenges such as pollution and land use conflict affects the overall 

attractiveness of the destination.  

4.4.3 Lessons Learnt  

i. Domestic tourism is the main driving force of the Travel and Tourism sector in major 

economies globally and has the potential to cushion the Sector during pandemics.  

ii. Post‐modern tourists are gradually becoming aware of the negative impacts of mass tourism 

and are increasingly looking for alternative tourism products that provide a deeper and more 

meaningful experience.  
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4.4.4 Recommendations 

i. Repackage tourism products with local market interest, tourism experiences that 

Kenyans could relate to and offer discounted packages/incentives to attract domestic 

tourism; 

ii. Support training of hospitality staff on new requirements, implementation of developed 

COVID-19 health protocols and enhance access of information on existing protocols to 

ensure adaptability in the hospitality industry;  

iii. Swift implementation of hygiene and safety protocols, adoption of contactless 

technology, more self-service kiosks and protective barriers, and ‘touchless’ screening 

processes in airports and airlines will reduce health risks associated with plane travel; 

and 

iv. Provision of diverse alternative tourism products which are more appealing to the post‐

modern tourists. This will entail improving the existing products, diversify into 

previously untapped natural resources (scenic tourism) and introduce new man-made 

attractions. 

4.5 Trade 

Trade remains one of the key sectors expected to contribute towards the attainment of the 

envisioned 10 per cent Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth rate in the Kenya Vision 2030. 

This is due to the Sector’s immense forward and backward linkages with the other sectors of 

the economy in stimulating economic growth and development, employment, and wealth 

creation, driving productivity and poverty reduction. During the review period, the Sector 

continued placing emphasis on supporting the structural transformation to increase share of 

exports to the GDP. 

4.5.1 Sector Performance 

The value for retail and wholesale trade exceeded the target by 30 per cent and the contribution 

of Trade to GDP was at 7.6 per cent. Table 4.4. presents the achievements of the Wholesale 

and Retail Trade Sector for the review period.  

TABLE 4.4: TRADE SECTOR MTP III OUTCOME ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III Outcome Outcome 

Indicators 

Outcome 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Increased contribution 

of retail and wholesale 

trade to GDP 

Percentage share 

of trade 

contribution to 

GDP 

8.4 

 

7.6 Due to effects of COVID-19 in the 

last two quarters FY 

Increased Kenyan 

Exports 

Total value of 

exports 

928.25 596.7 Attributed to lack of 

competitiveness of Kenyan exports 

Total Value of 

exports to the EAC 

205.6 140.4 Occasioned by increasing Non-

Tariff Barriers in the region 

Increased Domestic 

Trade 

Value of 

wholesale and 

retail trade 

565 740 Overachievement due to a vibrant 

Wholesale and Retail Sector. 
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MTP III Outcome Outcome 

Indicators 

Outcome 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Jobs created in 

wholesale and retail 

trade 

No. of jobs created 1148 1100 Job losses as a result of COVID-19 

pandemic. 

Source: Economic Survey, 2020 and Annual Progress Report, Ministry of Industrialization 

Trade and Enterprise Development, 2019/20 FY  

The value of total exports declined by 2.9 per cent to KSh. 596.7 billion in 2019 from KSh. 

614.3 billion in 2018. This was as a result of a 4.1 per cent decrease in the value of domestic 

exports to KSh. 520.8 billion. On the other hand, import expenditure increased by 2.4 per cent 

to KSh. 1,806.3 billion in 2019. This resulted in worsening of the trade balance from a deficit 

of KSh. 1,150.2 billion in 2018 to a deficit of KSh. 1,209.7 billion in 2019. The total value of 

trade flows rose by 1.0 per cent to KSh. 2,403 billion in 2019. The export to import cover ratio 

declined from 34.8 per cent in 2018 to 33.0 per cent in 2019. 

The total value of exports to the East African Community (EAC) recorded KSh. 140.4 billion 

in 2019 while share of trade contribution to GDP was at 7.6 per cent. Several jobs were also 

lost as a result of COVID-19 pandemic during the review period.  

Flagship Projects  

Establishment of National Commodities Exchange: The Multi Commodities Exchange 

(KOMEX) was 82 per cent complete with office space identified and partitioned; equipment 

for the Market Information System was procured and installed; organization and management 

structure developed; and the process of capitalization initiated. The interim Board and acting 

Chief Executive Officer were appointed.   

Establishment of Export Credit Guarantee Scheme: Establishment of the Export Credit 

Guarantee Scheme was at 5 per cent completion level in the review period. The scheme is 

meant to unlock the credit potential in the Export Sector by creating a facility to provide 

guarantees to exporters and importers of Kenyan goods and services.  

Other Programmes/Projects 

Kenya Trade Remedies Agency (KETRA): The program achieved 70 per cent level of 

operationalization. The sector made the following progress towards operationalization of the 

Agency: The KETRA Board was constituted; office space was identified; the human resource 

instruments and organizational structure was developed; and the process of deploying officers 

to the Agency was initiated.  

National Trade Negotiations Council: The Council was established and operationalized to 

enable the Country develop a structured institutional framework for trade negotiation. 

MSME tool room: The process to develop the National MSMEs Baseline Survey tool was 30 

per cent complete.  Upon its completion the tool will be pre-tested in 5 selected Counties. The 
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program will also comprise light equipment installation for empowering entrepreneurs with 

practical and technical skills on value addition. 

Buy Kenya Build Kenya: The Sector fully developed procurement preferential list during the 

review period. The list is meant to guide procurement officers on the products that should be 

sourced locally. The Sector continued to monitor implementation of the Presidential directive 

on reservation of a minimum of 40 per cent of the procurement budget to locally produced 

goods and services. 

Expand Kenyan Share of the $84 billion US Textile Market: Kenya seeks to expand its 

share of the United States of America (USA) textile market. The negotiation process towards 

signing of the Kenya-US Free Trade Agreement was initiated. It is expected that the agreement 

will ease access of Kenyan exports to the USA Market.  

Operationalization of EMPRETEC Centre: The sector developed a concept note and 

organizational structure for operationalization of the Centre. The EMPRETEC Centre aims to 

provide entrepreneurial and management training, consultancy and counselling services to 

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises and other interest groups.  

Development of Anti-Counterfeit Agency Quick Response Solution: The Anti-Counterfeit 

Authority with the support from Trademark East Africa (TMEA) initiated the process of 

developing an Intelligent Quick Response Code System (QRC) to support detection of 

counterfeits in the Country. 

Cooperative Development and Marketing – achievements under this included:  

i. Modernization of New Kenya Cooperative Creameries (KCC) plants through 

acquisition and installation of new equipment and machinery. In the 2019/20 FY, a total 

of KSh. 907.5 million was disbursed for modernization of Kiganjo, Kitale, Sotik, 

Eldoret and Kericho New KCC plants and construction of a new processing plant in 

Nyambene. Procurement process for machinery and equipment was completed and 

equipment delivered. To enhance food security in milk and milk products the Sector 

processed 1,800 metric tons of powdered milk for reconstitution during dry periods;  

ii. The Sector continued with the implementation of the Coffee Sector Revitalization 

Programme by restructuring the Kenya Planters Co-operative Union Limited (KPCU) 

which was registered as a Semi-Autonomous Government Agency (SAGA) and 

renamed as New KPCU. The New KPCU is mandated to mill and market coffee and to 

administer the Coffee Cherry Advance Revolving Fund (CCARF).  This Fund was 

allocated an initial seed capital of KSh. 3 billion;  

iii. Modernisation of co-operative cotton ginneries was initiated by contracting a service 

provider to modernize infrastructure and ginning machinery at Luanda Ginnery to 

support the cotton industry; and 

iv. The Sector also facilitated housing co-operatives to deliver on the promise of affordable 

housing. Co-operatives were able to construct 2300 housing units during the review 

period.  
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Development of MSMEs: during the review period, 1,582 Micro Small and Medium 

Enterprises (MSME) were facilitated to access markets. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 

innovative ways of promoting the MSMEs were developed, by directly assisting them to get 

business through introduction to Non-Governmental Organizations, Government and other 

buyers. However, implementation of Kenya Youth Employment and Opportunities Project 

(KYEOP) activities which are field based were stopped during the period as a result of COVID-

19 pandemic.  

4.5.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. The Trade Descriptions Bill, 2020 was finalized and submitted to the Office of the 

Attorney General; 

ii. Micro and Small Enterprises Policy, 2020 was reviewed;  

iii. Kenya Investment Policy 2019 was approved by Cabinet; 

iv. The Commodities Market Regulations, 2019 were gazetted;  

v. Warehouse Receipt System Regulations, 2019 were gazetted awaiting Impact 

Regulatory Assessment; 

vi. The National MSE coordination framework, 2020 was finalized and the draft awaiting 

submission to the Cabinet; 

vii. National Co-operative Policy and Regulations were finalized and approved by the 

Cabinet. The Policy has since been forwarded to Parliament as a Sessional Paper; and 

viii. The Kenya Planters Co-operative Union Limited (KPCU) was restructured and 

registered as a Semi-Autonomous Government Agency (SAGA) and renamed as New 

KPCU.  

4.5.3 Implementation Challenges 

i. Kenya’s manufactured products faced stiff competition in the local, regional and global 

market due to high cost of production;  

ii. Inadequate budgetary allocation and budget cuts especially in development projects 

hampered the implementation and completion of the various projects and programmes; 

iii. Restriction of transportation due to COVID-19 containment measures resulted in 

disruption of the supply chain of goods and products and significant rise in the cost of 

transport; 

iv. Non-aligned policy, legislative and regulatory framework: The Sector has not finalized 

the alignment of its policies and legislations in line with the Constitution. Review of 

the legislative framework is crucial in fostering a conducive environment for the growth 

of the sector; and  

v. Inadequate innovation, Research and Development (R&D): Although R&D has been 

identified as a key enabler, there has been low funding, inadequate research and low 

infrastructural capacity. This has impacted negatively on the Sector's capacity to 

effectively discharge its mandate.  

4.5.4 Lessons learnt 

i. Compliance with international and national standards to promote fair competition in the 

domestic market and improving competitiveness in the global market is critical;  
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ii. It is inherent for the Sector to have a responsive legal framework that can foster a 

conducive environment for its development; and  

iii. Climate change is negatively impacting on the performance of the Sector and therefore 

it is important to adopt mitigating measures. 

4.5.5 Recommendations 

i. Review of policies including taxation and energy costs among others that lead to high 

costs of production in Micro Small and Medium Enterprises to ensure locally 

manufactured products are competitive in international markets;  

ii. Provision of adequate budget and for alternative funding sources and support from 

development partners to bridge the funding gap; and  

iii. Continuous undertaking of monitoring and evaluation of programmes and projects; and  

iv. Implementation of the National Co-operative Policy and review the existing legal 

framework.  

4.6 Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) and IT-Enabled Services (ITES) Sector 

The Kenya Vision 2030 identified Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) as a priority sector 

under the Economic Pillar to create over 200,000 jobs and contribute over 10 per cent to GDP. 

During the MTP III period, the Government sought to increase access to online jobs in 

BPO/ITES and improve on e-government services industries. This was to be achieved through 

programmes that included establishment of the Konza Technopolis City, Presidential Digital 

Talent Programme and the Digital Literacy Programme. 

4.6.1 Sector Performance 

Table 4.5 presents the achievements of the sector during the review period 

TABLE 4.5: BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING SECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 

2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

OUTCOME 

Outcome 

Indicators 

Targets 2019/20 

FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Increased Access 

to online 

jobs in BPO/ 

 

Number of BPO 

dedicated seats 

700,000 1.3m Target surpassed 

Number of youths 

trained and 

connected to 

online jobs 

500,000 400 Underperformance attributed to 

COVID-19 

Number of 

incubation centres 

established and 

utilized 

210 189 Target not achieved due to budget 

constraints. 

Improved 

e-government 

services 

Number of 

applications (E-

Systems) used in 

government 

14 0 Target not achieved due to budget 

constraints 

Source: State Department for Broadcasting and Telecommunications Annual Progress Report, 

2019/20 FY, Energy, Infrastructure & ICT MTEF Sector Report 2019/20 FY 
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From Table 4.5, the total number of youths trained and connected to online jobs indicated huge 

variance between 500,000 targeted and 400 achieved in the 2019/20 FY due to the effects of 

the COVID-19 pandemic. The programme on e- government services did not take off during 

the review period due to inadequate budget. However, Public Sector Advertising Guidelines 

were issued to MDAs.  

Constituency Innovation Hubs (CIH) is one of the pillars of the Ajira Digital Programme which 

aims to introduce young people to online work and provide them with the necessary tools, 

training and mentorship to enable them to work and earn a decent income. During the review 

period, 189 innovation hubs were established against a target of 210. In addition, 1.3 million 

youths were connected to online jobs under the Ajira Programme against a target of 700,000. 

The target was surpassed due to strategic partnership with Rockefeller, MasterCard and other 

private institutions. 

Flagship Projects  

Establishment of Konza-Technopolis: The construction of Konza –Technopolis is phased 

and involves mega integrated infrastructure. During the review period, 35 per cent of Konza 

horizontal infrastructure was completed. The finished structure is being utilized as offices for 

the Konza Technopolis Development Authority.  

Presidential Digital Talent: Under this programme, 400 fresh ICT graduates on high end 

skills were trained as per the target. 

Digital Literacy Program: A total of 120,000 against a target of 80,000 devices were procured 

and distributed to public primary schools under the Digital Literacy Programme. The target 

was surpassed since the devices were locally assembled by Jomo Kenyatta University of 

Agriculture and Technology and the Moi University. Also, the assembling of the devices 

locally was cheaper compared to importing. There was no construction of computer labs in 

schools due to budget constraints.  

4.6.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms  

During the review period, the Sector drafted Konza Bill, 2019.   

4.6.3 Implementation challenges 

i. Budgetary constraints affected the implementation of projects in the sector;  

ii. The Sector requires huge capital to put up the required infrastructure to attract investors; 

and  

iii. The implementation of projects also slowed down due to the COVID-19 containment 

measures. 

4.6.4 Lessons Learnt 

i. Development of horizontal infrastructure to attract investors in Konza Technopolis City 

is critical for the successful implementation of the project. 

ii. Appropriate policy, legal and regulatory framework is vital for the success of Konza 

Project. 
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iii. Diversification of funding sources for the establishment of the Konza Project is crucial 

since it requires a huge capital outlay. 

iv. Rolling out of the digital learning program requires a holistic approach involving 

teacher training, provision of electricity, and coverage of all streams in the primary 

schools. 

4.6.5 Recommendations 

i. Provision of adequate resources to lay the required infrastructure to attract investors; 

ii. Development/harmonization/review of Policy, Legal, Regulatory and Institutional 

Frameworks;  

iii. Development of Digital Economy in Kenya; and  

iv. Development of National Integrated ICT Infrastructure and e-government services; and  

v. Capacity building of human capital.  

4.7 Financial Services 

A robust Financial Services Sector is central to the realization of the goals of the Kenya Vision 

2030 and the “Big Four” Agenda. The Government remains committed in developing the 

Financial Services Sector by implementing a raft of measures and reforms to boost the 

performance and ease access to foreign trading. During the reporting period, the Government 

committed to establish and fully operationalize the Nairobi International Financial Centre as a 

major regional hub for financial services in the Sub-Saharan Africa market, establish a 

Financial Services Authority, develop digital finance and enhance capital markets deepening.  

 

4.7.1 Sector Performance 

The Financial Services Sector targeted to increase access to financial services by 77.5 per cent, 

increase contribution of financial services to the GDP to 7.8 per cent and increase Gross 

National Savings to 20.9 per cent by the end of 2019/20 FY. Table 4.6 present achievements 

in the 2019/20 FY. 

TABLE 4.6: FINANCIAL SERVICES MTP III OUTCOME ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III Outcome Outcome Indicators Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

 

Remarks 

Increased Access to 

financial services 

Proportion of the 

population using 

formal financial 

services  

77.5 82.9 This consisted of Male 86 per cent, 

Female 80 per cent. 

The above target performance 

attributed to improved mobile 

financial services 

Increased financial 

services contribution 

to GDP 

Share financial 

services contribution 

to GDP 

7.8 6.0 The below target performance was 

due to the interest rate cap that 

resulted in a decline in private sector 

lending. 

Increased Gross 

National Savings 

Saving as per cent of 

GDP 

20.9 7.6 Savings during the period was 

adversely affected by the COVID-

19 pandemic. 

Source:  FinAccess 2019, Economic Survey 2020 

The achievement of 82.9 per cent against the targeted 77.5 per cent in access to formal financial 

services is attributed to improved mobile financial services. There was also increased 
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partnerships and innovations such as mobile banking, agency banking, digital finance and 

mobile apps.  

Financial services contribution to GDP progressively declined from 7.1 per cent in 2016, 6.8 

per cent in 2017, 6.3 per cent in 2018 and further to 6.0 per cent in 2019 due to the interest rate 

cap. However, the interest rate controls led to unintended effects on credit to the Private Sector 

and the economy in general. It led to a collapse of credit to Micro, Small, and Medium 

Enterprises and reduced financial intermediation which in turn resulted in the decline in 

domestic investment. This trend is expected to reverse as the cap was repealed in November 

2019. 

Savings was adversely affected in the second half of the 2019/20 FY due to the outbreak and 

the rapid spread of the COVID-19 pandemic and the attendant containment measures. The 

pandemic led to the slowdown of economic activities which in turn resulted in a decline in 

Gross National Savings to GDP from 13.6 per cent in 2018/19 FY to 7.6 per cent in 2019/20 

FY. Government savings declined during the review period as the Government utilized its 

resources to cushion Kenyans against the adverse effects of the pandemic. 

Flagship Projects  

Capital Markets Deepening: During the review period, the Nairobi Securities Exchange 

(NSE) Derivatives Market (NEXT) was launched in July 2019, with the aim of facilitating 

trading of futures contracts in the Kenyan market. NEXT commenced operations with initial 

offers for index futures contracts on the NSE 25 Share Index and Single Stock Futures on five 

companies listed in the NSE. The Sector developed a Kenya Sovereign Green Bond Framework 

to mobilize adequate resources to support the implementation of climate and environmental 

actions in the Country.  

Digital Finance: During the review period, the Digital Finance Programme Management Unit 

and an Inter-Agency Steering Committee were established.  

4.7.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. Amendments to the Retirement Benefits Act, 1997 Section 37 and repealing Section 

45A of the Act; 

ii. The Finance Act, 2019 was enacted in November 2019 which repealed Section 33B of 

the Banking Act, 2016 that provided for capping of bank interest rates;  

iii. The Public Service Superannuation Scheme (PSSS) Act 2012 was gazetted; and   

iv. The draft National Policy on Digital Finance was prepared.  

4.7.3 Implementation Challenges 

i. The outbreak and spread of COVID-19 pandemic and the resultant containment 

measures resulted in a slowdown in Financial Services Sector;  

ii. Contests by major stakeholders delayed the implementation of the PSSS;  

iii. Failure by the regulators to institute early interventions to prevent major corporate 

scandals that saw some financial institutions placed under receivership; and  

iv. Constant threat of cybercrime, fraud and the disruption of the mobile money platform 

and money laundering.  
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4.7.4 Lessons Learnt  

i. Targeted policy and strategic actions would address the population segments that are 

still excluded from financial services and the persistent financial inclusion gaps among 

age, gender, region, and education; 

ii. The operationalization of a Credit Guarantee Scheme for the vulnerable Micro, Small 

and Medium sized Enterprises (MSMEs), reduces the risk of lending by commercial 

banks and is critical in increasing credit to the Sector; and 

iii. The increased uptake of unregulated digital apps loans requires attention and regulation 

while the low uptake of insurance, pension and declining popularity of Micro-finance 

institutions need to be addressed. 

4.7.5 Recommendations  

i. Continuously sensitize all users on the importance of enhancing cyber security in 

addition to consumer education to improve financial literacy; 

ii. Fast track the operationalization of the Credit Guarantee Scheme for the vulnerable 

MSMEs in order to increase credit to the Sector; 

iii. Strengthen the legal and regulatory framework to achieve more comprehensive pension 

coverage across the formal and informal sectors and better protect the beneficial 

interests and rights of pension subscribers;  

iv. Promote cross border trade and lay down a framework to enable State Corporations and 

County Governments to raise funds through the capital markets; and 

v. Privatize state-owned enterprises to unlock the potential of the identified institutions.  

4.8 Oil, Gas and Other Minerals 

The Sector seeks to explore, develop and produce the oil, gas and mineral resources that are 

spread across the country’s geographical space for sustainable national economic development 

and wealth creation. In view of this, investing in oil, gas and mineral resources infrastructure 

both locally and regionally is key in promoting trade and regional integration efforts. 

4.8.1 Sector Performance  

During the review period, the Sector produced 215, 032 barrels of crude oil in the review period 

which is 46 per cent short of the target. This was as a result of community disruptions coupled 

with damaged roads which hindered timely transportation of crude oil. Notably, the first export 

of crude cargo in August 2019 under the Early Oil Pilot Scheme (EOPS) was 240,150 barrels.  

Receipt of crude oil continued after the first export and as at June 2020 Kenya Petroleum 

Refineries Limited (KPRL) had accumulated crude oil of about 177,725 barrels which was due 

for export (see Table 4.7).  
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TABLE 4.7: OIL, GAS AND OTHER MINERALS SECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 

2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

outcome  

Outcome indicators 

(s) 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievement 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Increased oil 

production  

Quantity of crude oil 

produced (Barrels of 

crude oil produced per 

year) 

400, 000 

 

215,032 The project suffered stoppages occasioned 

by community disruptions and damaged 

roads in Ortum and Sebit areas hence could 

not achieve the projected target.  

Increased 

access to 

LPG 

Proportion of 

households using 

Liquefied Petroleum 

Gas (LPG) (per cent) 

40 30 The LPG distribution points across the 

country were not fully established. 

Total consumption of 

LPG (MT)  

4,875,000 4,256,760 Most importers pulled out their tender 

participations in the Open Tender System 

(OTS) and this made the March OTS flop. 

Source: Annual Progress Report, Ministry of Petroleum and Mining, 2019/20 FY 

Government’s initiatives to enhance use of clean energy continued through promotion of 

private sector involvement in improving access to LPG by low income earning households.  

Such initiatives included reduction of LPG prices while increasing pricing of kerosene. 

Consequently, 3.7 million households, or nearly 30 per cent of the population (54 per cent 

urban and 18 per cent rural) used LPG of which 2.4 million households, (19 per cent of 

households nationwide) consider it their primary source of fuel. 

Flagship Projects  

Commercialization of the Oil and Gas discoveries: The Petroleum Exploration Blocks 

marketed nationally and internationally increased to 38 blocks from 30 as Eight (8) more blocks 

were relinquished by International Oil Exploration Companies (IOCs) to the Government. The 

vacant blocks were marketed and various IOCs expressed interest in the open blocks. 

Complete Early Oil Pilot Scheme: The Programme attained 392,757 barrels of crude oil. The 

first crude cargo of 240,150 barrels was exported in August 2019. Receipt of crude oil 

continued and about 177,725 barrels had been accumulated as at June 2020 by KPRL. 

Construction of Lokichar-Lamu Crude Oil Pipeline: Under this Programme, 30 per cent of 

activities for the construction of Lokichar-Lamu Crude Oil Export Pipeline were completed. 

These include Front-End Engineering Design (FEED) and Environmental and Social Impact 

Assessment (ESIA) for the crude oil pipeline. 
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Trucking of crude oil from South Lokichar, Turkana to the KPRL Storage Terminal, Mombasa 

National Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) Enhancement Project ‘Mwananchi LPG Project’: 

Implementation of the Project was put on hold due to a court injunction which was later settled 

and procurement of additional 50,000 cylinders commenced towards the end of 2019/20 FY 

for the next phase of the Project. 

Geological Surveys:  The National Airborne Geophysical surveys work was initiated, and the 

implementation of the Project was changed from a contracted consultant to a team of multi-

agency government institutions due to the complex nature of the Project.  Other exploratory 

core drilling in Tharaka Nithi County and Ikutha in Kitui County were undertaken for 

vanadium and iron ore respectively. 

International Accredited Laboratory (IAMCL)- Construction of the laboratory was 

completed and equipped. The Project is expected to generate revenue from certification of    

minerals in the Country and East Africa.  

Geological Data Bank: Installation of IT infrastructure for the data bank was done, 90 per cent 

of hard copy records were scanned and cataloguing was done to 60 per cent completion. 

Database design and development was 30 per cent complete.  

Other Programmes/Projects 

Centre of Excellence in Oil and Gas:   Key achievements in the review period were geared 

towards expanding the operations of the Morendat Institute of Oil and Gas (MIOG). In 

connection to this, the following were realized:  

i. MIOG Nairobi Campus; Buildings 1 and 2 were completed and handed over in January 

2020, Smart classrooms (A virtual learning environment that uses integration of ICT 

based resources, combined with practical hands-on education and training) were 

installed, and Quality Control training lab equipped. 

ii. MIOG Naivasha Campus - Training rooms were completed. 

iii. MIOG Eldoret Campus - a building for firefighting course was completed 
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Capacity Development for Oil and Gas: Kenya Petroleum Technical Assistance Project 

(KEPTAP), enhanced capacity of 254 officers and the Kenya National Petroleum Master Plan 

(KNPMP) was drafted during the review period.  

Enhancement of Petroleum Products Storage Capacity in Mombasa: One tank in KPRL 

was converted from crude oil handling to Automotive Gas Oil (AGO) providing additional 

capacity of 16,872m³         

Quality Assurance of Petroleum Products: 15,023 of samples of petroleum products were 

tested from different sampled distribution points. This is a continuous exercise to ensure quality 

and secure petroleum products marketed nationally and regionally. 

Mineral Processing and Value Additional Centres: The Voi Gemstone Value Addition 

Centre was completed and equipping continued in a phased manner. Staff were also deployed 

to the Centre to operationalize it. Other value addition centres to be established are Kisii 

Soapstone Value Addition Centre, Vihiga Granite Processing Plant and Kakamega Gold 

Refinery. Consultants were procured to undertake feasibility study for these Centres. 

  

 Voi gemstone value addition centre and some of the gemstone faceting equipment.  

4.8.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. The Mining (Dealing in Diamonds) Regulations 2020 were drafted; and  

ii. Draft National Mining Institute (NMI) Bill was submitted to the Office of the Attorney 

General. 

4.8.3 Implementation Challenges 

i. Lack of awareness by Kenyans on the mineral prospects and investment opportunities 

of the largely unexploited Mineral Sector in the Country;  

ii. Inadequate and un-updated mineral data and information that hinder mineral 

development activities by potential investors; 

iii. Highly dynamic technological changes that render acquired expensive equipment 

obsolete within a short period of time; and 

iv. Inadequate infrastructure to facilitate both exploration and exploitation of minerals. 
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4.8.4 Lessons Learnt 

i. Effective community and stakeholder collaboration is critical for timely and seamless 

project implementation; 

ii. Addressing professional capacity needs for the Oil and Gas Sector is critical; and 

iii. Linkages and collaborations with other sectors with a coordinated approach in the 

implementation of the various flagship projects in the Oil and Gas Sector is crucial.  

4.8.5 Recommendations 

i. Collaboration with other sectors and community engagements should be strengthened 

in the implementation of the various flagship projects;  

ii. Development of strategic partnerships to enhance local content, skills transfer and 

enhance capacity building across the entire mineral value chain and conduct continuous 

public sensitization programmes;  

iii. Continuous monitoring and evaluation to track implementation;  

iv. Carry out inventory of all mineral prospects and investment opportunities in the Sector 

to avail data to the public and potential investors;  

v. Source for additional funding for the procurement and upgrade of geological 

equipment, specialized equipment and machinery; and 

vi. Review of policy, legal and institutions reforms to make Kenya a regional mineral hub. 

4.9 Blue Economy 

The Blue Economy is one of the sectors introduced in the MTP III due to its importance in 

driving the development agenda. The Sector plans to develop an integrated and holistic master 

plan for the Blue Economy to enhance full exploitation of maritime resources. During the 

2019/20 FY, the share of Blue Economy contribution to GDP was projected at 3.5 per cent and 

an export value of KSh 2.7 billion worth of fish and fish products.  

4.9.1 Sector Performance 

A summary of the performance of the Blue Economy Sector is presented in Table 4.8.  

TABLE 4.8: BLUE ECONOMY SECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS FOR THE 2019/20 FY 

MTP III Outcome Outcome 

Indicators 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

 Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Increased 

contribution of 

Blue economy 

to GDP 

Share of Blue 

Economy 

contribution to 

GDP 

3.5 0.1 This contribution is limited to 

Fisheries, Aquaculture and the 

Blue Economy investment in 

the Sector. 

Increased exports of 

fish and fish products 

Value of fish and 

fish products 

exported 

2.1 2.7 The target was surpassed due to 

high fish demand 

Increased job 

creation in the 

Blue economy 

Number of 

Seafarers working 

on board foreign 

ships 

1313 

(M) 

562 

(F) 

496  (M) The Government has trained an 

addition of 186 seafarers 

awaiting deployment 

Source: Economic Survey, 2020 and Annual Progress Reports, Ministry of Agriculture, 

Livestock, Fisheries and Cooperatives 2019/20 FY 
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The achievement of an export value of KSh 2.7 billion worth of fish and fish products in 2019 

was attributed to increased demand for marine finfish in Europe and increase in demand for 

Nile perch fish maws in China. This demand was met since the Sector developed domestic 

capacity for industrial and semi-industrial deep-sea fishing. Further, the Sector continued to 

implement a fish safety and quality assurance programme to ensure continued access of Kenyan 

fish and fish products to the export markets. The programme entails inspection of licensed fish 

processing establishments and regular sampling and analysis of fish and its habitat.  

Flagship Projects  

Development of National Fleet: The National Fishing and Merchant Fleet was developed with 

eight (8) fishing vessels, six (6) targeting Tuna and Tuna like fishery and two (2) targeting 

crabs, mid and surface pelagics) against a target of 18. The negative variance was due to 

challenges posed by COVID-19 pandemic. 

Development of Fisheries and Maritime Infrastructure: Fisheries and maritime 

infrastructure was developed up to 49.56 per cent which included rehabilitation of fish landing 

sites in Lake Victoria and coastal infrastructure.  

Fish production: Fish production decreased from 146.7 MT in 2018 to 146.5 MT in 2019. The 

underachievement was largely due to below-target production in dwindling fish production 

from Lake Victoria and low production from aquaculture and marine. To increase production, 

Aquaponics Systems were installed in 35 institutions of higher learning.  

Fish Consumption: Per capita fish consumption increased to 4.0 kg/person /year compared to 

the target of 5.5kg in the FY and out of the twelve planned “Eat More Fish” Campaigns, only 

five were conducted due to challenges posed by COVID-19 pandemic. 

Fish post-harvest management: Post-harvest infrastructure and facilities were developed in 

the Lake Victoria region to enhance good hygiene and safety, reduce fish post-harvest losses; 

and enhance fish market access for fish and fish products. In addition, Mini Fish Processing 

Factories were established in Meru, Nyeri, Kakamega and Migori Counties as one of the means 

to address post-harvest losses. There was also refurbishing and development of fish landing 

sites five (5) in the coastal area and six (6) in the Lake Victoria region) which are equipped 

with cold storage facilities to address post-harvest losses.   

4.9.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

During the review period, the Fisheries Management and Development Regulations, 2020 were 

forwarded to the Office of the Attorney General for gazettement. 

4.9.3 Implementation Challenges 

i. Inadequate staff and skills for fish quality assurance, inadequate capacity and skills for 

management of deep-sea fisheries;  

ii. Lack of an integrated policy framework for development of the Blue Economy; and  

iii. Delays in release of the development budget and the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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4.9.4 Recommendations 

i. Disbursement of the exchequer be in line with the approved cash flow plans to 

minimize disruptions and delays in implementation of projects and programmes; and 

ii.  Allocation of funds towards operationalization of the institutions created by the 

Fisheries Management and Development Act, 2016.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SOCIAL PILLAR 

5.0 Overview 

The Social Pillar of the Kenya Vision 2030 seeks to increase investment in the people and build 

a just and cohesive society that enjoys equitable socio-economic development in a clean and 

secure environment. The Pillar covers six sectors namely: Education and Training; Health; 

Environment, Water and Sanitation; Population, Housing and Urban Development; Gender, 

Youths and Vulnerable Groups; and Sports, Culture and the Arts. It also integrates the needs 

of special interest groups including Persons With Disabilities and the marginalized 

communities. 

5.1 Education and Training Sector 

Education and Training plays an important role in generating knowledge necessary to propel 

the country to a middle-income knowledge-based economy. Within the Kenya Vision 2030, 

the Sector comprises of Early Learning and Basic Education; Vocational and Technical 

Training; Post Training and Skills Development; and University Education and Teachers 

Service Commission (TSC) and related agencies. Priority areas identified include: actualization 

of the right to free and compulsory basic education; improvement of post-basic education; 

enhancement of quality and relevance of education; integration of ICT into teaching and 

learning; enhancement of financing in education and training; and improvement in governance.  

5.1.1 Sector Performance 

Performance of the Education and Training Sector are presented in Table 5.1.  

TABLE 5.1: EDUCATION AND TRAINING SECTOR MTP OUTCOME ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 

2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome 

Indicator(s) 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Universal 

access to Basic 

Education 

ECDE Gross 

Enrolment 

Rate (%)  

80 109.4 Achievement due to increased funding 

and enrolment in ECDE. The beyond 

100% is attributed to inadequate data 

capturing systems at the County level 

Primary level 

Gross Enrolment 

Rate (%) 

104.8 99.63 The improvement in GER is due high 

retention rates from grades 1 to 6 and 

reduced number of underage and 

overage pupils at primary level 

Primary to 

Secondary 

Transition Rates (%) 

98 95 

 

Some learners repeated standard 8 

while others were admitted in 

vocational training centres. 

Secondary Gross 

Enrolment Rate (%) 

75 71.6 This is due to regional disparities  

Improved adult 

and child 

Number enrolled 

in Adult and 

316,000 169,302 There is massive exit of adult 

instructors through natural attrition  
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MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome 

Indicator(s) 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

numeracy and 

literacy skills 

Continuing 

Education 

(ACE)  

Enhanced 

quality of 

education 

Pupil: Teacher Ratio 

at Basic Education 

40:1  Public-39:1 

Private-24:1 

On average, these ratios were attained  

 

Teacher-Student 

Ratio at 

Secondary 

Education level. 

1:40 Public-1:29 

Private-1:19 

Textbook: Pupil 

Ratio  

(at Primary and 

Secondary) 

  1:1  1:1 

 

Grades 1,2,3- 

1:0.96  

Grade 7&8-1:1.17 

Form 1-4   1:1.38 

Target achieved in Mathematics, 

English and Kiswahili for Grades 1, 2 

and 3 and for core subjects 

in secondary school 

Increased 

access to TVET 

TVET Gross 

Enrolment 

274,243 (T) 

151,602 (M) 

122,641 (F) 

430,589 (T) 

 

246,486(M) 

 

184,112 (F) 

Rebranding and repositioning through 

construction, equipping and advocacy 

led to increased demand for TVET 

Improved 

gender equity in 

Education 

Sector 

Gender Parity Index  0.8 0.97 The achievement is due to several 

affirmative action strategies and 

campaigns against early marriages 

Improved 

access to 

University 

Education 

Enrolment Rate (%) 88 98 All students who qualified to join 

universities were placed under 

Government sponsorship 

Source: Annual Progress Reports 2019/20 for State Departments for Early Learning and Basic 

Education, University Education and Research and Vocational and Technical Training  

Universal Access to Basic Education: During the 2019/20 FY, the Gross Enrolment Rate 

(GER) at pre-primary education level was 109.4 per cent (107.8 per cent and 111.1 per cent for 

Pre-Primary 1 (PP1) and Pre-Primary 2 (PP2) respectively). The GER for primary school level 

and secondary school level was 99.6 per cent and 71.6 per cent respectively. The improvement 

in primary level performance is associated with overall reduction in the number of underage 

and overage pupils. The low achievement at the secondary level is due to existing regional 

disparities in the country and the fact that free education policy applies to day schools only 

leaving out boarding schools. The transition rate from primary to secondary education levels 

was 95 per cent against a target of 98 per cent.  

Improved Adult and Child Numeracy and Literacy Skills: The number enrolled in Adult 

and Continuing Education (ACE) was 169,302 against a target of 316,000. The non-

achievement was mainly due to considerable exit of adult instructors through natural attrition, 
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which in turn led to closure of adult and continuing centres initially manned by those 

instructors. 

Enhanced Quality of Education: The Teacher Pupil Ratio was 31:1 and 24:1 for public 

primary schools and private primary schools respectively, against a target of 1:40. At the 

secondary level, the Student Teacher Ratio was 29:1 and 19:1 for public and private secondary 

schools respectively. This achievement was due to continued posting of teachers to both levels 

of education. In 2019/20 FY, 600 Science, Mathematics and English teachers were posted to 

both the primary and secondary schools in targeted areas. While the 2019/20 target was 

achieved, the ratios were still below the global recommended standard of 35:1.  

The Textbook to Pupil Ratio target of 1:1 was achieved and maintained as a result of 

implementation of the Instructional Materials Policy by the Sector. In the 2019/20 FY, 

32,840,474 textbooks were distributed to secondary schools. This included 14,786,293 books 

for 14 elective subjects and 18,054,181 textbooks for six core subjects (English, Kiswahili, 

Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology and Physics).   In addition, learning materials for learners 

with Hearing Impairment (HI) and Visual Impairment (VI) were adapted. Special Needs 

Education (SNE – HI and VI)) teachers were trained on adapted Tusome learning materials. A 

Framework on levelled readers was developed and Kenya Publishers Association authors 

trained on how to develop levelled supplementary readers. 

Increased Access to Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET): During 

the 2019/20 FY, the TVET Subsector achieved a gross enrolment 1   of 430,589 trainees 

(246,486 male and 184,112 female) against a target of 274,243 trainees (151,602 male, 122,641 

female). Out of this enrolment, National Polytechnics accounted for 23.7 per cent, public 

Technical Vocational Centres (TVCs) accounted for 26 per cent, and private TVCs accounted 

for 18.8 per cent, whereas Vocational Training Centres (VTCs) accounted for 31.5 per cent. 

The enrolment by trade was 62,584, 41,652 and 7192 for diploma, craft certificate and artisan 

respectively. The achievement is attributed to the efforts by the Sector to rebrand and reposition 

TVET through construction, equipping and advocacy. For instance, the number of TVET 

institutions (Public and Private) rose from 1,300 in 2016 to 2,191 in 2019.  

Improved Gender Equity in the Education Sector: A Gender Parity Index of 0.97 and 1.00 

was achieved at primary and secondary levels respectively against a target of 0.8. The 

achievement was attributed to government interventions through programmes aimed at having 

all children in schools. They include; Free Primary Education (FPE), Free Day Secondary 

Education (FDSE) and 100 per cent transition from primary to secondary.  

Increased access to University Enrolment by Eligible Students: This reporting period 

corresponds to the fourth placement cycle for Government sponsored students. 98 per cent of 

the students who qualified for various programmes were admitted to public and private 

                                                      

1 This enrolment is both for public and private TVET institutions. 
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universities for Bachelor’s Degree Programmes under Government sponsorship. The 

remaining students were admitted to colleges to study diploma courses of their choice.   

Flagship Projects 

Basic Education Competency Based Curriculum: During the review period, the Education 

Sector, through Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development (KICD) developed: Teacher’s 

handbooks for Learners with Special Need Education for Intermediate Level; Scope and 

sequence for Teacher Education curriculum in Special Need Education; and scope and 

sequence charts for grade 4 to 6. The Sector also conducted monitoring of the national 

implementation of Competency Based Curriculum (CBC) in Pre-Primary 1 and 2 and Grades 

1, 2 and 3. Over 9,050,000 textbooks for learners in Grade 1, 2 and 3 and over 640,000 teachers 

guides for Grade 1, 2 and 3 were distributed under Government and Development Partners’ 

support. Further, assessment tools for Early Years Education and Monitoring Learners Program 

for grade 3 were developed. 

Implementation of the Kenya National Qualification Framework (KNQF): 

Implementation of the National Qualifications System, standards and guidelines was 

undertaken and the following were developed: Policy and Guidelines on Recognition of Prior 

Learning (RPL); Policy and Guidelines on Registration and Accreditation of Institutions and 

Qualification Awarding Institutions; Guidelines on Recognition, Equation and Verification of 

Qualifications; Standards for Assessing National Qualification; Credit Accumulation and 

Transfer System; Online Student Application System-the Kenya Recognition, Equation and 

Verification (KENREV). In addition, the Sector: Strengthened the capacity of qualification 

awarding bodies; Built capacity of education and training providers, professional, quality 

assurance and qualification awarding bodies; processed applications for Recognition, Equation 

and Verification of Qualifications; and Established the National Qualifications Information 

Management system (NAQMIS). 

Roll out of Competency Based Education and Training (CBET) for TVET: the Sector 

through Curriculum Assessment and Certification Council continued with CBET roll out to 40 

per cent level of the planned target; Developed 406 National Occupational Standards and their 

corresponding Curricula; 2000 trainers were capacity built and registered as curriculum 

developers; 97 Sector Skills Advisory Committees (SSACs) that comprise of industry experts; 

Formed Professional Bodies, Societies and Regulators for the development of CBET 

programmes; Developed 75 Learning Guides for various curricula; and 42 Trainer of Trainers 

were trained in development of Learning Guides. 

Laptops and Assistive Technology for Learners with Special Needs and Disabilities 

Provided to Institutions: The sector completed the supply of hearing assistive devices to St. 

Joseph’s Technical Institute for the Deaf-Nyang’oma to benefit 100 trainees.  

Operationalization of NEMIS: During the review period, National Education Monitoring and 

Information System (NEMIS) data was utilized to finance Free-Day Secondary Education 

(FDSE), conduct Form 1 selection and monitor transition of learners from primary to secondary 

schools. The roll out of the NEMIS in primary school was at 55 per cent with projections to 
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utilise data from the system to disburse Free Primary Education (FPE) capitation grants, 

monitor supply of instructional materials and monitor the implementation of Competency 

Based Curriculum.  

TVET Infrastructure and Equipping: a total of 33 institutions were targeted for equipping. 

The Education Sector commenced equipping of Technical and Vocational Colleges to improve 

access, quality and relevance in the TVET Subsector. Four special technical training 

institutions were equipped to enable them to impart relevant skills and work experience to 

vulnerable youth. A total of 32 institutions were equipped under the GoK/AfDB initiative. 

Construction of 3 institutions (Godomo TTI; Karen Institute for the Blind and Aldai TTI) were 

completed under the GoK/AfDB Project.  

Students Financing: A total of KSh. 5,200 Million were disbursed as capitation grants to 

TVET trainees. Through the Higher Education Loans Board (HELB), loans amounting to KSh. 

11.05 billion were awarded to 242,183 university students, while KSh. 352 million were 

disbursed to 2,847 post graduate students in form of loans. At the same time, KSh. 135.8 

Million of bursaries were issued to 19,652 students while KSh.30.3 Million scholarships were 

granted to 103 Postgraduate students. 

Establishment of Incubation Centres in Vocational Training Centres:  A total of 16 

Cottage industries were established in the following VTCs: Ebusiralo, Isinya, Dandora Green 

Light, Chumvini, Voi, Wekelekha, Syongila, Kinoo, Witu, Ahero, Nyaore, Nairutia, Karatina, 

Ukunda, Kaitheri and St Stephen Ekerubo Gietai. The incubation centres focused on face mask 

production, motor vehicles, fashion and design, carpentry and joinery, hospitality and beauty 

and therapy 

5.1.2 Implementation Challenges 

i. Poor state of infrastructure and equipment for research and higher education and training 

institutions, especially for physical sciences; 

ii. Low enrolment in some regions especially marginalized regions, poverty-stricken slum 

areas and among female students particularly in STEM related disciplines;  

iii. TVET Subsector lacks data and information on the skills required and available in the 

labour market;   

iv. Majority of the trainers and support staff are not trained to handle students with special 

needs; and  

v. Increased crime and risky sexual behaviour in learning institutions due to Drug and 

Substance Abuse by learners. 

5.1.3 Lessons Learnt 

i. The non-tax allowable/exempt donations to Higher Education Loans Board makes it 

unattractive for corporate donors who would have tax benefits. 

ii. Harmonization in the development of institutional and legal framework creates a conducive 

environment for operations and efficiency in service delivery in the Sector. 
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5.1.4 Recommendations 

i. Government investment towards expansion and improvement of infrastructure at all levels 

of education and training to be enhanced; 

ii. Implement targeted interventions to address regional and gender disparities; 

iii. Conduct frequent tracer studies to inform demand for skills in the labour market and enable 

the Sector produce youth with the right skills and attitudes for gainful employment and 

self-reliance;  

iv. Collect reliable and timely data on disabilities and implement targeted interventions to 

address the needs of learners with disabilities;  

v. Strengthen guiding and counselling in planning and training institutions to address 

emerging issues related to Alcohol and Drug Abuse and HIV/AIDS; and 

vi. Strengthen research and development capacity for universities 

5.2 Health Sector 

The Government is committed to implementing health system reforms to accelerate movement 

towards Universal Health Coverage (UHC) as a means of realizing “right to health” as 

enshrined in the Constitution and the long-term development blue print. Investment in health 

is geared towards ensuring sustainability of the nation’s human capital base required for 

sustainable economic growth. Re-aligning the health system to deliver on the UHC agenda as 

defined in the Kenya Vision 2030, the Third Medium-Term Plan as well as the ‘Big Four’ 

Agenda will contribute to provision of equitable, accessible and affordable health care at the 

highest standard to Kenyans.  

5.2.1 Sector Performance 

The performance of the Health Sector outcomes is presented in Table 5.2 

TABLE 5.2: HEALTH SECTOR MTP III OUTCOMES ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2019/2020 FY 

MTP III  

Outcome 

Outcome 

Indicator(s) 

Targets 2019/20 

FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Reduced child 

Mortality 

Proportion of under 

1-year old children 

fully immunized (%) 

86 80 COVID-19 containment measures 

affected delivery of services in 

health facilities and hence few 

children came for immunization. 

DPT/Hib/Heb 

(Penta3) Coverage 

(%) 

88 81 Achievement due to vaccine stock 

out overtime, inadequate 

community sensitization and 

health care workers unrest. 

Improved maternal 

and neonatal health 

Proportion of births 

attended by skilled 

health personnel (%) 

72 73 There was an increase in skilled 

delivery as a result of provision of 

free maternity services and initial 

stages of UHC roll-out. 

4th ANC coverage 

(%) 

55 50.4 ANC attendance affected by 

COVID-19 pandemic 

Reduced TB 

incidences 

TB Treatment 

Success Rate (%) 

93 83 Target not achieved due to drop 

out cases and poor nutrition 

of TB patients as a result of stock 

outs of nutritional supplements 

Source: Health sector Annual Progress Report 2019/20 FY 
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Improved Child Health: During the 2019/20 FY, the proportion of children fully immunized 

with all their life saving routine infant vaccines (Bacillus Calmette–Guérin (BCG), Ora1 Polio 

vaccines, Inactivated Polio Vaccines, Rota virus, Pneumococcal, Diphtheria Pertussis and 

Tetanus (DPT), Haemophilus influenza type B (Hib) , Hepatitis B (Heb), Measles and Rubella) 

by their first birthday was 80 per cent against a target of 86 per cent. The low achievement was 

as a result of the COVID-19 containment measures which affected the delivery of services in 

health facilities. DPT/Hib/Heb (Penta3) coverage was 81 per cent against a target of 88 per 

cent mainly due to vaccine stock out overtime, inadequate community sensitization and health 

care workers unrest. 

Improved Maternal and Neonatal Health: the percentage of skilled deliveries stood at 73 

per cent against a target 72 per cent. The achievement was attributed to various interventions 

including: training of health care providers to offer quality maternal services; the Free 

Maternity Program and Linda Mama initiative; and the initial stages of roll-out of UHC. On 

the other hand, the proportion of pregnant women attending four antenatal clinics (ANC) was 

50 per cent against the 2019/20 FY target of 55 per cent arising from less facility attendance 

due to the COVID-19 containment measures.  

Reduced Tuberculosis (TB) Incidences: The TB treatment success rate was 83 per cent 

against a target of 93 per cent mainly as a result of poor nutrition of TB patients.  

Flagship Projects 

Medical Tourism Programme: 

i. Establishing East Africa Kidney Institute (EAKI): The Project was conceptualized, 

designed, resourced, tendered, and contracted during the 2019/20 FY. The Sector 

commenced the construction works which stood at 7.5 per cent in the review period.   

ii. Modernization of National Referral Hospitals: modernization of medical equipment 

and infrastructure was undertaken in two regional referral facilities (Kenyatta National 

Hospital (KNH) and Moi Teaching and Referral Hospital (MTRH)) to aid in diagnosis 

and provision of specialised services.  

iii. Develop National Medical Tourism Strategy: The Strategy was developed and the 

Sector is working closely with the Trade Subsector to actualize some of the elements 

in the Strategy through Integrated National Export Development Strategy (INEDPS).  

    

Health Infrastructure Programme: 

i. Constructions of New Kenya Medical Training Colleges in Mandera, Voi, Taveta, 

Lamu and Garissa: Construction of these facilities were funded through the 

Equalization Fund.  The facilities in Voi and Taveta were completed towards the end 

of 2019 and the first batch of students were admitted to undertake various courses.  The 

Construction of Garissa and Mandera were delayed due to security challenges. They 

were at 75 and 10 per cent completion levels respectively.  

ii. Regional Comprehensive Cancer Centers established in Nakuru, Mombasa, Nyeri 

and Kisii: The Centers (Mombasa and Nakuru) were 80 per cent complete during the 
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review period. For Kisii, consultancy services were procured and its construction 

commissioned in November 2019. 

Digital Health Programme (Public Health facilities digitized): The Sector in collaboration 

with the World Health Organisation engaged system developers in the development of a Kenya 

Digital Health Project (DHP) with 3 out of 9 Modules for Phase I having been developed during 

the review period.   

Human Resource for Health Programme: A total of 882 healthcare workers were trained in 

different specialties in readiness for the roll out of UHC. 

5.2.2 Implementation Challenges 

i. Shortage or lack of drugs at the healthcare facilities and complaints of poor services at 

the healthcare facilities; 

ii. Inadequate infrastructure and skewed distribution of available infrastructure with a 

strong bias towards the urban areas; and. 

iii. Inadequate emergency services and referral protocols for delivery of antenatal services. 

5.2.3 Lessons Learnt  

i. Development of a Health Benefit Package for Universal Health Coverage is a highly 

consultative process. 

ii. Development of an Intergovernmental Participatory Agreement (IPA) frameworks to 

guide on the roles of the National and County governments is a lengthy process. 

iii. Success in roll-out of UHC requires Health financing/NHIF reforms.  

5.2.4 Recommendations 

i. There is need to develop a framework for sharing of healthcare specialists: across 

counties; national to counties; and private and Faith-Based Organizations to public 

health facilities; 

ii. Lobby counties in investing in current and additional healthcare facilities as a last mile 

initiative; and  

iii. Address staffing and skills gaps among healthcare workers; and invest in healthcare 

infrastructure especially in Level 2 and 3 which will promote access to preventive 

services. 

5.3 Environment, Water and Sanitation Sector   

The Sector aims at ensuring sustainable development in a secure environment by promoting 

sustainable utilization and management of environment and natural resources for socio-

economic development. It plays a critical role in Kenya’s economy by securing, stewarding 

and sustaining the environment and natural capital of the Country. The Sector on average 

contributes 3.3 per cent to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and has great potential in 

contributing to the attainment of the Kenya Vision 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs). 

5.3.1 Sector Performance 

The performance of the Environment, Water and Sanitation Sector is presented in Table 5.3 
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TABLE 5.3: ENVIRONMENT, WATER, SANITATION AND IRRIGATION SECTORS MTP III 

ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III Outcome Outcome Indicator(s)  Targets 

2019/20 

FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Improved 

sustainability of 

water-related 

ecosystems 

including 

mountains, forests, 

wetlands, rivers, 

aquifers and lakes 

Proportion of land area 

under forest cover (%) 

7.5 7.4 There is increased campaign to enhance the 

percentage of land under forest through 

various initiatives 

Area of mountain 

ecosystems 

sustainably conserved 

and managed (Ha) 

698,000  606,558.36 17,101 Ha were reclaimed during Phase II 

of Mau Restoration  

Proportion of degraded 

landscapes restored 

(%)  

40 30 Rehabilitation of degraded lands ongoing, 

but achievement of targets hampered by 

limited financing 

Area of inland 

freshwater ecosystems 

and wetlands protected 

(Ha) 

1000  1,034  

  

Activities included protection of Lakes 

Victoria and Naivasha  

Area of forested 

watersheds protected 

and conserved (Ha) 

70,000  60,645  The total area of mangroves protected in 

Coastal Region 

Area of land covered 

by invasive species 

managed (Ha) 

7000  5386.8  105.6 ha of land with invasive species were 

managed 

Improved access to 

clean and safe 

water 

Proportion of national 

population using basic 

drinking water services 

(%) 

68  62.9 This is a result of non-connectivity to 

already completed projects to improve on 

access to water. 

Proportion of urban 

population with access 

to clean and safe water 

(%) 

75 72.2 Due to occasioned by low last mile 

connectivity to completed bulk projects and 

delay by support institutions and Counties 

in proposal development especially in rural 

areas. Proportion of rural 

population with access 

to clean and safe water 

(%)  

64 55.6 

Annual per capita 

water availability (m3) 

788 528.14 Total renewable freshwater resources are 

23,960 m3 based on National Water Master 

Plan (NWMP).  

Proportion of bodies of 

water with good 

ambient water quality 

(%)  

40 35.5 This is based on the SDG 6 pilot report done 

in 2017. Most of the urban centres have low 

sewerage coverage (approximately average 

of 26 per cent) and the matter is 

compounded with unsatisfactory discharges 

of wastewater from the wastewater 

treatment plants to the environment. 

Improved water use 

efficiency 

Proportion of non-

revenue water (%) 

39 43 Analysis of 88 licensed water utilities 

indicate that out of total water produced of 

452,246,000 m3, 246,678,0m3 was billed 

resulting in Non-revenue water of 

205,568,000 m3.  

Level of water stress: 

freshwater withdrawal 

as a proportion of 

available freshwater 

resources  

20 20.2 Based on SDG 6 pilot report done in 2017. 

No recent study has been done and the 

Subsector proposes that frequency of 

reporting to be 2 years. Total renewable 

freshwater resources is 23.960 km3 while 

total water withdrawal is 4.032 km3, thus 

the calculated level of water stress is 20.2% 
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MTP III Outcome Outcome Indicator(s)  Targets 

2019/20 

FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Change in water-use 

efficiency over time 

(USD/M3) 

12 9.138 This is based on the SDG 6 pilot report 

undertaken in 2017. Change in water-use 

efficiency over time is 9.138 USD/M3.  

Increased water 

harvesting and 

storage capacity 

Water storage capacity 

per capita (m³/capita) 

4.5  4 The Country has 180 million m3 of water 

storage capacity (comprising 3,800 small 

dams and 26 large dams). Targeted 57 are at 

various levels of completion and an 

additional 700 million m3 of water will be 

realized 

Increased access to 

sanitation 

Percentage of 

population using basic 

sanitation services (%) 

74.5 82.5 The positive variance is based on increased 

WASH campaigns and financing sanitation 

projects in rural areas. 

Percentage of 

population practicing 

open defecation (%) 

9 7.4 

Proportion of Urban 

population with access 

to sewerage 

connection (%) 

31 26 Investments in sewerage is capital intensive 

and thus require huge funding compared to 

water supply 

 

Source: Ministries of Environment and Forestry & Water, Sanitation and Irrigation Annual Progress 

Report 2019/20 FY; State Department for Wildlife Annual Progress Report, 2019/20 FY 

To enhance tree cover in the Country, the Sector produced 39,151,446 tree seedlings. The 

sector also developed drought tolerant tree species and rehabilitated degraded forest areas on 

public, communal and private forest lands. In addition, 371.7 Ha of forest plantations and 200.6 

Ha of woodlots were established on community and private lands. Similarly, critically 

degraded indigenous forests were protected to enable natural rehabilitation.  

Regarding the strengthening of environmental governance, the National Action Plan for 

Artisanal Small-Scale Gold Mining was finalized. In addition, to enhance forest conservation 

and management, a draft action plan for the actualization of National Forest Programme was 

developed. 

The Sector through Kenya Water Towers Agency (KWTA) secured and protected 606,558.36 

Ha of mountain ecosystems of which an extra 17,101 Ha was reclaimed during phase II of Mau 

ecosystem restoration. In addition, the Sector rehabilitated 535.510 Ha of degraded water tower 

ecosystems around the Country. 

To sustainably manage inland freshwater ecosystems and wetlands, the sector constructed 

terraces in the Suswa-Lake Magadi-Migori ecosystems to reduce soil erosion in the upper 

catchment. Mapping of 102 pollution sources on Lake Victoria and rehabilitation and 

conservation of 240 Ha of river riparian in the Lake Naivasha ecosystem were undertaken. This 

was done through activities such as planting trees and installation of rainwater harvesting 

infrastructure in public institutions within the lake ecosystem. 

National population with access to water was 62.9 per cent. The urban and rural population 

with access to clean and safe water was 72.2 per cent and 55.6 per cent respectively. The 

achievement is below the respective targets of 75 per cent and 64 per cent as a result of low 

Last Mile Connectivity to completed bulk projects and delay by support institutions and 
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Counties in proposal development especially in rural areas. The access to improved urban 

sewerage services was 26 per cent against a target of 31 per cent due to the fact that sewage 

projects are more capital intensive when compared to water projects. The national sanitation 

coverage was 82.5 per cent against a target of 74.5 per cent. The achievement is attributed to 

increased Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) campaigns and financing sanitation projects 

in rural areas. 

The Non-Revenue Water (NRW) was 43 per cent and the turnover was KSh. 21 Billion which 

translates to approximate losses amounting to KSh. 15.8 Billion or KSh. 8.9 Billion when 20 

per cent acceptable level of loss is considered. Reducing NRW to 25 per cent can help close 

the supply and demand gap without the need to build costly infrastructure or exploit new water 

sources (which are dwindling). 

During the review period, the Sector initiated the construction of 3 large dams (Siyoi, Thwake 

and Karemenu). In addition, 100 pans/ small dams with a total water storage capacity of 2.1 

million cubic metres were constructed. 

Flagship Projects 

Strengthening Environmental Governance: The sector finalized the National Action Plan 

for Artisanal Small-Scale Gold Mining. The Sector also initiated the process of reviewing the 

Environmental Management and Coordination Act (EMCA) of 1999 and amended in 2015. To 

enhance forest conservation and management, the Sector developed draft action plans for the 

actualization of the National Forest Programme and participatory forest management plans. 

Waste Management and Pollution Control: Dumpsites at the counties were at different 

levels toward meeting the 10 minimum points of which level 1 is poor and level 10 is best. 

Nairobi, Nakuru and Eldoret Counties were at levels 9, 6 and 5.5 respectively recording most 

favourable levels while Kiambu, Muranga Isiolo and Machakos Counties were at 3.5, 2.5, 2 

and 1 respectively recording lower and unfavourable levels.  In addition, 102 pollution sources 

in 14 counties polluting Lake Victoria were mapped. 

Rehabilitation and Protection of Water Towers: 17,101 Ha of water towers and other 

selected areas were rehabilitated against a target of 74,000 Ha.  

Rehabilitation of Urban Rivers: 22 Km of Nairobi River riparian zones were rehabilitated 

and protected. The activity involved removal of sludge and cleaning of the river.  

Modernization of Meteorological Services: 17 per cent of service modernization was 

achieved against the target of 19 per cent. The under achievement was due to repeated open 

tender processes resulting in delays on installation of Airport Weather Observing Systems, 

Automatic Weather Stations and purchase of digital instruments.  The process of procuring 

digital instruments, installation of Automatic Hydro-Meteorological Stations, Airport Weather 

Observing Systems (AWOS) and Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) was initiated.  

Forest Conservation and Management: The area under forest cover was 2.3 Million Ha 

against a target of 2.5 Million Ha. 
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Forest Research and Development: The Sector developed 4 new tree products. In addition, 

the Subsector implemented forestry research and development through developing latest forest 

research technologies, production and distribution of tree seedlings, developing new tree 

products, incubating new tree products and linking them with small and medium businesses, 

and building capacity for enhanced forestry research. 

Water Harvesting and Storage Programme: 100 pans / small dams with a total water storage 

capacity of 2.1 (against a target of 14) million cubic metres were constructed across the 

counties. 

Water Resource Management: 16 Water Resource Users (WRUAs) Sub Catchment 

Management Plans were implemented. Key activities included installation of plastic tanks in 

public institutions, spring protection, construction of water pans and construction of common 

water intake. 172 water resources monitoring stations were established, rehabilitated and 

operationalized and 14 telemetric Hydromet stations were installed, operational and 

transmitting data. 

Urban Water Supply: Completed construction of water projects in 15 medium towns (Kitui, 

Nyahururu, Isiolo, Embu, Matuu, Migori, Siaya/Bondo, Keroka, Isabenia, Narok, Maua, 

Othaya, Mukurweini, Kandara, Muranga) 

 

Water reservoir tank at Bobaracho with a capacity of 5,000m3 and installed new pumps at the 

intake along River Gucha-Kisii County 

Rural Water Supply: Completed construction of water supply in 8 small towns (Kajiado, 

Wote, Masalani, Migwani, Rumuruti, Chesikaki-Sirisia, Iten and Tambach). 112 schools were 

also connected with water through drilling and equipping of boreholes or installation of water 

harvesting structures (gutters and tanks), across the counties. 

Provision of Water to Underserved Areas Including Informal Settlements: 26 urban water 

and sanitation projects were completed benefiting 46,270 additional people, and 50 rural water 

and sanitation projects were completed benefiting 69,308 additional people.  
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Land Reclamation:  Land Degradation Assessment for Lake Magadi, Upper Kerio River and 

Upper Ewaso Nyiro North river watersheds which are most severely degraded in the Country 

were completed.  

Wildlife Conservation and Management: One (1) category of specialized webbing 

equipment was acquired against a target of two which facilitated among others, conducting a 

total of 78,170 ground patrols and 1,756.4 hours of aerial security in hotspot areas. These 

efforts resulted in reduction in poaching of elephants by 65 per cent. 113.5 Km (19.5 Km newly 

constructed and 94 Km maintained) of fences out of a target of 600 Km were erected to prevent 

wild animals from getting into human settlements.  

To establish the Wildlife Compensation Scheme, the Wildlife Subsector submitted a report to 

create the Scheme which is expected to promote coexistence and reduce human-wildlife 

conflict. The Scheme is earmarked for implementation by 2021/22 FY. In the meantime, the 

Subsector continued to process and settle claims arising out of human wildlife conflicts.  

5.3.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

Wildlife Conservation and Management Sessional Paper No. 1 of 2020 was approved by Parliament 

during the period under review.  

5.3.3 Implementation Challenges 

i. Suspension of donor financing for Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project 

(LVEMP III) and delayed donor financing for Imarisha Naivasha Programme hampered 

implementation progress of the projects and programmes; 

ii. Delay in implementation of projects in the Water Subsector due to land acquisition/ 

compensation issues; 

iii. Failure to integrate wildlife conservation in land-use planning activities resulting in 

loss, destruction and fragmentation of wildlife habitats; 

iv. Increased cases of human-wildlife conflicts due to competition for available resources 

between communities, livestock and wildlife, resulting in unsustainable compensation 

claims; and  

v. Climate change and invasive alien species impacted wildlife leading to habitat 

contraction and population declines.  

5.3.4 Lessons Learnt  

i. The water supply and sewerage projects completed by the National Government and 

transferred in the last five years to Counties have had minimal impact due to low 

household connections;  

ii. Risks associated with severe weather and extreme climate events such as floods, 

droughts and storm surges create social and economic stresses;  

iii. Enhanced solid waste management promotes realization of a clean and healthy 

environment, reduced water borne and environmental related diseases and promotes 

better hygiene and sanitation;    

iv. The local communities are the first line of defence against poaching and illegal wildlife 

activities, and they should be engaged in structured partnerships, including capacity 

building;   
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v. Over reliance on international tourism as the major source of revenue hinders the 

implementation of the wildlife Subsector mandate to conserve and manage wildlife; 

and 

vi. Coordination and participatory approach by all stakeholders in wildlife conservation 

and management is necessary to avoid duplication of roles and wastage of resources.  

5.3.5 Recommendations  

i. Operationalize Water Sector Intergovernmental Cooperation Framework for full 

involvement of the counties in the planning and implementation of national projects to 

enhance inclusivity, cooperation and effective participation in project implementation; 

ii. Recovery of on-lent loan repayment at source - The National Treasury should consider 

recovering loan arrears remittances on water and sewerage infrastructure developed and 

transferred to County governments from their annual budgetary allocations at source; 

iii. Budget for new projects to include the component of household water and sewerage 

connectivity; 

iv. Establish frameworks for compensating wildlife-related damages to promote human 

wildlife coexistence;  

v. Build the capacity of local communities as first line of defense towards poaching and 

illegal wildlife activities; and 

vi. Mainstream wildlife conservation into the National Climate Change Action Plan; and 

vii. Win more space for wildlife.   

5.4 Population, Urbanization and Housing Sector 

The Sector seeks to ensure ‘quality population with adequate and decent housing in a 

sustainable environment’ through implementation of the Population Policy for National 

Development and provision of adequate and decent housing for sustainable development. The 

targets for this Sector are progressively achieved by: reducing the rapid population growth and 

Total Fertility Rate (TFR); increasing life expectancy; increasing access to affordable and 

adequate housing; installing key housing infrastructure; undertaking County capacity building 

in Urban Planning and Development campaign as well as incentivizing private sector to invest 

in the Sector.  

5.4.1 Sector Performance 

A summary of achievements of the Sector for the 2019/20 FY is presented in Table 5.4 

TABLE 5.4: POPULATION, URBANIZATION AND HOUSING SECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS 

FOR 2019/2020 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome 

Indicator (s) 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Reduced 

population 

growth rate 

Annual 

Population 

Growth rate 

2.6 2.2 The target was surpassed due to increasing 

adoption of small family norm as evidenced by 

a decline in Total Fertility Rate.  

Total Fertility 

Rate 

3.7 3.4 The target was surpassed due to advocacy and 

awareness creation efforts on population and 

development issues. 

Life Expectancy 

at birth 

62.0 67 The achievement can be attributed to advocacy 

and awareness creation on population and 

development issues.  
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MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome 

Indicator (s) 

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Increased 

access to 

decent and 

affordable 

housing 

Number of 

Housing units 

constructed 

annually 

102,000 1,250 This is due to non-implementation of Housing 

Fund contributions. The Fund was challenged 

in court. 

 

 

Source: National Council for Population and Development and State Department for Housing 

and Urban Development Annual Progress Report 2019/20 FY 

During the 2019/20 FY, the inter-censual population growth per annum was 2.2 per cent against 

a target of 2.6 per cent. This is attributed to adoption of small family norm as evidenced by a 

decline in Total Fertility Rate (TFR) to 3.4 children per woman in 2019 from 3.49 in 2018. Life 

expectancy which is an indication of the well-being of the Kenyan population improved to 67 

years against a target of 62 years. These achievements can be attributed to advocacy and 

awareness creation programmes/activities on population and development issues which were 

undertaken by the Population Subsector in various parts of Kenya.  These programmes were 

geared towards raising knowledge and behavioural change to adopt small family norm and 

increasing the uptake of family planning, maternal and child health services.  

 

Towards increasing access to affordable housing, the Housing Subsector targeted to complete 

80,000 units under affordable houses and 22,000 units under social houses in the 2019/20 FY. 

The achievement realised under affordable housing was as follows: 260 of the 1,370 units in 

Park Road, Nairobi were completed; 200 units were completed in Machakos; 120 housing units 

for the National Police and Prisons Services were completed in Nyeri; 208 units were 

constructed by National Housing Corporation through its urban and rural housing programmes. 

Under Social Housing, 462 housing units were completed in Mavoko. Additionally, a total of 

81 Civil Servants were facilitated to own housing units through mortgage facilities. A total of 

16,399 units are at various completion levels in various sites countrywide. However, the 

achievement was lower due to funding challenges occasioned particularly by stoppage of 

mandatory contribution to the Housing Fund by the court.  

 

Flagship Projects 

Research and Development on Appropriate Building Materials and Technologies 

(ABMT): To promote rural housing initiative, the Government established 7 ABMT Centres 

to be used as training and dissemination centres of alternative building materials and 

technologies. These Centres are Buuri (Meru), Maragua (Murang’a), Kibwezi East (Makueni), 

Mwea (Kirinyaga) Tharaka (Tharaka Nithi), Tarbaj (Wajir) and Nyatike (Migori). The 

achievement was due to an increase in the number of Members of National 

Assembly/Constituencies availing land for the centres. In addition, 2,350 new trainees were 

trained on ABMT against a target of 4,000. The variance is explained by the fact that the 

training is demand-driven and the Housing Subsector can influence the numbers through 

provision of information and sensitization.   

Provision of Physical and Social Infrastructure in Slums and Informal Settlements in 

Selected Urban Areas: To improve living conditions for people living in informal settlements, 
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residents of 7 informal settlements in Kisumu (Obunga, Bandani and Nyalenda) and in 

Naivasha (Kamere, Karagita, Kihoto and Kasarani) benefited from installation of the following 

infrastructure projects: 40.3 Km of sewer line were constructed; 3,998 households were 

connected to sewer line; 90 Km Water pipeline were constructed; 7,786 households were 

connected to water  line; and 14 Ablution blocks were constructed. 

Urban Renewal Programmes for Selected Towns: To support County governments and 

Nairobi Metropolitan Region to offer better urban services: Six (6) modern market hubs were 

constructed, that is, Mwariro, Ruiru, Juja, Karandini, Kikuyu and Kihara; Ten (10) railway 

stations were improved (Kikuyu, Githurai, Ruiru, Mwiki, Athi River, Embakasi, Dandora, 

Pipeline, Donholm and Kahawa); and nine (9) Economic Stimulus Package markets were 

constructed to 50 per cent completion level. However, others stalled due to lack of funds. 

Development of Urban Storm Water Infrastructure Facilities in Selected Urban Areas: 

Nine (9) Km of storm water were done as follows: Narok (4 Km) and Kerugoya-Kutus (5 out 

of 6 Km).  

5.4.2 Implementation Challenges 

i. Inadequate integration of population issues in development planning;  

ii. Coordination of implementation of population and development policies and 

programmes was not anchored in a legal framework which hinders the operation of the 

Subsector in enforcing compliance in its mandate;  

iii. Low budgetary allocations for Affordable Housing Program coupled with the challenge 

of the proposed Housing Fund contributions in court; and  

iv. Low private sector participation in provision of housing units that can easily be afforded 

by low income earners who are the majority.  

5.4.3 Lessons Learnt 

i. Harnessing the Demographic Dividend as a result of the current youth bulge in Kenya 

offers an opportunity for the Country to accelerate socio-economic growth.  

ii. A significant percentage of women desire to delay, space and limit childbirth but still 

have no access to preferred family planning methods. 

iii. Initial implementation of the Housing Fund showed that encouraging voluntary 

contributions to the Fund would mobilize resources to supplement Treasury allocations.  

5.4.4 Recommendations 

i. Prioritize population issues in development planning and budgeting; 

ii. There is a need to anchor coordination of implementation of population and 

development policies and programmes in a legal framework to facilitate the operations 

of the Subsector in enforcing compliance in its mandate; and 

iii. Strengthen Kenya Mortgage Refinancing Company (KMRC) to enhance affordability 

of mortgages by refinancing existing and future loan portfolios to the affordable 

housing segment. 
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5.5 Gender, Youth and Vulnerable Groups 

The Sector plays a strategic role in the Country’s transformation and socio-economic 

development through implementation of special programmes for the development of the Arid 

and Semi-Arid Lands (ASAL), promotion of equality and equity, empowerment of women and 

vulnerable groups, and prioritization of implementation of youth policies and interventions. 

The sector plays a critical role towards the achievement of the Third Medium Term Plan (MTP 

III) of the Kenya Vision 2030, the ‘Big Four’ Agenda programmes and projects and contributes 

to the fulfilment of various regional and international obligations including the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) and Africa Union Agenda 2063. 

5.5.1 Sector Performance 

A summary of the Sector performance during the review period is presented in Table 5.5.  

TABLE 5.5: GENDER, YOUTHS AND VULNERABLE GROUPS SECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS 

FOR 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

OUTCOME 

Outcome Indicator 

(s) 

Targets  

2019/20 

FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Reduced 

Gender 

Disparities 

Gender Gap Index 0.708 0.671 There is low economic participation and 

limited opportunities for women.  

Improved 

well-being of 

vulnerable 

groups 

Proportion of 

vulnerable 

population 

covered 

by social protection 

systems (%) 

40 13.7 Low achievement attributed to challenges 

resulting from migrating beneficiaries from 

Card Based Model to the Account Based 

Mode 

Proportion of 

National Safety 

Net beneficiaries 

enrolled in 

NHIF Cover (%) 

28 8.3 The approach to scale-up implementation of 

NHIF coverage is not clear  

 

Source: State Departments for Gender, Youth and Social Protection Annual Progress Report 

2019/20 FY 

The Gender Gap Index was off the target of 0.708 for the 2019/20 FY by 0.037. The index was 

0.671 indicating that the gender disparities increased marginally. This is attributed majorly to 

low economic participation and opportunities for women.  

To improve the well-being of the vulnerable population, a total of 1,070,238 beneficiaries 

(753,376 Older Persons (OP), 287,278 Orphans and Vulnerable Children (OVCs) and 29,584 

Persons with Severe Disabilities (PWDs)) were provided with cash transfers through the 

National Safety Net Programme (Inua Jamii) in the 2019/20 FY. This translates to 13.7 per 

cent of the vulnerable population against the target of 40 per cent. The variance was as a result 

of challenges (including failure in biometric capture, inaccessibility of banking services and 

Integrated Population Registration Services (IPRS) mismatch of some beneficiaries) arising 

from migrating beneficiaries from Card Based Model to the Account Based Model. In addition, 

budgetary provision remained constant over the review period as compared to the increase in 

population in need of social protection support.  
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Further, NHIF coverage for the National Safety Nets beneficiaries was 8.3 per cent against a 

target of 28 per cent. A total of 102,583 orphans and vulnerable children were supported under 

the programme. The under achievement is associated with lack of an approach to scale up the 

uptake of NHIF to this category of beneficiaries. 

Flagship Projects 

Affirmative Action Funds 

i. Women Enterprise Fund (WEF): A total of KSh. 2,712,900,000 was disbursed thus 

surpassing the set target of KSh. 2.7 billion. This was attributed to increased uptake of 

loans by established groups earlier in the financial year. The funds were loaned to 

10,954 groups that had a total membership of 121,842 women, though it had been 

projected that 140,000 beneficiaries will be supported. This was not met due to 

disruptions caused by COVID-19 pandemic containment measures that limited 

advancement of loans to new groups. The Fund also extended their loan facility to: 

seven (7) women owned companies (KSh. 8,237,000); Eight (8) Savings and Credit 

Cooperative Organizations (SACCOs) (KSh. 66.5 Million) and LPO financing (KSh. 

12.5 Million). Additionally, the fund trained 118,235 and 6,160 women on 

entrepreneurship and value addition respectively. 

 

ii. Uwezo Fund: The Fund provided credit to 53,924 individuals from 4,902 groups who 

were also trained on entrepreneurship skills. 

 

iii. National Government Affirmative Action Fund:  A total of 24,897 vulnerable 

students were supported through bursaries against a target of 78,000 beneficiaries. The 

fund also supported 2914 groups in women economic empowerment against a target of 

10,000. 

 

iv. Youth Enterprise Development Fund (YEDF): The Fund disbursed a total of 

KSh.473.3 Million to youth enterprises for business start-up or expansion against a 

target of KSh.1746.52 Million. This is as a result of underfunding which hindered 

follow-up and recovery of loans hence depressing the amount available for 

disbursement under the revolving fund.  A total of 94,680 youth benefited from business 

loans against a target of 349,300. An additional 86,570 youth were supported under 

business development services against a target of 81,000. A total of 108,000 youths 

were sensitized on Access to Government Procurement Opportunities (AGPO). 

Prevention and Response to Gender Based Violence (GBV): During the review period, 312 

duty bearers were trained on GBV against a target of 400.  

Eradication of Female Genital Mutilation (FGM): A number of key stakeholders totalling 

5,509 people were reached through public education and sensitization fora against a target of 

3,500 people. Additionally, various Anti-FGM campaigns conducted through print, broadcast 

and online media reached at least 23 million people with Anti-FGM messages. This 
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achievement was necessitated by the Presidential Directive on Ending FGM by 2022 and the 

establishment of a Multi-Agency Team to lead in the fight against this vice. 

Gender Mainstreaming: The Gender Subsector in collaboration with other partners 

developed draft Gender Mainstreaming Guidelines and 2nd Kenya National Action Plan on 

Peace and Conflict Resolution. The Subsector also undertook capacity building on Gender to 

various government and private sector agencies and established and launched Gender Sector 

Working Groups in 5 counties (Narok, Kilifi, Tana River, Isiolo and Marsabit). In addition, the 

Subsector in collaboration with the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (KNBS) developed the 

Women Empowerment Index Report and Gender Sector Statistics Plan. 

Youth Empowerment Centres (YECs):  A total of 49 YECs were established against a target 

of 47. The achievement was due to additional budgetary allocation. In addition, 21 YECs were 

equipped with assorted equipment. 

Kenya Youth Employment and Opportunities Programme (KYEOP): A total of 110,000 

youth against a target of 100,000 were trained and placed in various trades. This was attributed 

to collaboration and partnerships with other actors. 4000 youth were placed on internship and 

attachment. Additionally, 17,452 youths were trained in Life Skills and 15,408 others aged 

between 18-29 were trained in business core values in order to improve their skills of both 

survival and business mind-set.  

National Youth Service (NYS) Transformation Programme: 12,194 youth were regimented 

and trained in paramilitary and 11,396 youth were engaged in National Service. A total of 

13,605 youth were enrolled in Technical and Vocational Training to gain skills in various 

trades. Further, 9,360 students were placed on Industrial Attachments and 250 youth employed 

in the Textile and Garment Technology Institute.   

Disability Mainstreaming: The National Development Fund for Persons with Disabilities 

(PWDs): provided grants and trained the targeted 290 self-help groups for PWDs; provided 

3,544 PWD with assistive devices; and trained 363 sign language interpreters. The Fund also 

supported 4,032 PWD with scholarships and 3,650 persons with albinism with sunscreen. In 

addition, the Fund conducted accessibility audits in 56 Ministries, Departments and Agencies 

(MDAs) and sensitized 80 institutions on disability mainstreaming.   

Other Programmes and Projects 

Community Mobilization, Development and Empowerment: In 2019/20 FY, the Social 

Protection Subsector: mobilized, sensitized and registered 39,375 Self Help Groups (SHGs) 

and Community Based Organizations (CBOs) for socio-economic development;  built capacity 

and linked 11,050 Self-Help Groups and CBOs to Micro Finance Institutions (MFIs); supported 

families at grass root levels through enlisting 1,651 Lay / Volunteer Counsellors to provide 

psychosocial support to families; and provided 22 graduands from Vocational Rehabilitation 

Centres with Disabilities with start-up toolkits for self-reliance against a target of 20. 

Child Care, Protection and Rehabilitation Programmes: The following were the 

achievements in the review period: provided bursaries to 22,854 secondary school students 
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under the Presidential Bursary Scheme for OVCs; provided 4,136 children in conflict with law 

with safe custody in children statutory institutions; resolved 113,091 child abuse and neglected 

cases as per reports from the counties; rehabilitated and trained 5,700 children in various skills; 

provided 109,601 abandoned households with temporary care; rehabilitated 120 persons from 

human trafficking and sensitized 6,000 persons on human trafficking; piloted implementation 

of Alternative Family Care (AFC) Guidelines in Kisumu, Nyamira, Kiambu and Kilifi Counties 

before rollout to other counties; and automated case management of child protection in 15 

Counties (Isiolo, Kajiado, Mombasa, Turkana, Tana River, Garissa, Samburu, Marsabit, West 

Pokot, Nandi, Trans Nzoia, Nyamira, Kiambu, Kitui and Uasin Gishu) for effective and timely 

response. 

Street Families Rehabilitation Trust Fund: The Sector: rescued 1,501 street families; 

Supported 30 rescue institutions; Identified and nurtured 107 children and youth talents; 

Provided 515 youth with psychosocial support services; Supported 1700 street children and 

youth for rehabilitation, education and training; Reintegrated 1030 street persons to the 

community; and trained 75 caregivers.  

5.5.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. Women Economic Empowerment Strategy 2020-2025 was developed;  

ii. Guidelines for establishment of Gender Based Violence Recovery Centres (GBVRCs) 

in health facilities, 2020 were developed;  

iii. Regulations for operationalization of Protection Against Domestic Violence Act 

(2015), 2020 were developed;  

iv. Regulations for safe spaces, 2019 were developed 

v. Social Assistance Bill, 2020 was drafted;   

vi.  NGAAF Access Guidelines were reviewed; and 

vii. National Youth Policy (NYP), 2007 was reviewed.  

5.5.3 Implementation Challenges  

i. Delay in gazettement of Constituency Uwezo Fund Management Committees 

(CUFMCs);  

ii. Emerging trends of Gender-Based Violence such as medicalization of FGM, reduction 

in age at which girls are cut and cross border cutting;  

iii. Fragmented classification of vulnerable groups under cash transfer initiatives; uneven 

distribution of digital infrastructure especially in rural areas affected the utilization of 

Youth Empowerment Centres;  

iv. Limited entrepreneurial skills and weak entrepreneurial culture amongst the women and 

youth leading to failure of businesses,  

v. Limited business growth and non-repayment of loans; and  

vi. Loans advanced by the Fund are mainly interest free. The cost of disbursement is borne 

by the Fund, which is not allocated adequate resources. 

5.5.4 Lessons Learnt 

i. Integration of ICT in loan application, processing and repayments eases 

implementation of these processes; 
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ii. Leverage on the multi-agency approach to mobilize resources for implementation of 

activities and further participate in dissemination of policies and legislations at all levels 

of government;  

iii. There is increased demand for the Affirmative Action Funds as a result of enhanced 

awareness to the target groups;  

iv. Developing youth empowerment supporting infrastructure enhances youth access to 

opportunities for active participation in national development; and 

v. Multi-sectoral/ intergovernmental approach is critical for successful implementation of 

the sector’s programmes and projects. 

5.5.5 Recommendations  

i. Tap into the virtual platforms to train and sensitize stakeholders on GBV, FGM, gender 

mainstreaming and the mandate of the Affirmative Action Funds including various 

products to the target groups;  

ii. Undertake regular research to inform interventions aimed at addressing emerging issues 

and needs;  

iii. Conduct targeted training to enhance entrepreneurial skills among youth and women; 

and  

iv. Mobilization of resources for growth and sustainability of the Funds. 

5.6 Sports, Culture and the Arts Sector 

The Sector seeks to “promote and develop Sports, Culture, Creative and Performing Arts, and 

Management and Preservation of Heritage, Public records and Archives”. The Sports Subsector 

contributes to economic and social development through: development, promotion and 

regulation of Sports as well as promotion of Sports Tourism. The Culture and Heritage 

Subsector seeks to preserve Kenya’s music, heritage and expose her culture globally.  

5.6.1 Sector Performance 

Table 5.6 presents the Sector performance during the period under review.  
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TABLE 5.6: SPORTS, CULTURE AND THE ARTS SECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 

2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome 

Indicator (s) 

 Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Improved 

participation in 

sports 

activities 

Number of teams 

presented in sports 

championships 

65 44 COVID-19 pandemic led to cancellation of 

planned sports events  

Number of 

international 

sports 

competitions 

hosted 

12 6 This is due to failure of stadia to meet 

international standards and cancellation of 

events occasioned by the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

Number of youth 

recruited in various 

sports discipline 

2,000 2,665 Achievement due to sensitization of youths 

in various sports discipline  

Preserved 

national 

heritage 

and culture 

Number of cultural 

events held 

17 26 The is attributed to collaboration with 

County Government 

Number of national 

heritage sites 

preserved 

5 1 Target missed due to lack of budgetary 

allocation. 

Increased 

access 

to library 

and 

information 

services 

Number of persons 

with access to 

libraries and 

information 

services 

16,185,816 6,900,000 This is attributed to increased use of 

internet in accessing reading materials 

online and closure of Libraries to contain 

the spread of COVID-19 among library 

users. 

Source: State Departments for Sports and Culture and Heritage Annual Progress Report for 

2019/20 FY  

During the 2019/20 FY, 44 teams out of the targeted 65 participated in international sports 

championships. The various categories of sports funded for international sports competitions 

included athletics, netball, volleyball, football, handball, table tennis and taekwondo.  Six (6) 

out of the targeted 12 international sports competitions were hosted. These were: Davis Cup 

Africa Cup Group 3; Tong Li Moo Do International Martial Arts Championship, 2019; CANA 

Zone 3 Swimming Championships and a qualifier for 2020 Africa Championships; 1st 

Champions Africa Deaf Athletics, Kenya; CHAN 2020 Qualifier Harambee Star versus Ghana; 

and Bowling Africa States Continental Tournament. In addition, 2,665 out of the targeted 2,000 

youths were recruited in various sports disciplines. 

In preserving the national culture and heritage, 26 cultural events were held, surpassing the 

targeted 17. The achievement was attributed to collaborative efforts between the national and 

county governments. Further, one national heritage site was preserved during the review 

period.  

A total of 6.9 million persons utilised library services out of the targeted 16.2 million. The 

under-achievement was attributed to preference of library users to online materials and 

information. Further, the closure of libraries in March 2020 to contain spread of COVID-19 

among library users hampered access to libraries. 
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Flagship Projects 

Build and Rehabilitate Sports Stadia: Seven (7) regional stadia were under construction and 

their corresponding percentage levels of completion during the 2019/20FY were: Ruringu-

Nyeri (30 per cent), Kipchoge Keino-Uasin Gishu (80 per cent), Karatu-Kiambu (40 per cent), 

Wote-Makueni (30 per cent), Marsabit (30 per cent), Chuka- Tharaka Nithi (90 per cent) and 

Kamariny-Elgeyo Marakwet (30 per cent). Infrastructure upgrade for Nyayo National Stadium 

was completed. Land was identified, feasibility studies undertaken and concept designs 

developed for construction of a Sports Leisure and Entertainment Park in Nairobi.  

 

Nyayo National Stadium 

Kenya Academy of Sports: Phase 1 of the Kenya Academy of Sports was at 95 per cent 

completion against a target of 100 per cent due to budget cuts that led to slow implementation 

of the project. 

Anti-Doping Promotion: 9,199 persons were sensitized on anti-doping against a target of 

33,000. The target was not achieved due to the COVID-19 pandemic containment measures 

which limited physical interactions with probable participants. In addition, a total of 1,028 

intelligence-based tests were carried out in the review period.   

National Library of Kenya: The Ultra-Modern National Library also known as Maktaba Kuu 

located at Upper Hill in Nairobi was completed during the 2019/20 FY.  

  

The National Library of Kenya (Maktaba Kuu)- Before and after photo 
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The International Arts and Culture Centre: The Centre was not constructed due to 

unallocated funds during the review period. 

Natural Product Industry (NPI) Initiative: A total of 2,500 contract farmers were recruited, 

trained and provided with seedlings on the Natural Products Commercialization Programme.  

Other Programmes and Projects  

Sports, Arts and Social Development Fund: Sports, Arts and Social Development activities 

were supported through the Fund as follows: KSh. 3.784 Billion disbursed for the promotion 

of sports and recreational activities; KSh. 0.486 Billion disbursed for promotion and 

development of cultural, creative and artistic activities and facilities; and KSh.7.623 Billion 

disbursed for social development including universal healthcare. 

Library Services: The Subsector automated and developed a Digital Library Network so as to 

increase access to information and knowledge.  Additionally, the process of establishing a 

virtual library at KNLS building commenced with development of technical specifications and 

procurement of hardware. Further, to enhance access to library services and information at 

county and grassroots, three county libraries were established in Voi, Eldama Ravine and 

Kajiado; and 4 county libraries were upgraded in Awendo, Wajir, Munyu and Isiolo.  

Performing Arts, Music and Culture: A total of 420 music and dances were recorded which 

increased their production for socio-economic gains and 2000 musicians supported through 

provision of facilities for showcasing their work. 135 youth were trained in music and dance 

to enable them produce quality work to earn a living; Music Talent Centre was established to 

mentor and improve musicians’ skills. Additionally, twenty-six (26) cultural festivals were 

held at the counties, which promoted national cohesion among Kenya’s diverse cultures. 

Further 100 high density mobile shelves were established at all regional record centres to 

enhance records management practices. During the review period, a total of two (2) million 

archival records were retrieved and migrated from the United Kingdom and diaspora associated 

with the First President Mzee Jomo Kenyatta for preservation and national posterity. 

5.6.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. The Kenya National Library Service Bill, 2020 was approved by Cabinet and forwarded 

to Parliament.  

ii. The Culture Bill, 2020 was also approved by Cabinet and forwarded to the Office of 

the Attorney General.  

5.6.3 Implementation Challenges        

i. Reduced contributions to the Sports Fund due to the withdrawal of the exiting key 

betting firms affected delivery of its activities.  

ii. Low appreciation of the contribution of culture and heritage to economic development.    

5.6.4 Lessons Learnt      

i. Involvement of development partners in implementation of capital projects enhances 

timely completion of projects;  
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ii. There is innovation potential of the Kenyan talented youth and citizens that ought to be 

exploited through creative and performing arts;  

iii. Capacity building of artistes and cultural practitioners is essential for skills 

improvement;  

iv. Collaborative efforts among stakeholders is key for project implementation at all levels 

of government; and  

v. Adoption of Information, Communication and Technology revolutionized service 

delivery especially in the wake of the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic that made some 

staff to work from home.  

5.6.5 Recommendations 

i. Intensify lobbying and mobilizing resources for growth and sustainability of the Sports 

Fund; and  

ii. Nurture and support for realization of untapped talents among Kenyan artistes in the 

creative and Performing Arts Industry.   
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CHAPTER SIX 

POLITICAL PILLAR 

 6.0 Introduction       

In the Kenya Vision 2030, the Political Pillar envisions “a democratic political system that is 

issued-based, people-centred, result-oriented and accountable to the public”. The overall 

objective of the measures proposed under the Pillar in the Third MTP is to strengthen 

governance at all levels in order to facilitate achievement of the Government’s "Big Four" 

Agenda initiatives. The Political Pillar consists of two sectors: Devolution; and Governance 

and the Rule of Law. The major interventions under this Pillar seek to create an enabling legal, 

policy and regulatory environment that facilitates efficient management of public resources; 

together with improving access to justice and improving capacity for devolved governments to 

provide services.  

6.1 Devolution  

The MTP III interventions in the Devolution Sector are focused on strengthening devolution 

governance through development and enforcement of supportive legislations and policies; 

improving relationship between the devolved units through promoting Alternative Dispute 

Resolution (ADR); providing forums for enhanced interaction between the national and the 47 

county governments and building capacity to enhance implementation of Devolution. Further, 

the Sector seeks to support the Government’s "Big Four" Agenda initiatives by developing 

policies and legislation that effectively support inclusion, good governance, equity and efficient 

service delivery at the county level.  

6.1.1 Sector Performance 

During the 2019/20 FY, the Devolution Sector continued to implement interventions 

articulated in MTP III and mainly those initiated in the 2018/19 FY. Table 6.1 presents the 

sector’s achievements with respect to implementation of these interventions during the review 

period:  

TABLE 6.1: DEVOLUTION SECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS FOR THE 2019/20 FY 

MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicator  Targets 

2019/20 

FY 

Achievement 

s2019/20 FY 

Remarks  

Enhanced inter-

governmental 

conflicts 

resolution 

through the ADR 

Proportion of inter-

governmental conflicts 

resolved through the ADR 

100% 100%  

No. of intergovernmental 

consultative sectoral 

forums operationalized 

10 17 Initial design based on ministries was 

changed to use State Departments, 

hence the increased number of 

established sectoral forums.   

Strengthened 

capacity for 

No. of counties 

implementing civic 

47 47  
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MTP III 

Outcome 

Outcome Indicator  Targets 

2019/20 

FY 

Achievement 

s2019/20 FY 

Remarks  

implementation 

of Devolution  

education and public 

participation forums  

No. of institutions / 

Counties implementing 

National Capacity Building 

Framework (NCBF) 

10 47 Establishment of relevant 

institutional and technical capacities 

led to all counties meeting the 

minimum conditions earlier than 

originally expected  

Strengthened 

policy and legal 

framework for 

Devolution  

No. of policies and laws 

developed 

1 1  

Source: State Department for Devolution Annual Progress Report for 2019/20 FY  

During the review period, the Devolution Sector either achieved or surpassed the target under 

each outcome.  The four inter-governmental conflicts referred for resolution through the ADR 

mechanism were resolved, translating to a 100 per cent achievement. The resolved disputes 

were: County Government of Garissa and the State Department for Housing, regarding the 

handover of the housing function to the County; Baringo County and the Ministry of 

Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries on the Marigat Slaughter House; County Government of 

Garissa and the Ministry of Devolution and Arid and Semi-Arid Lands, on construction of 

masonry perimeter fence, double steel gate and a pedestrian gate at the Garissa Referral 

Hospital; and County Government of West Pokot and the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock 

and Fisheries regarding the hand-over of Nasukuta Export Slaughter house. 

The sector operationalized 17 Inter-Governmental Sectoral Consultative Forums against a 

target of 10 forums. The increase was as a result of change due to administrative difficulties, 

from the initial design of establishing sectoral forums through a Ministerial approach as the 

sectoral basis to State Departments. The inter-governmental sectoral forums operationalized 

are: Social Protection, Agriculture, Water, Infrastructure, Housing, Health, Public Service, 

ICT, Gender and Youth, Tourism and Wildlife, Mining, Environment, Energy, Education; 

Industry, Trade and Cooperatives, Lands and Physical Planning, and Sport and Culture.  

To enhance the capacity for implementation of Devolution, the Sector implemented civic 

education and public participation forums in all the targeted 47 counties during the review 

period. The number of Counties implementing the NCBF was 47 against a target of 10. This 

was due to the fact that all the counties managed to comply with the conditions attached to 

release of Kenya Devolution Support Programme (KDSP) grant that finances the framework.  

6.1.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms  

i. The County Governments Act, 2012 and Intergovernmental Relations Act, 2012 were 

reviewed and submitted to Cabinet;  
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ii. Regulations to govern Inter-Governmental Sector Forums were drafted and validated; 

and  

iii. The Sector also developed a Policy on Regional Economic Blocs, to guide Counties in 

the formation and operationalization of County Economic Blocks. 

6.1.3 Implementation challenges 

i. Delay in finalization of devolution-related legislations, regulations and policies;  

ii. Delay in release of funds/grants to Counties especially on projects related to KDSP; 

and  

iii. Inadequate funding due to budget cuts during Supplementary Budget affecting 

implementation of development partner- supported programmes under the Performance 

for Results.  

6.1.4 Lessons Learnt  

i. Timely submission of the required documentation to the National Treasury is key in 

ensuring funds /grants to Counties are included in the County Allocation of Revenue 

Act hence avoiding delay or failure to release grants to County Governments. 

ii. Fast tracking of fulfilment of KDSP grant conditions can hasten achievement of targets 

that were initially expected to take longer durations to implement.  

iii. A good relationship between the Executive and the Legislature facilitates timely 

approval of projects in the County Assemblies.  

6.1.5 Recommendations  

Implementation of the devolved system of governance requires substantial financial resources 

and diverse human resources. The sector therefore seeks enhanced funding support from the 

National Treasury, as alternative funding sources are pursued.  

6.2 Governance and Rule of Law Sector 

The Governance and Rule of Law Sector aims at ensuring accountable and ethical leadership 

and promotion of a just and democratic society in line with the Constitution. The Sector also 

seeks to promote good governance to facilitate sustainable socio-economic and political 

development. Further, the Sector facilitates the necessary legal framework for the “Big Four” 

initiatives including the implementation of the SDGs, the Paris Agreement on Climate Change 

and the Africa Agenda 2063.  

6.2.1 Sector Performance 

The Sector mandate is delivered by three key institutions, Office of the Attorney General and 

Department of Justice, Judiciary and Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission. 

Table 6.2 presents the achievements of the envisaged sector outcomes and outputs vis-à-vis the 

targets for the review period.  
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TABLE 6.2: GOVERNANCE AND RULE OF LAW SECTOR MTP III ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 

2019/20 FY 

MTP III Outcome Outcome 

Indicator  

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks  

Enhanced access to 

Justice/Legal 

Services 

Judges to 

population ratio 

1:295,792 1:321,380 Delayed appointment of forty-one (41) 

judges  

Magistrates to 

population ratio 

1:68,840 1:86,954 Delayed recruitment of 100 magistrates 

and 15 Kadhis due to budgetary 

constraints.  

Case clearance rate 110% 86% Affected by persistent shortage of 

judges and judicial officers, combined 

with scaling down of court operations 

due to COVID-19 pandemic.  

No of Counties 

where legal aid is 

rolled out 

10 0 Affected by delay in processing of 

development partner funding. 

Courts established 

(high courts; 

magistrates courts 

and small claims 

courts 

No. of high courts 

established 

3 0 No funds were allocated to support new 

courts.  

No. of magistrate 

courts established  

41 2 Inadequate funds to support 

infrastructure development  

Number of 

mobile/circuit 

courts established 

4 5 An additional court established to 

address a pressing need of a remote area 

No of courts 

constructed  

23 7 Inadequate funding affected 

completion of the other 18 courts.  

Court annexed 

mediation 

operationalized 

No of courts with an 

operationalized 

mediation annex  

5 14 There was a shift in focus to assist to 

clear the backlog in minor cases 

through use of the Court appointed 

mediators 

Case Management 

Systems  

Percentage of courts 

with automated 

Case Management 

System 

40 47 Resulted from increased efforts to 

adopt virtual courts due to the COVID-

19 pandemic 

 

Online knowledge 

management 

system developed  

Proportion of online 

knowledge 

management 

systems developed 

50 0 Not developed due to lack of funding 

Legal Resource 

Centre established 

Percentage of legal 

resource centres 

established  

50 0 Not established due to lack of funding 

Bill of Rights 

implemented  

Report on 

implementation of 

Bill of Rights 

1 2 Received additional funding from the 

Office of the High Commissioner on 

Human Rights (OHCHR) and the 

Independent Medico- Legal Unit 

(IMLU)  

 No of government 

officials trained on 

bill of rights  

350 100 Target not achieved due to inadequate 

budgetary allocation  
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MTP III Outcome Outcome 

Indicator  

Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks  

Legal education 

and training  

Percentage level of 

the National Policy 

on Legal Education 

and Training 

Developed and 

Implemented 

30 10 COVID-19 restrictions hampered 

conducting stakeholder consultative 

forums to develop Legislative 

amendments and formulations as 

recommended by the Legal Education 

Taskforce 

Percentage of 

students trained on 

revised advocates 

training curriculum  

25 42 There was increased demand for the 

training curriculum  

Percentage 

completion level of 

the well-equipped 

library  

30 27 Target not achieved due to inadequate 

budgetary allocation 

Number of students 

trained and 

examined on 

revised advocates 

training programme 

curriculum  

2,200 1,716 Upward revision of the course entry 

requirements led to under-achievement 

Improved business 

processes in 

provision of legal 

service 

Percentage level of 

competency 

capacity 

development of 

legal staff 

15 26 The over-achievement was due to 

donor-funded sponsorship which had 

not been anticipated when setting 

targets  

Source: State of Judiciary Annual Report 2019/20 FY; Office of the Attorney General and 

Department of Justice Annual Progress Report 2019/20 FY.  

The Governance and Rule of Law Sector had varying achievements across the outcomes and 

key outputs against the targets during the review period. The Sector achieved a judge to 

population ratio of 1:321,380 and a magistrate to population ratio of 1: 86,954 against a target 

of 1: 295,792 and 1: 68,840 respectively. The under-achievement was occasioned by delay in 

appointment of 41 judges recommended in 2018/19 FY, exit of five (5) judges through natural 

attrition as well as delayed recruitment of 100 magistrates and 15 Kadhis due to budgetary 

constraints. A total of 289,728 cases were resolved against a total of 337,510 cases filed. This 

translates into a case clearance rate of 86 per cent against a target of 110 per cent. Tribunals 

resolved 4,274 cases compared to 5,944 filed translating to 72 per cent case clearance rate. 

During the review period, new magistrates’ courts were established in Daadab and Kahawa 

while mobile courts were established in Butula, Mutuati, Endau, Konoin and Sereolipi. 

However, none of the new high courts were established during the reporting period as 

envisaged. The High Court had presence in 38 out of 47 counties with only nine (9) Counties 

namely, Kwale, Isiolo, Nandi, Elgeyo Marakwet, Vihiga, Kilifi, Lamu, Mandera, and Wajir, 

yet to have a high court established. Construction of court buildings was completed in Chuka, 

Isiolo, Molo, Vihiga, Nyamira, Kiambu and Lamu Law Courts’ buildings. 

The Case Tracking Module of the Case Management System was operationalized in fifty-nine 

(59) Court Stations across the country. As at the end of the review period, all courts in Nairobi 
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region had adopted the use of Electronic Filing System which incorporates e-case registration, 

an automated court fees assessment module, e-service and e-payment systems. Over 20,000 

matters had been filed through the System. Further, e-Case Status via Public Information Kiosk 

was activated in Milimani, Mombasa, Kisumu, Nyeri, Nakuru and Meru. Modalities to 

automate the administrative functions through an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) System 

were finalized. Standard Operating Procedures, System Requirements Specification and 

Process Maps were completed for the following modules of ERP: Library Management, 

Information and Records Management, Performance Management, HR Management, 

Financial Management, Accounting, Audit and Supply Chain Management.  

During the review period, Court Annexed Mediation (CAM) was rolled out in 14 stations of 

Milimani, Eldoret, Mombasa, Kisumu, Nakuru, Nyeri, Machakos, Garissa, Embu, Kakamega, 

Nyamira, Malindi, Kisii and Tononoka. A total of 3,589 matters were referred to mediation 

and 1,084 were successfully settled. The number of accredited mediators increased from 548 

to 703. Implementation of the CAM ensured faster and less acrimonious resolution process and 

decisions. On average, Court Annexed Mediation matters took 69 days to resolve. 

 

Flagship Projects   

Review and Audit of Laws for Implementation of the Constitution: The sector aimed at 

reviewing all the laws for implementation of the Constitution that were submitted. A total of 

eighteen (18) submitted laws were reviewed for consistency with the Constitution, achieving a 

100 per cent review rate on the target. Similarly, all the Bills on implementation of the 

Constitution that were submitted during the period were reviewed. 

 

 Audit of Laws: The Sector conducts an audit of both national and county-level laws to check 

compliance with the Constitution. The single targeted audit report for the review period was 

produced, while all the eight (8) county legislations submitted were audited for compliance.  

 

Fight Against Corruption: This project involved implementation of the recommendations in 

the Task Force Report for Legal, Policy and Institutional Framework for fighting corruption. 

60 per cent of the annual recommendations were implemented during the review period against 

a target of 100 per cent. The variance was due to budgetary constraints and COVID-19 

restrictions that prevented stakeholder engagement, as part of public participation.  

 

Operationalization of County Anti-Corruption Civilian Oversight Committees: The 

Sector planned to establish and operationalize five (5) County Anti-Corruption Civilian 

Oversight Committees. None was achieved, because the term of service of members of the 

National Anti-Corruption Campaign Steering Committee expired and the nominees for the 

subsequent term were not approved. 

 

Access to Justice: The project involved roll out of legal aid to counties, increasing the number 

of vulnerable persons accessing legal aid and improvement in prosecution services and the 

infrastructure of the Judiciary. Legal aid that was targeted to be rolled out to 10 counties was 
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not achieved due to delay in approval and processing of funding from a development partner. 

The number of vulnerable persons accessing legal aid achieved was 20,262 against a target for 

30,000 persons. The target was not achieved due to COVID-19 movement restrictions that 

prevented contact with potential clients. 

 

6.2.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

i. Business Laws (Business Laws Amendment Act, 2020) were amended reducing the 

steps required to register a company from 7 to 3;  

ii. The Business Registration Service Act, 2015 was reviewed and the draft is awaiting 

approval by the Board;  

iii. The Companies Beneficial Ownership Regulations 2020 were published; and  

iv. Draft Policy on Political Parties Primary Elections was developed and awaiting 

submission to the Cabinet.    

6.2.3 Implementation challenges 

i. The COVID-19 lockdowns resulted in scaled down court operations and outreach 

programmes that required physical presence with the clients, and rigidity in adaptation 

to virtual services;  

ii. Increased workload for the State Counsel arising from an expanded jurisdiction and 

additional courts;  

iii. Inadequate training of State Counsel lawyers in specialized areas of law; 

iv.  Lack of retention of legal staff due to un-harmonized terms of service within the sector;  

v. Delay in appointment of judges as recommended by the Judicial Service Commission, 

leading to recall of judges outside Nairobi where they could not constitute benches as 

required;  

vi. Inadequate funding hindering investment in justice infrastructure and delaying the 

automation of remaining key departments to ensure full automation of the Courts 

system; and 

vii. Delay in development of a legal framework for transition of Tribunals to the Judiciary.  

6.2.4 Lessons Learnt 

i. Collaboration with various stakeholders is important in implementing multi-

stakeholder initiatives.  

ii. Leveraging on technology and innovations in the Sector including virtual court 

proceedings; e-filing system and e-learning platforms for the Revised Advocates’ 

Training Programme has potential to significantly enhance cases management and 

clearance. 

iii. A preventive approach to the fight against corruption is more effective as it builds 

confidence in the system and avoids some of the challenges faced by law enforcement 

that exist within the legal structures. 

iv. Public participation and involvement of citizens provides workable solutions to the 

fight against corruption. 
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6.2.5 Recommendations  

i. Increase funding to the Sector so as to leverage on technology and establish service 

centres in the Counties, given the continued rise in demand for justice; and  

ii. Fast-tracking the implementation of E-learning platform; appointment of judges and 

enactment of the Tribunals Bill to enhance service delivery in the Sector.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN  

THEMATIC AREAS 

7.0 Overview 

This chapter presents the progress made in response to three main cross cutting issues that 

affect development in the Country namely: Climate Change; Disaster Risk Management; and 

HIV/AIDS during the 2019/20 FY. 

7.1 Climate Change 

Kenya’s Climate Change response is governed under the Climate Change Act, 2016 and 

coordinated by the Climate Change Directorate under the Ministry of Environment and 

Forestry and guided by the Climate Change Council. Implementation of priority climate change 

actions in Kenya is legally outlined in the National Climate Change Action plan, and is done 

by all sectors and counties. 

7.1.1 Thematic Area Performance 

During the review period, the Climate Change Thematic Area made good progress towards 

achieving set targets despite the challenges that were faced as summarized in table 7.1. 

TABLE 7.1: CLIMATE CHANGE MTP III OUTCOME ACHIEVEMENTS 2019/20 FY 

MTP III Outcome Outcome 

Indicator (s) 

 Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Improved Social 

Inclusion and 

Sustainable Livelihoods 

No. of green 

jobs created  

200,000 204,012 Target was exceeded due to the exemplary 

performance of Green Growth and 

Employment Project 

No of 

counties with 

GIS based 

spatial plans 

that integrate 

Climate 

Change and 

Disaster Risk 

Reduction 

6 4 This target was slightly missed due to 

delayed completion of GIS based spatial 

plan development processes in Kilifi, 

Kwale, Kajiado, Turkana and Makueni. 

Reduced GHG 

Emissions 

GHG 

Emission per 

year 

(MtCO2e) 

90 97 Due to recalculations based on updated 

activity data for the Third National GHG 

Inventory 

Source: Climate Change Directorate Annual Progress Report 2019/20 FY. 

From table 7.1, an estimated 204,012 green jobs were created across the Country. This was 

mainly achieved in the first three quarters of the year due to various initiatives. These included 

implementation of the Green Growth and Employment Project; promotion of Green 

Innovations; and implementation of the National Green Economy Strategy. 

Integration of Climate Change and Disaster Risk Reduction in County Spatial Plans was 

promoted resulting in four counties (Wajir, Baringo, Tharaka Nithi and Lamu) completing their 

Geographical Information System (GIS) based spatial plans. Another five counties (Kilifi, 
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Kwale, Kajiado, Turkana and Makueni) initiated GIS based spatial plan development processes 

which are expected to be completed during the next reporting period. In addition, two counties 

(Makueni and Marsabit) established GIS labs. 

The National GHG Emissions was estimated to be 97MtCO2e in the reporting period against 

a projection of 90MtCO2e. This was due to recalculations based on updated activity data for 

the Third National Green House Gas (GHG) Inventory. The emissions were mainly from the 

Agriculture and Land Use and Land Use Change and Forestry (LULUCF) Sectors that 

contribute to over 80 per cent of Kenya’s emissions. This was a modest increase which was 

abated by tree planting, reforestation and afforestation efforts to increase sinks and reduce 

sources. Sectoral initiatives such as Climate Smart Agriculture in the Agricultural Sector and 

renewable energy in the Energy Sector minimized sectoral greenhouse gas emissions 

contributions and enhanced resilience. 

Other Programmes/Projects 

To determine the readiness of counties for the upcoming Financing Locally Led Climate Action 

Programme, an assessment was undertaken by the Climate Change Directorate and the Climate 

Finance Unit of the National Treasury. The assessment found that, in compliance with the 

Climate Change Act (2016), all the 47 Counties have designated a County Executive 

Committee Member (CECM) in charge of Climate Change issues, and many established or are 

in the process of establishing County Climate Change Units. Makueni and Taita Taveta 

counties had Climate Change Regulations, while five counties had established County Climate 

Change Funds. All the counties were in the process of developing County Climate Change 

legislations, policies and action plans to domesticate the national legislations, policies and 

action plans to be responsive to their county circumstances. 

7.1.2 Implementation Challenges 

i. Inadequate staffing of the Climate Change Directorate and the Climate Change Units 

in all MDAs and Counties strained implementation of the actions outlined in the 

National Climate Change Action Plans;  

ii. Inadequate funding allocation to Climate Change Units to carry out their mandate; and 

iii. Inadequate awareness on matters of climate change hampered the ability of decision 

makers (the Executive and Legislature at the County and National levels) to make 

critical climate change responsive decisions.  

7.1.3 Lessons Learnt 

i. Political goodwill both at National and County levels leads to effective implementation 

of planned climate change actions, and has a multiplier effect in terms of creation of 

green jobs, enhanced resilience, sustained wealth creation and GHG emission 

reduction;  

ii. Strong Climate Change Units in Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs) and 

Counties enables coherent coordination of activities between and across sectors (pool 

resources to achieve synergy); and  

iii. Involvement of Non-state actors (CSOs, Private Sector, Academia) in all aspects of 

climate action enables a holistic and accelerated climate action. 
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7.1.4 Recommendations 

i. Increase human resource and financial capacity of the Climate Change Directorate and 

the Climate Change Units in all MDAs and Counties to accelerate the implementation 

of the actions outlined in the National Climate Change Action Plans;  

ii. Targeted capacity development of legislators both at the National and County 

Assemblies to enable them to effectively interrogate the mandatory Climate Change 

Implementation Status Reports and appropriately allocate resources for climate action; 

iii. Increase public awareness on the effects of climate change through campaigns; and 

iv. Increase mobilization and allocation of funds for climate change response. 

7.2 Disaster Risk Reduction      

Disasters retard development and economic gains through destruction of infrastructure and 

properties, food production and displacement of persons which often require reconstruction 

using diverted development funds. Kenya experiences both natural and man-made hazards, 

including drought; floods; land-slides; urban, forest and building fires; armed conflict; human 

and animal diseases; pests; earthquakes; infrastructure collapse; tsunami and road accidents, 

with an estimated 3 to 4 million people affected annually. Disaster Risk Reduction has therefore 

been mainstreamed in the Country’s planning process to mitigate the effects of disasters and to 

enhance community resilience.  

7.2.1 Sector Performance      

 The MTP III targets under the Disaster Risk Reduction during the 2019/20 FY were achieved 

largely due to strong collaboration between the National and County Government as well as 

active participation of partners with interest in Disaster Management. The achievements are 

summarized in Table 7.2. 

TABLE 7.2: DISASTER RISK MANAGEMENT MTP III OUTCOME ACHIEVEMENTS 2019/20 

MTP III Outcome Outcome Indicator (s) Targets 

2019/20 FY 

Achievements 

2019/20 FY 

Remarks 

Improved 

community 

resilience to 

disasters 

No. of deaths, missing 

persons and persons affected 

by disaster per 100,000 

People. 

40 27 Largely contributed by increased 

use of Multi-Hazard Early 

Warning Systems 

No. of counties with Multi-

Hazard Early Warning 

Systems 

14 16  Target was surpassed due to 

additional support from 

Development Partners   

No. of counties that enact 

local disaster risk 

Management legislative 

Frameworks 

5 15 Target was surpassed due to 

additional support from partners 

Source: Annual Performance Evaluation Report, National Disaster Operations Centre 

(NDOC), 2020 

Table 7.2 shows a remarkable decline in the number of deaths, missing persons and affected 

by disaster per 100,000 people (27 against a target of 40). This was attributed to the low number 
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of deaths, injuries and missing persons which stood at 236, 48, 17 respectively in the 4 counties 

hit by disasters resulting from increased use of multi-hazard early warning systems. 

The counties that developed Hazard Atlases included Garissa, Turkana, Tana River, Kwale, 

Baringo, Kilifi, Laikipia, Marsabit, Isiolo, Samburu, West Pokot and Lamu. Satellite 

Enablement for Disaster Risk Reduction (SATDRR) that deals with satellite observation and 

communication services supported the following counties; Kisumu, Baringo, Nairobi and 

Kilifi. 

Fifteen (15) counties namely: Bomet, Kajiado, Kakamega, Kilifi, Kisii, Kisumu, Meru, 

Mombasa, Nairobi, Siaya, Samburu, Tana River, Turkana, Wajir, Kwale and West Pokot 

enacted DRM laws. Kwale County established a Disaster Risk Management (DRM) Fund 

while counties that drafted DRM Bills include: Busia, Elgeyo Marakwet, Homa Bay, 

Bungoma, Kericho, Kilifi, Mombasa, Nakuru, Nandi, Trans Nzoia and Vihiga. DRM policies 

were developed by: Baringo, Isiolo, Bungoma and Trans-Nzoia Counties. Kisumu, Kajiado, 

West Pokot, Wajir, Siaya, Turkana and Mombasa Counties developed DRM Fund Bills. 

 

 

Floods in Tana River County, 2020 

7.2.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms  

i. 16 County DRM bills were developed; 

ii. National Disaster Risk Management Policy, 2018 was reviewed; and 
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iii. Draft National Disaster Risk Management Bill, 2020 was submitted to the National 

Assembly. 

7.2.3 Implementation Challenges 

i. Inadequate National legal and institutional framework for the coordination of Disaster 

Risk Management; 

ii. Inadequate DRM awareness and proper information sharing systems;  

iii. Inadequate coordination among early warning actors; and 

iv. Slow adaptation to climate change.  

7.2.4 Lessons Learnt      

i. Modernized and effective Early Warning Systems are key to DRM;  

ii. Utilization of ICT and social media plays a significant role in timely, predictable and 

effective information dissemination for adequate preparedness and response in case of 

a disaster;  

iii. Resilience mechanisms among communities reduce exposure and vulnerability to 

disasters; and 

iv. Adequate DRM budgetary allocations is vital in mainstreaming and implementing DRR 

in different sectors.  

7.2.5 Recommendations       

a) Development of a national legal and institutional framework to enhance coordination 

of DRM in the Country; 

b) Lay emphasis on Early Warning Early action approach that translates warnings into 

anticipatory sections to reduce the impact of disasters;  

c) Improve on information sharing amongst all DRM stakeholders;  

d) Enhance Climate Change Adaptation/ Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) approach;  

e) Enhance DRM budgetary allocations for mainstreaming and implementation of DRR 

in different sectors; and 

f) Leverage on ICT and social media in Disaster Risk Reduction. 

7.3 HIV/AIDS      

Kenya has made great progress in the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) response in the 

last three decades since the first case was reported and the epidemic declared a National 

Disaster. This has taken great efforts and determination by the Government and all stakeholders 

working in the HIV and Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) Space. These efforts 

have yielded fruits and made Kenya to cut a niche in the Global HIV space as a leader amongst 

her peers. This is attributed to a well-coordinated multi-sectoral approach and functional 

research guided HIV programming. 

7.3.1 Sector Performance      

Kenya made significant progress in HIV response in 2019/20 FY. Table 7.3 summarizes the 

achievements made as per the MTP III outcome indicators: 
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TABLE 7.3: HIV/AIDS MTP III OUTCOME ACHIEVEMENTS 2019/20 FY 

MTP III Outcome  Indicator (s) Targets 

2019/20 

FY 

Achievements 2019/20 FY Remarks 

Reduced HIV 

prevalence 

 

National HIV 

prevalence 

rate 

4.6 4.5 The Prevalence has stabilized for the 

last 5 years  

Increased Access to 

HIV Treatment 

 

Number of 

People Living 

with 

HIV/AIDS 

(PLHIV) on 

ARVs 

1,300,000 

 

1,192,171 

Female 781,129 

Male 378,450 

Children 32,592 

 

This target was slightly missed due to 

declining HIV funding in the country. 

Annual 

number of 

HIV related 

deaths. 

7,094 21,000 HIV/AIDS related deaths more than 

doubled due to non-adherence to 

treatment. 

Reduced new 

HIV Infections 

 

Number of 

new Adult 

HIV infections 

 

39,744 34,597 The target was surpassed. It could 

however be attributed to fewer number 

of people who came out for testing 

during the second half of the year due 

to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Percentage of 

child 

infections 

from HIV  

infected 

women 

delivering in 

the past 12 

Months. 

5.0 10.8 

 

Target missed due to HIV positive 

pregnant mothers who have not been 

identified, mothers who become 

infected during pregnancy and during 

breastfeeding, mothers who drop off 

ART during pregnancy and 

breastfeeding. 

Adolescents and 

Young People (AYP) 

Education Centre 

established. 

Number of 

AYP 

Education 

Centres 

established. 

12 0 Strategy changed to collaboration with 

State Department for Youth Affairs to 

use the existing AYP Centres 

 Source: HIV Estimates, 2020/KHIS Program Data  

Reduced HIV prevalence 

The Prevalence stabilized for the last 5 years. As at the end of the 2019/20 FY, the prevalence 

of the epidemic in Kenya varied by geography and population across the Country. The 

prevalence varied between 20 per cent in Homa Bay to 0.2 per cent in Wajir as per the Figure 

7.1. 
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FIGURE 7.1: 2020 DISTRIBUTION OF HIV PREVALENCE IN KENYA 

 

                          

 

Increased Access to HIV Treatment 

The Kenya AIDS Strategic Framework provided an ambitious target of ensuring 90 per cent of 

the People Living with HIV/Aids (PLHIV) are identified and started on Anti-Retroviral 

Therapy (ART). By the end of 2019/20FY, about 1.1 million people accounting for 80 per cent 

of all People Living with HIV/AIDS (PLHIV) had been identified and started on ART.  

 

The children presented with the lowest ART coverage of 70 per cent while the young people 

(aged 15-24 years) had a coverage of 73 per cent compared to adults at 80 per cent. The adult 

males presented a lower ART coverage of 72.7 per cent compared to 84.9 per cent among the 

adult females.  About 33 per cent of the young men and 24 per cent of young women had not 

been identified and started on ART based on the estimated number of young people living with 

HIV by end of the review period as summarized in Figure 7.2. 

  

2020 Distribution of HIV Prevalence in Kenya 
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FIGURE 7.2: 2020 DISTRIBUTION OF ART COVERAGE IN KENYA 

 

Source: HIV Estimates, 2020/KHIS Program Data  

Reduced new HIV Infections 

During the review period, there was a continued sharp decline in HIV incidence among adults 

aged 15+ years from approximately 2.8 per 1000 in 2010 to 1.3 per 1000 in 2020 possibly due 

to several factors among them the scale up of various prevention and treatment programmes. 
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FIGURE 7.3: DISTRIBUTION OF NEW INFECTIONS BY AGE AND SEX 

 

Source: HIV Estimates, 2020/KHIS Program Data  

From Figure 7.3, the females had higher number of new infections compared to the males and 

the youth contributed to 42 per cent of total new infections while those above 15+ contributed 

to 62 per cent.  

Reducing Child Infections from HIV Infected Women Delivering in the Past 12 Months 

By the end of the review period, Kenya had achieved a Prevention of Mother to Child 

Transmission (PMTCT) coverage of 94 per cent. Despite this achievement, the Mother to Child 

Transmission (MTCT) rate still remained high at 10.8 per cent. This can be attributed to 5 per 

cent of HIV positive pregnant mothers who have not been identified, mothers who become 

infected during pregnancy and mothers who drop off during breastfeeding.   

Other Programmes/Projects      

Reduce the Annual New HIV Infections among Adolescents and Young People to Less 

Than 11,000 and Eliminate Mother to Child Transmission over the Plan Period: Through 

this project, Mother to Child Transmission was reduced from 7,978 in 2018/19 to 6,806 in 

2019/20. In addition, new infections among Adolescents and Youthful Populations was 

reduced from 17,667 in 2018/19 to 6,166 in 2019/20 FY. 

Promotion of Local Manufacturing of HIV Related Commodities to Increase Access to 

Affordable HIV Facilities: Public Private Partnership node was established to spearhead the 

programme leading to integration of the Private Sector in delivery of public services.  

Enhancement and Maintenance of an Integrated HIV and Health Analytics Platform 

(Kenya HIV Situation Room) for Decision Making: An application supported by windows 

and a mobile platform was developed. This is expected to improve data accessibility and 

visualization by the end users and consequently reduce the cost of acquiring tablets. 
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7.3.2 Policy, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

The Kenya AIDS Strategic Framework II (KASF II) 2019/20 – 2024/25 was developed during 

the review period to guide HIV/AIDS programming for the next five years.  

7.3.3 Implementation Challenges 

The main challenges are that declining HIV funding in Kenya is undermining the progress 

already made in HIV Programming and the emergence of Viral Infections such as COVID-19 

pandemic are posing a challenge in the management of HIV and AIDS.  

7.3.4 Lessons Learnt 

i. Over reliance on donor support is slowing down the achievement of the Global, 

sustainable goals, 90 -90 -90 (90 per cent of the population is aware of HIV/Aids, and 

90 per cent of those who are aware of HIV/Aids have undergone HIV/Aids testing, and 

90 per cent of those who test positive are put on medication) and KASF II targets; and   

ii. Integration of HIV management and diseases helps to reduce the stigma and is more 

cost effective. 

7.3.5 Recommendations 

i. Develop and implement national policies, guidelines and standards that promote 

integrated delivery of services and Integrate HIV and other health services to achieve 

better health outcomes; and  

ii. More funds to be channelled towards support of HIV programming in Kenya to help 

improve and maintain the gains already made. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

MONITORING AND EVALUATION ECOSYSTEM IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR 

 

 8.0 Overview  

Monitoring and Evaluation remains pivotal in ensuring that tracking of the implementation of 

development programmes, projects and policies in the MTP III is undertaken continuously. 

The key players in Public Sector include: Monitoring and Evaluation Directorate (MED) in the 

State Department for Planning; the Public Investment Management Directorate in the National 

Treasury; Vision 2030 Delivery Secretariat; Programmes and Projects Directorate in the State 

Department for Planning; The MDAs through the Central Planning and Project Monitoring 

Units (CPPMUs); National Economic and Social Council (NESC); President’s Delivery Unit 

(PDU), New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD)/Africa Peer Review Mechanism 

(APRM) and County governments. 

8.1 Performance for the Monitoring and Evaluation Ecosystem 

This section provides achievements for the review period of the various institutions charged 

with implementation of the Monitoring and Evaluation function in the Country.  

8.1.1 Monitoring and Evaluation Directorate  

The Directorate continued to strengthen M&E capacities in the country and   undertook various 

activities including: Prepared and disseminated the first Annual Progress Report for MTP III; 

developed Kenya Evaluation Guidelines to promote and guide evaluations in the Public Sector; 

held the 8th Kenya National M&E week to promote learning and experience sharing; Reviewed 

M&E Policy and submitted to NDITC for discussion and approval; Provided technical support 

to MDAs and Counties in preparation of M&E frameworks and policies; Development of 

indicators; Trained counties on results based M&E; and Conducted a diagnostic assessment of 

County Integrated Monitoring and Evaluation System (CIMES) in eight Frontier Counties 

Development Council (FCDC) counties (Turkana, Garissa, Mandera, Lamu, Tana River, Wajir, 

Marsabit and Isiolo). 

Further, for effective tracking of projects and programmes contained in the Kenya Vision 2030, 

MED acquired the electronic National Integrated Monitoring and Evaluation System (e-

NIMES).  The e-NIMES provides real-time, on screen reporting of key priority programmes 

and projects from all Ministries, Departments and Agencies and Counties.  

8.1.2 Devolved Level M&E 

Counties continued to adopt M&E as part of their management tools. During the review period, 

various counties were supported in operationalizing CIMES. This support included: review of 

CIDP II Indicator handbooks for Isiolo and Lamu; 51 county staff from Isiolo (30) and Lamu 

(21) were equipped with skills on establishment of CIMES; supported the County Government 

of Uasin Gishu in reviewing and finalizing the County M&E Policy; with assistance from 

development partners, MED supported Turkana County in drafting and validation of the 

Turkana County Monitoring and Evaluation Bill, 2019. 
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8.1.3 Public Investment Management (PIM) Directorate 

During the review period, PIM Directorate prepared the draft Public Investment Management 

Policy and issued the Pubic Investment Management Guidelines through Treasury Circular No 

16/2019 issued by the National Treasury. 

8.1.4 Ministries, Departments and Agencies 

During the review period, the MDAs operationalized NIMES through tracking implementation 

of the MTP III and prepared reports using the National Handbook of Reporting Indicators.  

8.1.5 National Economic and Social Council (NESC) 

During the review period, the NESC supported Kisumu County to establish the County 

Economic and Social Council to drive evidence based policy formulation and implementation.  

8.1.6 Vision 2030 Delivery Secretariat (VDS)  

During the review period, the VDS in collaboration with MDAs prepared the draft MTP I and 

II, and the 2018/19 FY Flagship Projects Progress Reports. To enhance the implementation of 

flagship projects, it further vetted performance contracts for MDAs for 2019/20 FY and 

participated in evaluation of the 2018/19 FY performance contracts.  

8.1.7 President’s Delivery Unit (PDU) 

During the 2019/20 FY, PDU monitored the implementation of the “Big Four” Agenda, Priority 

Projects and Programmes which include the Nairobi – Jomo Kenyatta International Airport 

Expressway Project and the Revitalization of the Kisumu Port. The tracking of projects was 

conducted through the Government Performance Reporting System (GPRS). More than 11,000 

projects and programmes implemented in 44 State Departments across the 47 counties were 

tracked during the review period.   

8.1.8 New Partnership for Africa’s Development /Africa Peer Review Mechanism 

(APRM) Kenya Secretariat 

During the review period, the Secretariat disseminated the 2nd Peer Review Report in the 47 

Counties. The National Programme of Action (NPoA) which links the national and county 

budgeting monitoring and reporting frameworks was developed and a report on progress of its 

implementation was prepared subsequently. To promote good governance in line with the 

APRM principles, NEPAD/APRM Kenya in consultation with other stakeholders established 

the County Peer Review Mechanism (CPRM) to be implemented at the sub-national level. 

Consequently, all Counties were sensitized on CPRM concept to secure their buy-in and 

implementation.  

Coordination of implementation of NEPAD programmes/projects under the Programme for 

Infrastructure Development in Africa/ Presidential Infrastructure Champion Initiative 

(PIDA/PICI) was enhanced. Furthermore, the Skills Initiative for Africa (SIFA) program built 

the capacity of Principals in Technical and Vocational Education and Training institutions. 

Under the support for science and innovation to enhance industrialization programme, support 

for Coast National Polytechnic was secured. 

8.1.9 Programmes and Projects Directorate 

During the review year, the unit responsible for tracking the implementation progress of the 

SDGs prepared and disseminated the second Voluntary National Report for Kenya. Other 
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achievements include: holding of the national stakeholders’ forum on the SDGs; prepared 

monitoring and evaluation framework for the SDGs; undertook SDGs Policy Gap Analysis; 

mainstreamed SDGs into the County Sectoral Plans Preparation Guidelines and the CIDP MTR 

guidelines; mainstreamed SDGs in to the fourth generation Strategic Plan Preparation 

Guidelines; and prepared SDGs Stakeholders’ Engagement Framework. 

8.10 Challenges 

i. Inadequate funding for M&E ;  

ii. Delays in operationalizing CIMES in all Counties;  

iii. Delays in submission of Monitoring and Evaluation reports by MDAs;  

iv. Weak monitoring and evaluation culture in the public service; and 

v. Inadequate technical capacity both at the National and County levels.  

8.11 Lessons Learnt 

i. County Consultative Forums on Sectoral Plan and CIDP-Medium Term Review (CIDP-

MTR) guidelines were informative and created a platform for counties to express their 

issues/concerns concerning development planning in general; and 

ii. A strong coordination framework ensures synergy and reduce duplication of effort.   

8.12 Recommendations 

i. Rollout of e-NIMES/e-CIMES to all levels of Government;   

ii. Counties to finalize their M&E Policies to strengthen the M&E function;  

iii. Increase resources for M&E at both levels of Government;  

iv. Enhance technical capacity for M&E at all levels; and  

v. Explore use of technology for conducting Monitoring and Evaluation for use in a 

constrained environment.   
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CHAPTER NINE 

 

CHALLENGES, LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

9.1 Challenges      

The remarkable achievements during the 2019/20 FY were not without challenges which need 

to be addressed to enhance achievement of results in the next MTP III implementation period 

(2020/21 FY). They include the following: 

i. The COVID-19 pandemic containment measures nearly shut down sectors such as 

Tourism and Education and hence slowing down implementation;  

ii. Inadequate budget allocations; 

iii. Weak M&E Systems;  

iv. Inadequate number of technical staff in different sectors of the economy; 

v. Insecurity in some parts of the country slowed down service delivery, investment and project 

implementation; 

vi. Delays and cost overruns due to lengthy processes of acquisition of land for public 

projects; and 

vii. The long and slow processes of land acquisition for large infrastructure projects 

delayed project implementation. 

 

9.2 Lessons Learnt 

i. The use of ICT can sustain service delivery in constrained environment such as during 

COVID-19 pandemic; 

ii. Political goodwill both at National and County levels leads to effective implementation of 

planned programmes/projects in all sectors;  

iii. Insecurity in some parts of the country eroded gains already realized in some key sectors 

namely Infrastructure, Agriculture, Trade, Tourism and ICT; 

iv. Enabling policy and legal framework for Programme implementation was found to be very 

critical for implementation of priority programmes in many sectors. Several of such 

documents were in the pipeline causing delays; and 

v. Community, citizen and stakeholder involvement in program/project implementation 

reduces conflicts and ensures timely realization of program/project planned results. 

 

9.3 Recommendations 

The next year of MTP III implementation should consider the following recommendations in 

order to improve performance in terms of achievement of targets:  

i. Enhance Staff Capacity of MDAs: Conduct a skills audit and address the inadequacies 

in terms of numbers and skills in MDAs to improve implementation of 

programmes/projects; 
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ii. Strengthen Monitoring & Evaluation: The adoption of the National M&E Policy and 

harmonization of reporting structures and systems should be given priority during the 

next year of implementation of the MTP III. In addition, the roll out of eNIMES should 

be fast tracked to ensure a coordinated reporting as well as obtaining timely, accurate 

information that will help decision makers to change strategies where necessary;  

iii. Review the Policy and Legal Framework for Land Acquisition for Public Projects: 

A transparent and timely process for acquiring land for public projects will contribute 

to lower project costs and also minimize delays in project start and completion dates; 

iv. Review the PPP Policy: Despite the increase in the number of projects being funded 

under PPP, there were delays due to the lengthy process. The policy and legal 

framework for PPP therefore needs a review to remove any existing bottlenecks; 

v. Strategic Investment in Security: Evidence informed investment in security should 

be given priority to address the ever-changing security situation in the Country 

including terrorism and cybercrimes. This will address the effects of insecurity that has 

slowed down growth in many sectors of the economy with Tourism, Education and 

Health Sectors among the sectors worst hit; 

vi. Increase Investment in Technology: To improve service delivery across all sectors. 

vii. Review the Process of Approval of Policies, Regulations and Enactment of Bills: 

This will enhance timely implementation of projects and programmes; 

viii. Lay emphasis on Early Warning Early action approach: This will translate 

warnings into anticipatory sections to reduce the impact of disasters; and  

ix. Enhance Coordination between National and County Governments: This improves 

service delivery at both levels while promoting prudent utilization of resources. 

. 
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Annex II: List of the Second Annual Progress Report technical and logistics team 

S/No Name Designation Organisation 

1. Katherine Muoki Economic Planning Secretary State Department for Planning 

2. Aloyce Ratemo Director, MED State Department for Planning 

3. Lucy Gaithi Chief Economist State Department for Planning 

4. Grace Kimitei Chief Economist State Department for Planning 

5. Rodgers Achieng Principal Economist State Department for Planning 

6. David Waga Principal Economist State Department for Planning 

7. Dr.Boscow Okumu Senior Economist State Department for Planning 

8. Isabella Kiplagat Senior Economist State Department for Planning 

9. Margaret Githinji Senior Economist State Department for Planning 

10. Erick Kosgey Senior Economist State Department for Planning 

11. Peninah Kawira Senior Economist State Department for Planning 

12. Dr.Mary Karumba Principal Economist State Department for Planning 

13. Jacob Mumia Principal Economist State Department for Planning 

14. Jackson Kiprono Principal Economist State Department for Planning 

15. Peterson Njenga Principal Economist State Department for Planning 

16. Harry Kaudo Senior Economist State Department for Planning 

16. Mary Kimari Office Administrator State Department for Planning 

17. Rose Mugwe Office Administrator State Department for Planning 

18. Mathew Mwangi Accounts Clerk State Department for Planning 

19. Maureen Njuguna PSC Intern State Department for Planning 

20. John Kinyua PSC Intern State Department for Planning 

21. Josephine Mwangi Support Staff State Department for Planning 

22. Nelson Oling’a Support Staff State Department for Planning 

23. Agnes Gathoni Records Management Officer State Department for Planning 

24. Andrew Ijaakah Driver State Department for Planning 

25. Wycliffe Nyaosi Driver State Department for Planning 

26. Aonga Khaemba Senior Supply Chain Management 

Assistant  

State Department for Planning 
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Celsius Riga, the vessel to ship Kenya's crude oil at the port of Mombasa on August 26, 2019. 
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Sakson 604 rig drilling Pate-2 Well in Block, L4, Lamu Basin 
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